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CHAPTER 1

UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM
I have

say I

innovator and

am an

I

given.

am

shaped my
of my

enjoyed taking risks throughout my life.
pioneer.

also thankful for the

life story and life

major mistakes

I feel blessed

Most

by the

accomplishments

and

life

occurred while I

planting

was

a

experiences

successes

But my failures have

history.

people who

know

would

I have been

I have had.

shaped me

me

They have

even more.

Two

church to reach the next

generation.
I first dreamed of starting

participating
and

was an

something
reaching

in

a

church

in

plant

exciting experience.
as

radical

the next

as

over

the

so

I remember

asking myself why we

I

began to
reach

going to

the

the economy,

shaping

family, media)

and be

a

pub

couldn't do

passion

a

for

church in the United

a

pre-Christian Generation

marketplace to

founded in

was

placed within my heart

dream of planting

church that would take into account the four

(postmoderism,

January 1994, while

Scotland. The church

edge to

church would be committed to

Church in

Edinburgh,

this in America. God

generation,

States that would go

Night Light

X

people.

This

reach the lost. I dreamed of a

forces of the next

generation

developed with core

values

centering on their questions.
Princeton Alliance Church gave
to follow the

1994 to

mentoring process

February

me

permission to plant

of watch one, do one, and show

a

one.

church. I decided
From

1995 I watched and researched churches and ministries

reach Generation X. In March 1995, 1 started

experienced great

such

success

and became

mistakes that could be referred to

as

a

Night Light

attempting to

Church. The church

trendsetter; however,

failures.

February

I made

a

number of

Caterson 2

When
media

Night Light was just

producer had

Retum." I

a

vision to put

six months old, I made

on an

outdoor music

tentatively agreed to the idea, but I was not

enough to produce the

event.

Before I realized

committed for thousands of dollars
concemed and started to show

thinking to myself,
thought

over

how

we

signs

are we ever

it,

a

huge

blunder.

My

festival, "The River of No
that

sure

in

we were

did not have. Our

Night Light was mature

over our

sponsoring

heads. We

were

church became

of doubt. I felt frustrated and overwhelmed. I

going to

do this? I could not

of were the details of the event-bands, sound,

sleep

at

kept

all I

night;

lighting, vendors, parking,

etc.

Our team became disillusioned.
A few

more

kept inquiring

dimensions to the

Parishioners in the

credibility.

The adherents of Night

relationship

with my

no

or

sleep.

raged

inside

The church staff and my boss

me.

about my intent and progress. For the first time,

leadership.

eat

war

sponsoring

church started to

Light were wondering

producer started to break down.

I had tied my

identity to

they questioned my
I

question me.

if it would

Tom up

this event and felt like I

inside,
was

ever

I

was

happen. My

was

not able to

down

going

loosing

a

river of

retum.

I

made

a

finally decided to

wrong decision in

reasoned that

we were

cancel the event. I communicated to everyone involved that I

taking Night Light down

still in the

leaming

and

a

path that

doing phase

it should not have gone. I

of our

ministry.

In

short,

we

got ahead of God's timing. I apologized and stated that I failed.

During Night Light's showing phase (after March 1996-teaching
churches how to reach the next
to

put

on a

big

event for

the river from where

we

a

generation),

I made another

big blunder.

neighboring town's bicentennial celebration.

started

Night Light.

After the

other
We

It

people

were

was

just

and

asked
across

Night Light "On-the-Road" team

Caterson 3

discussed the decision, I told the town that
the team the mistakes that

we

had made the

After several months of preparation,

we

agreed to put

a

disaster. After

event, the rain continued at show time. The location

community

center

on

Main Street to

four bands broke down

equipment trouble,
crowd

on

school in

a

a

the way to the event. The

our

music

style was

modem, altemative sound. The crowd

wrong.

was

began to carefully plan.

raining

was

hidden away

for three

switched from

neighborhood.

Night Light house

and the sound person couldn't get

assembled, but

we

kept before

ready.

we were

be

the event. I

on

year and

previous

felt

Unfortunately, the night proved to
to the

we

a

sound check.

Night Light was

expecting hip-hop

days prior
a

Two of our

band had

Eventually

driven

by

a

a

small

post-

music. The result

was a

clash of worlds.
The

evening

started to

slip

town's bicentennial committee

early

exit. As

co-host and

we were

away, and two of the bands still had not arrived. The

was

not

shutting down,

ministry partner was

so

pleased.
one

I

spoke with them

of the two

apologize.

blew. The

then

evening was

Throughout
with whom I

entire
took

came

evening

quite

The band

definitely

going to play

My

called off

after all.

songs and then their

I

amplifier

over.

cleanup,

I

was

unpleasant

and unkind to everyone

into contact. I refused to talk to my partner. I blamed him for the

and told him that his character
over

was

the event. When I

ashamed of my behavior. I feh like
in

played two

was

an

arrived.

disappointed that the evening was being

the breakdown and

awhile to get

Only

negotiated

missing bands finally

that he went to the committee and told them that the band
then had to go back and

and

hindsight I began to

a

totally flawed.

finally did,

I

was

I behaved

poorly.

utterly embarrassed

failure.

understand what

was

going

I

on

inside of me. I

and

Caterson 4

realized that I did not handle either failure very well. Time and
me

to refer to both of these

research has enabled

could have
I

me

mistakes and

as

leaming

perspective have

lessons instead of failures.

My

to better understand how I dealt with these mistakes and how I

overcome.

experienced

failure

many levels in these two events.

on

personal, relational, ministerial,

My failings were

and existential. I did not know how to handle failure. I

have since leamed from both events. In the River of No Retum event I had

bias, for I attributed my failure

responsibility
disposition.

to the situation and denied any

a

self-serving

intemal, personal

for the failure. I blamed extemal forces instead of considering my

I did not pay attention to the level of our commitment until too late. If I had

communicated

more

often with the

was

questioned,

I would have been better informed. I

producer,

avoided confrontation at all costs, and this

leadership

allowed

and I took it

complicated

disposition

and

person and

downplayed the

already difficult

a

My

fundamental attribution error, for I

ministry partner's personality.

de-emphasized the

situation.

personally.

I realize that at this event I committed

attributed the event failure to my

an

situation

(extemal causes).

I

overemphasized his

As

a

result I focused

extemal forces. I have since leamed that this

on a

spells relational

disaster.

Theological Underpinnings
In this paper I deal with two

colliding worlds.

words like "fail" and "failure." I believe that the way

present
ever

a

theological

dilemma.

appears in the biblical

The biblical world is

They

are

not

Ours is

our

a

camal world that

culture

uses

uses

these words

really biblical concepts. "Failure" hardly

record, and "fail" only appears in other forms of meaning.

spiritual

one

that

points to

God's

perspective

on

life and

helps

us

Caterson 5

through the

see

eyes of God. God's purposes

are

far

modem concepts of success and failure. God created

Through our sin,

this

more

us

and eternal than

profound

for

relationship

relationship was broken. Through Jesus

Christ

our

with Him.

our

relationship

can

be restored.
Sin also
us

causes us

experience broken,

to

to be overcomers. Tribulations may

God wants to

help

throughout this
overcoming.

us overcome

dissertation

things
to

was

The two

hope

plans

and

for

me

prosper."

to

plans

for

should not have taken my failure

these events. I should have
was

trying

to teach

I have

and biblical

better

me.

our

modem

world,

I cited

above, taught

me

God does not intend to harm
me

so

adopted

even

with

of

our

that I needed to leam

include

overcoming

personally.
a

that he has

He wants to

give me

failure. I also realized that I

I should have

attitude like

me.

plans

more

Joseph's

seen

the

and asked

positive

intent in

myself what

God

I should have considered the stories of God's faithfulness.

gleaned insights

theology.

be victorious.

understanding the biblical process

failure. Jeremiah 29:1 1 states, "God knows the

future. His

a

we can

of "failure."

personal experiences

myself through

for me,

a

way, but in Christ

addiction, depression, and trails. My focus

I believe that this process works in

culturally charged understanding

about

come our

like

gain

"failed" lives. I believe that God created

from the

overlap

We all communicate

God is found in the Bible.

and

integration between narrative

through the telling of stories.

studies

The story of

Many Bible stories deal with adversity, obstacles, problems,

failures, and overcoming. Bible stories give better understanding of the benefits of

telling
our

and

stories

retelling.
as

These stories confirm the tmth that

is evident in the stories of David and

demonstrate that

our

stories

are

we are

intimately connected to

Bathsheba, and Peter. They

wedded to the stories of others. The story of Paul and
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Barnabas confirms this notion. The story of Joseph reveals the
These stories offer

lessons about failure and

specific

of David and Bathsheba
life. The story of Peter

speaks

us

and

to the

gives hope

comprehensive

for

in

overcoming family relational

overcoming.

and have

overcoming

impacted my theological perspective. Joseph's story provides insights
failure of everyone who surrounds

for

potential

overcoming the

failure. The story

scope of failure in every part of

overcoming when failing

a

friend.

the

Finally,

story of Paul and Bamabas examines overcoming through affirming God's call.
I believe that

constructed from

theoretical

a new

some

of the

synthesis

key principles

and model of overcoming

fi-om four

disciplines

can

^narrative/story

�

integration theory, biblical narrative theology, leadership development theory,
attribution

psychological theory. They

"principled story."

There

are

form

be

and

interrelated connectedness that I call

an

eight major components

in

principled story

�

"retelling,"

"restorying," "remembering," "realizing," "responding," "resisting," "retraining,"

"reframing."

These components

represent the truth of story

disciplines.

In

a sense

even

are

grounded in

though they

are

the biblical record and

extrapolated

they represent God's story

and

as

it intersects

marvelous

teaching device.

God's story enabled the

retelling of a story

is

More

it informs

people to

importantly,

to remember God's

future. God calls

us

goodness

to take

Remembering

our

story.

people. They were

to tell

and

a

liberating,

identity.

The

it is

retelling

enter the process of remembering. Time and time

God's leaders stood in the midst of the
were

empowering
our

theology. They

from the four distinct

The story of God is communicated in the stories of his
and retell God's story. The

and

people

and

us

again

said, "Remember the Lord!" They

in the past, closeness in the present, and

hope

for the

part in this process today.

enables

of

to realize what God wants to do in our

lives. The
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realizing process
gives us wings
We

that allow

that God is the

one

us

to

soar

who will

The process of restorying liberates
show

us

receive

how to

a new

replace unhealthy

story. Jesus tells

Responding is
the

people to respond

but

see

that God is

fatigue, frustration, fear,

us overcome

like

able to realize that God is the

are

us see

help

can

us

one

help

us

can

"restorying"

help

us

our

we

stories and

intentions for

our

things together
is

grounded
We

for

are

positive and good.

good. By responding we

are

constantly told to

accept the

gets

us

the

one

hand, the

to

to the

point of being

even

(John 21 : 15,16).

content with

can

lives. He

enable

us

can

to

life in all its fiillness.

again,
we

question is,

choosing

theological assumption
us

start the process of

God called
cannot

help

are we

going

to leam from

our

that God's

that God works all

"resisting."

our

Ironically,

this is

This also

a

deceiver.

expressed by polar sentiments.

status quo says that failure must not be tolerated. We

that God tolerates

Christ

can

over

Romans 8:28 tells

helps

of our broken stories.

resist the enemy. Sometimes the enemy is

status quo.

can

obsess

On

on our

afraid to live life. A healthier response would be to foster

environment of failing which
us

our

perspective.

in God's Word.

He

faihngs

lives

The

longings.

failed stories. Behind this is the

our

in

things

retell and remember his story,

to enter into the process of responding? This involves

stories-even

give new

failure. It

of overcoming. It

God

Over and

imperatives.

even

repair our broken

healthy ones.

that his purpose is to

and choose. As

we can see

brings the victory

with the

stories with

also tied to God's

responding to

who

God

us.

Hence

eagles.

and

gives permission to

big mistakes

The status

many small failures. Peter's

and wishes to

quo's

second

use

those to make

erroneous

failures. God's Word teaches the contrary

story tells

us more

sentiment is that

like

we can

(John 21:18).

Although retraining (the process by which we develop

an

an

attributional style

be
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involving intemal control)
principles
happens

a

to them but what

how do

we

happens

in them that makes the difference in

If more

respond?

people would retrain to

reactions, the world would experience

excellent

example.

could do

nothing

more

one

about what others had done to him. His

of the most

reframing

awesome

50:20, "God tumed into good what
Jesus to say he

forgave

to say, "It is finished"

In tum,

a

them for

leader who is

unhealthy stories,
and

or

sense

focus

the

on

intemal

kingdom. Joseph is
glance.

retraining

The

causes

an

He knew he

caused him to

of the failures of others.

Joseph

statements of all time. He states in Genesis

type of attitude enabled

you meant for evil." This

they knew not what they did,

"overcomer" is

an

or

her life

one

To be

"graced"

who is

(the repairing

receiving of a new story)

"gracious."

and then

ultimately

is to be

respond others around you

as

the

image of God.

for him

of a broken

image

and

fully

Such

a

profoundly

tme

aware

seem

disciple

as

both

of what God

"gracious"

person may

as a

of

life, the replacing of

and has leamed to live and lead

etemity they will be honored

in

into the

growing

has done for you and continues to do for you in Jesus Christ. To be

by our estimation, yet

overcoming.

(John 19:30).

Christ; has had God restory his

"graced"

of God's

In Genesis 50:20 he demonstrated this inward

reframe his situation. It enabled him to make

spoke

it is tied to

specific component in attribution theory,

found in God's Word. Bible characters often demonstrate that it is not what

question is,
and

is

is to

insignificant

of Christ.

The Problem

The fact of the matter is that

the

day we die.

and

leadership

Stating three

I

we

all fail. We all fail often. We will all fail until

stmggle with my failings; however,

that I

am

not alone in my

convictions

can

stmggle

I have found

over

of dealing with and

years of ministry

overcoming

identify the problem: (1)1 believe that most pastors

failure.
and
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leaders do not know how to handle failure;
stories to influence

our

life

study focuses

question then becomes,

on

that

we

often allow

our

failed life

I believe that very few understand the

history; and, (3)

process of overcoming. The

failure? This

(2) I believe

both aspects of this

how do

we

deal with and

overcome

question.

Statement of Purpose

The purpose of the
overcome

for the

failure

study is

to

explore

The end result will be to

through principled story.

development of a theology

Research

following

research

the foundation

questions

are

Questions
addressed in this

study.

1

Question

How does the process of understanding life story and life

history

aid in

failure?

overcoming
Research

lay

of overcoming.
Research

The

how pastors and leaders deal with and

Question 2

What

are

the

principles (found

followed,

seem

Research

Question 3

to

help pastors

What part does the

in proven steps,

and leaders

practice

overcome

of attribution and

habits,

or

routines) that,

if

failure?

refi-aming play in overcoming

failure?
Research

Question

What

overcoming
Research

4

protection (safeguards

and

guidelines)

can

be used for

testing

or

confirming

failure?

Question

What

5

possibilities

could result fi-om

utilizing the

"8 R's" of Principled

Story?
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Definitions
Due to the broad and

interdisciplinary nature of this study,

need to be defined. Each term has been

Actor-observer

divergence

is the

developed in one
tendency

form

a

number of terms

another in

or

for the actor to attribute

situational factors; whereas, observers tend to attribute the

same

action to

Chapter 2.

cause

to

disposition

(Weiten 496).
Attribution psychological

attribution

theory,

attribution theories, and

Biblical narrative

combining
and

theory is

theology is

the

designation

for the

combining

reframing (Reber 69).

defined for the purpose of this

of biblical narrative studies and

of

study

as

the

theological reflection, systematic theology,

theological perspective.
Failure is

has failed

an

omission of performance

action

or

task;

a

person

or

thing that

(Weiten 497).

Fundamental attribution
intemal

or an

causes

error

is the

and underestimate extemal

tendency

causes

for observers to

overemphasize

upon others' behavior

(Weiten 496).

Life history is the lived-through life (Rosenthal 60).

Life story

-

the narrated life

as

related in

a

conversation

or

written in

an

actual

present time; one's perspective of the past (Josselson and Lieblich xiii).
Narrative

narrative

of anthropology,

life story,

place when bringing together
reconstmction, etc.) and

sociology, psychology, theology, philosophy, history,

and

history (Josselson and Lieblich xiii).
Narrative and story

the

is the interface that takes

disciplines (narrative introduction,

approaches
oral

Integration

understandings that we

integration theory is defined for the purpose of this study
are

intimately connected to

our

stories, wedded to others'

as
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stories, and that stories have great potential for overcoming.
is defined for the purpose of this

Principled story
cormectedness of four

disciplines

�

the interrelated

and attribution

biblical narrative

psychological theory

to form

�

a

synthesis.

Retelling is
our

as

^narrative/story integration theory,

theology, leadership development theory,
theoretical

study

defined for the purpose of this

study as

the process

by which we

tell

stories and other's stories.

Restorying is

defined for the purpose of this

experience the repairing
receiving

of a

new

of our broken life, the

study

replacing

as

the process

of our

by which

unhealthy stories,

we

or

the

story.

Remembering is

defined for the purpose of this

study as

the process

by which we

remember God's story.

Realizing is
realize God's

defined for the purpose of this

study

defined for the purpose of this

respond by choosing to

leam fi-om

our

study

quo's sentiments

attribution

Reframing is
make

sense

style involving

of our resistances,

our successes

and

of this

the process

by which we

as

the process

by which we

resist

is the

study as the process by which we

intemal control.

defined for the purpose of this

Self-serving bias

as

of failure.

Retraining is defined for the purpose
an

by which we

failed stories.

Resisting is defined for the purpose of this study

develop

the process

provision.

Responding is

the status

as

study

objections, obstacles,
tendency to perceive

as

the process

by which we

and failures.
ourselves

favorably; taking credit for

denying responsibility for failure (Weiten 497).
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Context of the
The

the

study took place in churches, organizations, universities,

telephone

and Intemet with

did not have any

and conference

States. A limited number of the interviews took

throughout the United

centers

Study

participants

These

Europe and South America.

in

place

over

places

geographically or denominationally significant similarities; however,

the context reflected the

diversity of the pastors

and leaders in the

study.

Methodology
The

methodology

literature from the

for the

backdrop

principled story.
distinct

from the

review of foundational and current

and story

and attribution

integration theory,

related

as

a

overcoming
was

analysis)

in person,
that

the

data

Ethnograph v.5.0

phone,

or

was

collected

around these four

synthesis

was

protocol

was

through semi-stmctured

software

(a program

manipulate the

for

were

audio

taped

and

qualitative research

data. The interviews

via the Intemet. Each interview

were

and

conducted

attempted to elicit

answers

provided insights into how a particular pastor or leader dealt with and overcame

failure. A list of the interview

questions

can

be found in

Appendix

C.

Subjects
The interview

a

synthesis.

in order to code and

over

establish

through

A semi-stmctured interview

integration of the themes.

interviews with successful pastors and leaders. The interviews

data

failure

organized

four themes of study. A theoretical

descriptive study,

transcribed into the

biblical narrative

psychological theory in order to

in which to better understand

fashioned from the theoretical

Through

a

The material in the literature review

disciplines,

developed

included

disciplines of narrative

theology, leadership theory,
foundational

study

population was composed

of forty-seven pastors and Christian
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leaders

recognized by their followers

of influence

(see Appendix A).

person. These interviews took

I

a

condensed

(such

as

period,

colleagues to be successful within their sphere

attempted to

conduct

place in churches

States, Europe, and South America.
in

and

and

as

possible in

organizations throughout the United

In order to conduct

I utilized the natural

many interviews

as

a

series of interviews

sequential

networking opportunities

available to

me

Institute, ministerial conferences, continuing education seminars,

the Beeson

teaching assignments, etc.).
Three criteria
1

They must have

.

2.
peers, and

colleagues

and

in

experience;

by their followers,

some

degree

of success in

to interview

pastors and leaders from

hoped

a

attempted
I

influencers

as

and leaders to interview:

ministry; and,

They must have experienced

persuasions.

selecting pastors

at least five years of ministry

They must be acknowledged

3.
I

established for

were

to

theological, generational,

get

a

variety

representative sample that

cuts

ministry.
of diverse

across

backgrounds

denominational,

and traditional lines.
Variables

The

primary variables

cope with failure and how

failure will also be
The

a

of this

they respond to

study

spiritual gifledness,

are

the

manner

in which pastors

failure. The process

they use to

or

leaders

overcome

variable.

intervening variables

variables for this

study

that

are numerous.

and

were

taken into consideration

A few of these include:

alongside the primary

gender, education,

theological persuasion.
Instrumentation

Two instruments

were

used. First,

a

researcher-designed questionnaire supplied
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the

background information on each participant (see Appendix B). Second,

designed, semi-structured interview protocol
Interview

questions were pretested in

of ten

order to

the interview format. Feedback from the

a

researcher-

questions was used (see Appendix C).
their

improve

intentionality

and

field-testing was incorporated into

strengthen

the final

instrument revision.
Data Collection

After my

interviewed,
agreement

panel

of experts

I contacted the

to

interview

an

participants

(a program

manipulate the

questions

for

data. Excel

also created for data
of this

via mail and Intemet, and enlisted their
I then conducted

(see Appendix D).

Intemet interview. The interviews
v.5.0 software

were

audio

questionnaire
I then

analyzed the

Chapter 2.
With

in

no

each of these

disciplines

anthropology,

or

and data

data

analysis)

Ethnograph

charts, tables, and graphs

according

or

in order to code and

were

to the research

areas

a

all of the themes

merely

attack the

overcoming

and advances of other

philosophy.

together and developing

expertise in

of study, I have

recognized other ways to

insights

Generalizability

disciplines being pulled together are vast

have contributed to the

did not address the

integration,

way intends to claim

These four distinct

literature review. I
other

personal, telephone,

study.

study

regards to

a

and transcribed into the

and interview

Delimitations and

This

taped

qualitative research

analysis.

and leaders to be

helped me identify the pastors

completely new matrix

thematic interaction, and theoretical

problem

disciplines

for

and

in

far-reaching.

scratched the surface in the

of overcoming and that

conversation.

The contribution of this

developed

However, this study

such

as

sociology,

study is found in bringing the four

overcoming

synthesis

failure. The

that this

study proposes

are
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ambitious and
I

humbling.
discover the processes,

hoped to

protections the pastor and leader utilizes

principles, practices, possibilities,

in

dealing with and overcoming failure.

identifying these factors, I began writing the
This paper

Within this covenant

subject of failure.

several groups

serves

community,

This

study

foundation for

a

believers have

varying degrees

of faith.

of familiarity with the

introduction to those who have

never

in the conversation. Second, those who have entered the conversation will have

understanding
reflect

on

of the issue.

Finally,

engaged
a

clearer

those who have contributed to the conversation will

the issues afresh in order to

Chapter 2 includes theme

In

theology of overcoming.

represented within the community

serves as an

and

clarify overcoming

failure. With this in mind

summaries.
Overview

Chapter 2 presents

a

theoretical framework for

use

in

interpreting the processes, principles, practices, possibilities,
contribute to

dealing with

and

reviewed: narrative and story

overcoming

failure.

Four

summarizes the

study

findings

and reflects

overcoming

disciplines were related

Chapter 3 provides

on

the

a

and

protections that
of literature

were

integration, biblical theology, leadership development

in which to better understand

These four distinct

and

major bodies

theory, and attribution psychological theory. The goal was

backdrop

understanding

detailed

from the

as

failure

to establish

a

foundational

through principled story.

four themes of study.

description of the design

study. Chapter

5 reports

practical applications that

on

of the

the

study. Chapter 4

major findings

flow out of these

findings.

of the
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF SELECTED LITERATURE
In this

foundational

chapter four major bodies

review

This

possibilities

integration can be

for these

starting point

are

altemative

part of the

approaches

to discover the nature and

representative

of the Fall.
interactive

happen and,

Theologians

through
as

four

reviewed in order

was

construct for

approach to

overcoming

a

the relation between life and

broad-based look at biblical narrative

dynamics

in many

confirm this

of both failure and

theologians.

instances, is

reality.

to be

theology,

overcoming through

expected

due to the consequences

Ten biblical characters

theological basis

a

The biblical record reveals

were

engaged

dialogue by theological reflection. Composite profiles were developed

this interaction in search of a sohd

failure.

movement of philosophical hermeneutics. The

examination of Bible stories and

that failure will

as a

theme,

a

is the relatedness of life and story.

The second theme of study is

seeking

failure

overcoming

the first

integration,

of narrative and story

seen as an

story. Such approaches

reviewed in order to establish

pulls together four distinct disciplines related

themes of study. Narrative and story
to understand the

are

in which to better understand

backdrop

principled story. This

of literature

for Christian leaders

in

an

from

becoming

overcomers.

The third theme,
leamed fi-om failure. A

process,

principles,

and must utilize in

gleaned

from

and

leadership development theory,

particular goal that related to
practice of overcoming.

dealing with

and

overcoming

centers

this theme

These

serve as

failure.

on

the lessons to be

was

the detection of the

tools that

Insights

a

leader

and arguments

popular, corporate, and Christian/church writers who specialize in

leadership development theory.

can

were
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The fourth theme is attribution
was

surveyed

make

sense

outcomes:

in order to understand how this

people's

and failures. The theories, biases, and

literature

discipline's

discipline could help

of failure. Attribution is concemed with

successes

This

psychological theory.

leaders reframe

causal

explanations

applications

or

for

of attribution

are

explored.
Theme 1: Narrative and

The

study

have

disciplines

of narrative and story is

pursued

a

better

by no

understanding

Story Integration
means a new

endeavor. A

of both of these.

variety

of

Philosophers,

historians, anthropologists, theologians, sociologists, psychologists, and writers have all
taken aim at either narrative

integration gleans insights
"story

and

into the

relationship between

life and story. The

as

well

follow

an

examination of narrative and story.

as

"story

and the Bible" will also be

topics

briefly surveyed,

of
for

Integration

The

scholarly

story. Exploring narrative integration and story

knowing"

they logically
Narrative

or

department

of psychology at Towson State

University has published

a

annual series entitled The Narrative Study of Lives. Ruthellen Josselson states

that this work will encourage
life narratives.

and

in

psychology.

from different

This work

lives committee
The process

pulls together

some

a

of individual

place

for the

of the best

disciplines.

Narrative introduction. Josselson

calls "narrative

retrospective in-depth studies

She, like her coeditor Amia LiebHch, stmggled to fmd

study of Hfe narrative

scholarship

longitudinal

integration."

She reflects

gives

on

the

a

helpful introduction to

dialogue

engaged. They were hoping to gain

began by posing

a

a

in which the narrative

better

question that many people

what this

study

study of

understanding of our stories.

are

asking.

What is

a

good
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Josselson and her

story?

understand
How do

we

narrative

colleagues were asking

The committee also

people.

sought

answers

derive concepts from stories? Once

study of our

lives? What elements

it in order to discover how to better

are

to some

key academic questions.

do so, how do

we

we use

needed to make stories

them in the

theoretically

enriching?
The editors found the realm of the narrative

However, they did suggest that

a

Their movement

clearer

insight is

that

context. Life

a

was

towards

story has

in

worthwhile narrative

to do with

on

stories

a

and the

An

or some

important

theoretical

interface. Josselson states, "Life narrative
and thus interfaces with

burgeoning

trend within

field of oral

history" (xiii).

philosophy narrative approaches to

truth-value. She asks whether "true" story exists. The altemative is that all

are

reconstmctions. Do tme stories exist in

psychological, sociological,

are

presented in the

and story

are

to be

hermeneutics. The

postmodem world?

changing,

literature.

altemative

They

share

and described

approaches

itself the

on

the

product

of

relationship between life

a common

presupposition that

independently. Guy A.

life

M. Widdershoven

from the movement of philosophical

philosophical starting point is

the idea that story and life

related. The hermeneutic is found in the fact that "the
in stories"

as

Josselson states

(xiii).

prominent perspectives

distinguished

some

and

a

and historical influence"

and story

through

dynamic

as

The story of life. Two

explicit

is intuitive and holistic.

story."

previous knowledge

important

sociology, anthropology,

that "we may view narrative

thinks

analysis

experience with historical reality

Josselson calls attention to
focus

an

to

of lives hard to define.

of "hfe

understanding

story must be connected

interweaves individual

approaches

a

study

impHcit meaning

are

internally

of life is made

(2). People universally tell stories about their lives. The question that
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follows is, what is narrative
life

as

it is

identity?

Widdershoven defines it

Widdershoven is concemed with the hermeneutic

between narrative and life

significance
shed

light

on

this

stories. In tum,

create

(12).

contexts

try

to make

sense

Each affirms that stories

inquiry.
that

our

experience

Gadamer with the

us

we

spell

of life"

of interpretation and what is the role of narrative

Collingwood believes

helps

of stories

"telling

perspectives

He beheves that stories

history.

The

Life is both

variety of stories,
as

there

and less than

a

at the

meaning

of life. R. G.

unity

perspectives

story. It is

more

is

in

H. G.

lives. This

our

experience to

new

relatively simple:

in that it is the basis of a

and it is less in that it is unfinished and unclear

core

of life

recapitulated through

to express

stories told about it. The

are no

story lies

us

of these hermeneutic

more

relationship

life? Three theories

J. Derrida argues that stories transfer

identity (19).
implication

on

the

(215). Widdershoven credits

is reconstmcted in story
stories enable

on

What is the

(9).

are

unity of a person's

out the

interpretations

past experiences and actions

understanding that

our

are

"the

experience" (7).

and articulated in stories that express that

experienced

and that in the

as

as

long

of experience and

intertwining
psychological understanding.

of individual life and

(19)
Reconstruction. Daniel Bertaux asks the

stories?"

(1). Gabriele Rosenthal

stories and offers

some

primary objective is

discusses the

good insights

is the reconstmction of the life

through

life. The second

narrated life related in

goal

telling

possibilities

"What

can

be done with life

of analyzing narrated life

in the essay "Reconstmction of Life Stories." The

reconstmction. The

reconstmction need to be looked at

question,

key concepts behind hermeneutical

briefly.

Two

goals present themselves.

history. Rosenthal defines this

as

the

case

The first

experienced, lived-

is the reconstmction of the hfe story. This is defined

and

writing (89). Life story

and life

continuously dialectically connected together. They produce

goal

history

as

are

each other and must be

the
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reconstructed

together.

Narrative

understanding
of lives

Narrative studies open many

possibilities.

of the

relationship between

our

lives and

pulls together many distinct disciplines

and each

discussion. Life narrative intersects both individual

explicit
can

the

implicit meanings

begin the process

our

we are

in

for

a

better

stories. The narrative

richly contribute to

experience

of life. As life stories and Hfe

of knowing who

possibilities

relationship

the

history. Stories

and

history
to

study

are

integrated,

make

we

others, the world, and

God.

Story Integration
Daniel
clear

Taylor's

understanding

lives. I refer to this

seminal

of story, for he
as

stories
ancient

we are

begs

the

shape the way we

a

to create ourselves

us

"story integration."

integration, although it takes
maintains that

work. The Healing Power of Story, is foundational for

see our

our

place,

human civilization itself We first

as

across

the

of all the stories that

world,

stories of our

In many respects this is like narrative

broader sweep

products

through the

a

story/life

we

continuum.

Taylor

have heard and lived. These

and ourselves in it.

Storytelling

experienced great storytellers

at

is

as

home,

school, and, possibly, church. Right living mandates knowing and embracing healthy
stories. Our broken life stories
their lives account for
to fmd

or

future in

create

a

can

be healed

or even

something. Taylor believes

replaced.

us

where

we

have

a

desire that

that "we tell stories because

significant connections between things.

way that tells

All have

been, where

we

Stories link past, present, and
we

are, and where

we

could be

going" (1) (see Appendix E).
Story and Knowing
Kevin M. Bradt

zeros

in

on

the

hope

interplay between story

and

knowing with
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and accuracy. In his

precision

book, Story

to new ways of understanding stories and

God. Bradt calls the

hearing of stories
that it is

as a

mutually creative, interactive language
exists within

This is similar to what

process of creating

their life stories and create

interpret past experiences
of the

healing

of broken

a

and

in

sounding. Storying

what

one

is

looking

and known

already

helpful

notion that

image

your

our

can

the revelation of

also

come

helps

us

in the

together with

Storying helps

possible new reconfiguring.

contributions

perceived reality.
one

is

comes

Whereas

us

Taylor speaks

In

a sense

one

sees,

an

a

on

tied to

are

a

therefore, is affected by

for is determined

This puts
this is

from his discussion

Our hves and stories

"What

looking

imagine" (92).

everything.

applies

his

principles

by what one

different twist in the

has

seen

postmodem

expanded way of saying,

of storying to ways of knowing and the

closely follows much of Walter Bmeggemann's groundbreaking work.

significant insight can be

found in

between Israel and God. The

are

He also states

"You

are

story."
Bradt

He

is

in

for. And what
and

people

and distinct.

new

reclaiming story through postmodem psychotherapy.

participation

(4).

stories, Bradt calls this the "restorying of self (10-19).

One of Bradt's most

deliberate

event"

telling and

the

listening and, thus,

results when two

third story that is

and makes

minds

relationship.

Taylor maintains

storyworlds. This

new

our

ourselves, others, the world, and

about

knowing

Understanding storying involves telling
self

Way of Knowing, he expands

story/knowing interplay "storying." "Storying is

epistemology that

an

as a

bom

Israel's

together in story:

listening

and

Bmeggemann's

examination of the

people of Israel were

Israel from within God's

storying

called
own

by story.

telling

about what and who she has

Scriptures.
The most

relationship

"Israel and YHWH

of himself; YHWH from

heard, experienced,

and
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known" (158-59). The Jews nurtured and socialized successive
active engagement with

storying. Brueggemann points out,

the story is not believed,

Story

nothing

generations through

"What Israel knows is that if

added to it will make any difference"

and the Bible

Bradt's work

popular level,

naturally

the Bible is

leads into the discussion of story and the Bible. On

commonly taught

book 30 Days to Understanding the Bible,

as

the

"Story of God."

emphasizes this

"The Old Testament is the story of God and the Hebrew

prophets" (10).

He takes

a

similar

approach when

Max

and

over

people,

growth under the leadership
found in Walter

Thomas G.

Long,

our

their poets, and

he describes the New Testament.

after His death"

The Bible

(11).

as a

dynamic

Another

example

of Scripture. He stated, "Good stories demand

interest, generate

our

to the

narratives of contemporary hfe, into

a

powerfiil interplay between the Bible
J. Ellsworth Kalas is another

of the Bible. He

by saying,

founded, and the
was

Novel. He believes that

involvement, and remain in

importance

weave our

and life"

a

our

active

storytelling
stories, the

framework of God's story. The result

can

be

a

(41).

preaching professor who has gained tremendous
begins his book.

love

Old Testament Stories from the

"I have loved the Old Testament and its stories

remember" (9). Kalas gives

our

of storytelling. The

preacher "recounts both God's story and our stories, seeking to

Back Side,

stated,

in his book The Witness of Preaching, expresses his

(40). Long then speaks

understanding

He

storybook.

for the story

attention, receive
memories"

apostles

Wangerin's The Book of God:

the Bible is the ultimate

appreciation

of His

a

Anders, in his

over.

"The New Testament is the story of Jesus of Nazareth, the Church He

and

(23).

longer than I

can

self-revealing testimony of the power of the biblical story:
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I

came

our

to feel that

no

textbook in

human condition than

are

psychology

could be

more

these stories of women and

revealing

of

who

men

struggled with themselves, with one another, and with God. Each time I
read their stories, I understand myself better and life a little better, and I
love God

(9-10)

more.

Scholars have spent

a

considerable amount of time

literary nature of the Bible. Tremper Longman's
insightful.

He

narrator/point
also
the

speaks
of view

four elements found in all

to the

simple truth that

story" (76). Longman concludes

narratives of the Bible

historical and

we can

gain

a

better

in them. He reminds

participation

our

(the

theological

study of the biblical

us

that

our

a

we

must

(78).

The narrative

styles

literary approach to

couple

are

the

this

approach with the
and

responsible

of the historical and

theological

In tum,

understanding

and the

of the stories of the Bible and

understanding

that

setting,

many different ways of telling

are

by taking

dimensions of the text

stories will add to

stories).

"there

of the narrative and

"Biblical Narrative" is

on

of the interrelated nature of plot, characters,

examined, pointing

same

essay

studying

a

thorough

aspects of God's Word!
Theme 1 Reflection and

We

can

draw four

intimately connected to
interrelated. Our
are

all tied to

our

We need to face

The

Integration
major conclusions

our

successes

stories.

our

lives

interplay between

stories whether we like it

fact,

are

not

alone in this life.

we are our

through

as we

only wedded

Storj^elling

to

our

help

to make

sense

story

us

a

are

and defeats

is not

an

remember who

option.

we are.

overlooked, for understanding

of our lives.

stories but to the stories of others. We

is essential for

We

are

accomphshments

participation

life story cannot be

try

integration.

not. Life and

stories. So,

stories. Stories

our

history and

this reconstmction is necessary
We

or

and failures, joys and sorrows,

In

life

from narrative and story

healthy community.

are

not

Our communities
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have stories that tell

us

who

we are

and that

shape

truth that is my story affects the stories of others. When

help

to heal them. This is true whether we seek to

create

a new

story. We make

logical

a

our

replace

assertion that

corollary of this

worldview. A

our

we

stories

our

need

are

broken,

stories with another

a

higher, greater,

need

we

or

even an

eternal story in the process of healing.
The

Failures

happen.
Life

potential

are

question is

we can

our

stories. In

are we

a sense

our

we can

sense

failures in

and the biblical text.

nature of dealing with and

for

a

overcoming

Theology is

theological reflection,

and

discover the nature and

a

broad

should be

discipline.

It

an

can

of both failure and

inevitably result in idolatry-the fashioning
In

effort to avoid such

a

life.

Through

integration

a

will

complement the

is found between narrative

useful tool for

understanding the

failure in the Bible.

examination of Bible stories. Kirk Webb asserts,

(21).

on

failures?

Stories have the

perspective.

Theology

encompass biblical

theological perspective (see Appendix F).

dynamics

our

going to

of our failures.

Theme 2: Biblical Narrative

Biblical

that failure is

stories and

reciprocal dynamic

Integration

us

implications

conclude that narrative and story

potential

our

stories is great.

through

stories tell

going to respond to
to view

us

failure

overcoming

failures in context and expose their

of Bible narrative. A

integration

and

leam to reframe and make

Finally,
study

how

and life stories allow

power to reveal

stories

dealing with

simply part of our hfe

The

history

for

of our

narrative,

I wanted to

overcoming through

"Theology divorced
own

God, which we

a

representative

from narrative will
can

then control"

travesty, this study examined the biblical record.

Bible Stories

People

are

drawn to stories that

move

them.

Uhimately they draw us to

God.
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Webb states, "What
God

we

to faith

moves us

narrative. This

beheve to be true

untrue is embedded in

through that narrative" (23).

logically makes

So stories merit
J. Ellsworth Kalas

or

suggested

a

since narrative

sense

exploration

In

and

short, God speaks

to

narrative.

us

through

mostly reflects whom God

is.

examination, especially since the topic is failure?
of Bible stories

representative study

should be selected of biblical characters that illuminate
relates to narrative and story

our own

integration.

This

study

our

(interview),

understanding

examines and reflects

stories

of failure

on

as

it

four stories,

two from the Old Testament and two from the New Testament.

The

story of Joseph. The final chapter of Genesis contains

contrast. The

chapter begins with considerable

death and burial of Joseph is
most

given

one verse.

good what you meant

for evil"

The story of Joseph spans

Unsurprisingly he

the fact that he

was a man

his father's favorite
Yet he

His

was

youthful pride

son.

and

punish you?

As far

over

as

I

am

but the

one

of the

brothers, "Don't be
concemed, God tumed

twenty chapters in the book of Genesis.

spiritual sensitivity.
was

was a

person of great faith.

God's Word

bom with many

eventually rose to become

surrounded

glorious funeral,

(Gen. 50:19-20).

of faith. He

He

told his

Joseph

is included in Hebrews 1 1, for he

possessed personal integrity

remarkable

Yet, in this chapter Joseph made

statements in the Old Testament.

powerful

afraid of me. Am I God, to judge and
into

details of Jacob's

a

Did

by relational failure.

led to his demise. It could

even

a

Joseph

thoroughly documents

extraordinary gifts

and

was

mler of Egypt.

Joseph bring this

be classified

as a

upon himself?

weakness and

mistake that caused friction with his brothers. The level of contempt that his brother had
for him

was

amazing. Wangerin brings the
Then his brothers
coat from his

were on

account to life:

him, whirling him around and ripping the long

body. Someone hit him

a

sohd blow to the side of his head.
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Joseph observed the impact and the pain with astonishment. There was
meaning in that blow. Someone struck him in the small of his back and he
crumpled. Then they were dragging him by his legs over dirt and rock,
and the earth opened up beneath him and he was falling. He hit bottom in
an echoing place. He made an odd croaking sound. The wind was
knocked out of him. He couldn't breathe. He glanced up and saw a small
hole, the heads of his brothers blocking sunhght, then sank into
unconsciousness. He was in a cistern. The thought accompanied him into
the utter darkness: I'm in

Lord, be with me

Egypt,
was

He

us

that

but his troubles did not end there.

thrown into

prison.

helped Pharaoh's

Joseph was

not dead. I

sold into

slavery

Potiphar's wife falsely

We read in Genesis 40 that

chief cupbearer

am

am

in

a

cistern. O

(77)

now.

The Genesis narrative tells

cistern. But I

a

by interpreting

"Mention

and taken to

accused him, and he
face

Joseph continued to
two dreams. After

adversity.

assisting

Pharaoh, and ask him to let me

cupbearer, Joseph

asks for his

help.

of here. For I

kidnapped

from my homeland, the land of the Hebrews, and

was

here in jail, but I did

"Pharaoh's
another

nothing to

deserve it"

the Nile River"
All that

Two years

right because

all about

later, Pharaoh dreamed that he

I'm

storyteller continues,

Joseph,
was

now

out

giving him

never

standing

on

the bank of

(Gen. 40:23-41:1).

Joseph went through was

betrayed him because they

exposed him to

The

(Gen. 40:14-15).

cup-bearer, however, promptly forgot

thought.

to

me

the

sexual

result of someone else's failure. His brothers

failed to understand the

temptation

of Potiphar's

a

and

inability to

falsely
see

importance

accused him. He

the truth.

imprisonment because of the cupbearer's personal

Joseph

failure

of family.
was

Potiphar's wife

punished

endured

an

(selfishness

for

extra

or

doing

long

self-

centeredness).

Probably being
so

deserted

by his family stung the most. Family relational failure is

difficult, yet Joseph faced all these failures and became

must have been his

appreciation

for God's

blessings

an overcomer.

One

reason

in the midst of adversity and failure.
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Four times Genesis 39 records the fact that "the Lord

have realized that this

was

all that he needed. His

was

with

Joseph." Joseph must

adversity prepared him

for future

ministry and for his reencounter with his brothers.
Many lessons
modeled

we are

ready to

a sense

evidence of his faith"

God,

to

understanding

belief in God's

50: 18). H. G.

judge

points
He

and

out that

I

am

on

Joseph's

began his

literally means,

and repentance

sorrow

are

was

genuine

Joseph's mercy.

response is

statement of faith

"perhaps

the greatest

by stating,

"Don't be afi-aid

punish you?" (Gen. 50:19). Joseph's question demonstrates

In

sovereignty.

essence

could he do to interfere with God's

Joseph

Their

argues that this

He

approached him

and bowed low before him. 'We

Leupold

(1216).

of their need for effectual

question's meaning

came

they threw themselves

(409).

reassuring his brothers.

to the failures of others. His brothers

be your slaves"

D. Stuart Briscoe

Am I

from the story of Joseph

The text states, "Then his brothers

and authentic. In

his

gleaned

slaves,' they said" (Gen.

"Here

me.

be

responding graciously

fearfully.
your

can

is: have I the

his

plans

right to

also established his

reassurance

and also communicated his

question infers

even

an

important truth:

what

if he desired to do so? In this context the

do so?

(Leupold 1216).

understanding

of God's purposes

by stating,

"As far

as

concemed, God tumed into good what you meant for evil. He brought me to the

high position I

have

today

so

I could

save

Joseph was reminding "his brothers that
never

lost control and it

was

even

betrayal

people" (Gen. 50:20).

though they had done him

He Who had been

(Briscoe 409). Joseph believed this tmth,
his brothers'

the hves of many

working

stated

and the years he spent in

out His etemal

it, and held

prison.

conviction. "The faith of his youth continued into his

He

on

to it

never

evil the Lord had

purposes"

relentlessly during

stayed from this

maturity and would continue to be
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a

dynamic

Joseph's

force of his life to the very end"

threefold

reply to

his brothers is

knew that he had to leave all the
God's

in man's

"providence

also with

practical

affection"

Joseph's brothers
Indeed,
take

I

care

myself will

take

and

says: 'he

of one's wrongs to
"to repay evil not

care

a

God," that he had to

see

only with forgiveness but

second time. "No, don't be afraid.

of you and your families"

(Gen. 50:21a).
use

The story

ends, "And he spoke
"To this

Joseph

very

He

promised to

his influence to do

emphatic: "Joseph was promising something

to their hearts'"

more

so.

personal

kindly to them, reassuring

adds words calculated to comfort

(1217).

Ultimately, Joseph glorified
purposes. That is

God before others because he believed in God's
say that God tumed into

why Joseph could

evil. He understood that love conquers failure

Joseph's

fondness and

concemed with his brothers'

(and

forgiveness

is

covers a

a

frailty that their distmst

understands and makes allowances"
The

Joseph

them, and he 'spoke comforting words,' for which the expressive Hebrew

spoke

us overcome.

out that

(224).

(Gen. 50:21b). Leupold states,

reassure

correctly points

of the Old Testament faith.

of them and wanted them to realize that he could

philanthropy" (224).

them"

mahce," and

pinnacle

needed to be reassured

Kidner states that the "/" is
than

"righting

a

Derek Kidner

(410).

(Briscoe

41

good what they meant
multitude of sins!) and

model for all of us. He

of his faithfulness. "But love

1).

the most familiar stories in the Old Testament and demonstrates that

big

Late

one

stroll

on

woman

helps

was more

story of David and Bathsheba. The story of David and Bathsheba is

decisions often lead to

for

failures. David's decision

quickly tumed

one

of

small, wrong
into

a

disaster:

aftemoon David got out of bed after taking a nap and went for a
the roof of the palace. As he looked out over the city, he noticed

of unusual

she was, and he

bath. He sent

beauty taking
told, "She is Bathsheba,

was

a

the

someone

a

to find out who

daughter of Eham

and
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the wife of Uriah the Hittite." Then David sent for
came

to the

he

palace,

with her.

slept

when Bathsheba discovered that she
inform David.

(2

.

.

her; and when she

Then she returned home. Later,

.

was

pregnant, she

over

us

spiritually vulnerable" (297).

anything but dramatizes David's humanness

David's

adultery

�

of action with

a

(v. 2).

bit of time

sin. He lusted

in order to

on

his hands,
some

a

warrior who

excitement, for

should have known better. His sin could have

David followed up with
who she was, "the

an

points
(93).

out that

The

explain the

daughter of Eliam

events

explicit. They had

scholars wonder if the whole affair
facts"

"He

was a man

interest"

(301).

but it did not.

David

Instead,

Even after he found out

Hittite," David allowed

leadership role;

after all he

disregarded these roles.

sexual

was

king,

The story

intercourse, and Bathsheba became
accounts

are

often

condensed,

some

might not have been of longer duration with the

(301).

This fact leads Fuller to argue, "David
of hiding his sin"

"very

(v. 4).

pregnant. Chafin posits, "Knowing how scriptural

hope

a new

and the wife of Uriah the

and judge. In the heat of the moment, he

giving the minimal

was

took naps in the aftemoon,

stopped with lust,

David should have taken into account his

text is

now

who

perspective.

inquiry "about the woman" (v. 3).

his sin to grow and "sent for her"

continues, and the

over a woman

Chafin puts David's situation in

and he may have felt the need for

in the vain

compiler does not gloss

and failure. J. M. Fuller

likely included this story

begins with David's

beautiful to behold"

account

The

God's judgment upon David.

The story

priest,

message to

"amazing insight

and Uriah's death "are omitted in the Book of Chronicles"

author of the book of Samuel most
that follow

a

Sam. 1 1 :2-5)

Kenneth L. Chafm states that Second Samuel 1 1 and 12 offers

into the elements that make

sent

David could have been put to death for his sin.

was

(93).

forced to stoop to falsehood and dissimulation
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Chafin describes the
cover

David's responses

"Jerusalem-Gate-Cover-Up
leave time in

baby would
two

was

to

Again this
on

were

Scheme in Three

Stages."

that he would go home and

hopes

appear to be his. Uriah refused such

bring Uriah to
failed.

the

Stage three

This is

11:15).

was

a son.

lamenting

thought this was

David, and the child died. Their second
David is known
described

as a man

as

the greatest

after God's

sleep

one

he

effort to

own

a

the

as

granted Uriah

with his wife. Hence, the
and it did not work.

Stage

and then send him home to his wife.

to send orders to General Joab that

exactly what happened.

David

In stage

privileges,

palace, get him drunk,

passage. After Bathsheba finished

they had

began his

We could refer to his actions

tragic.

the front lines where the battle is fiercest. Then

Sam.

sin: "Once David

sin, each step seemed inevitable: first lust, then adultery, then deceit, and

up his

finally murder" (302).

some

progression of David's

pull back

so

said, "Station Uriah

that he will be killed"

(2

The escalation of sin is incredible in this

over

Uriah, David made her his wife, and

great plan, but the prophet Nathan exposed

son was

king

King

Solomon.

of Israel. He is listed in Hebrews 11,

heart, and

an

ancestor of Jesus,

yet his adultery with

Bathsheba ranks among the greatest failures in the Bible. David failed Bathsheba and
made her into

an

adulteress. He failed Uriah

murdered. David failed Nathan and the
He failed God

concealing.

David failed himself "The

people by acting

in

a

matter

having him

unfitting

seem

to

repercussions

for

a

king.

and

of David's sins do not end with

lay the foundation for a whole series

of tragic events

�

murder, and insurrection" (Chafin 300).
How did David

to

his wife and then

by lusting, committing adultery, deceiving, lying, murdering,

the death of the child but

rape,

by taking

repent and

come

overcome

such failure? He needed to face his failure. David had

clean before God, the

people, Nathan, Bathsheba, Uriah,

and himself
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Psalm 51 is

"this great

a

opens the door to

psalm

pray this prayer from the heart"
The first five

are

David

Donald M. Williams states that

expression of his repentance.

marvelous

essential to

began with

a

a

radical

This

(362).

change

for each person who is

psalm has

seven

sections

or

willing to

movements.

understanding David's overcoming.

cry for

He realized that he needed to be released

cleansing.

from the presence and power of sin. In tum, David cries out for mercy. He
to make such

a

covenant love

plea because he believed

or

lovingkindness.

"motherly feeling."
come

to God for

nouns

his

and to

God's tender mercies

forgiveness

we come as

did

The Hebrew verbs in

overcome.

to God's

"compassion"

David, calling

or

verses one

transgressions, sin, iniquity
to be blotted

�

and two denote the power for

all indicate moral failure"

out, his

we

upon the fullness of God's

"Grace in action blots, washes, and cleanses.

�

transgressions

means

appeals

willing

"God bears both masculine and feminine characteristics. When

grace" (Williams 363).

cleansing

God's character. David

was

.

.

.

The

David prays for

(363).

and his sin to be

iniquity to be washed out,

cleansed.
The
his

reality

transgressions.

failure to God:
that all sin is

against God,

section. David takes

of his sin

�

always before

and you alone, have I sinned"

and judge

purely or clearly.

step in heahng and
�

causes

(v. 4a).

but he also realizes that God's eyes

responsibility for

are

him to face his

David

recognizes

upon him. In tum,

Final and tme justice will be

given by

(Williams 365).

Understanding

psalm next

awareness

"Against you,

speak ]\xsWy

Him alone"

begins the next

He does not blame others. This is the first

His conscious

recovery.

"God will

of David's sin

the root of sin is also

addresses the

depths

important

of sin. David makes

in the process of overcoming. The

an

unusual

two-part confession.
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"For I

was

bom

a

sinner

does this mean? David

yes, from the moment my mother conceived me"

�

was

communicating that

"even at

present, that because of Adam's fall, the whole human

365).

conception,

race

is sinfiil

God wants his tmth and character to define who

us.

sin's infection is

by nature" (Williams

we are

parts. David has properly understood that what God desires, God
us

wisdom to discem the tmth about sin and his grace

The

psalm next depicts David's

cries out for

and

cleansing

hopes

back to his failure of adultery:

context the word

The

means

parallel verb

whiter than

snow.

gladness" (v. 8).

is wash

asking

with the tmth, and the result

hope,

was

�

parallel phrases

again

refer

me

is intensive. In this

from uncleanness

washing was

the

for restoration: "Make

for communion with the Lord. The

Obviously

that David's life

He

�

purge

The result of this

cmshed bones.

or

God

sins, and I will be clean; wash me,

is, purify

boldly pray

inner

provides. Hence,

delivery instead of despair.

The first verb
That

our

was

(Williams

image

of being

hear joy and

me

verse

ends with

a

God has confronted David

shattered with conviction. Yet,

for God cleanses and restores. In tum, David's bones will rejoice. David

continued to pray for

guilt" (v. 9).

me.

This led David to

powerfiil metaphor of broken

there is

me.

from my

in

(365).

for communion with God. Two

(v. 7).

"un-sin"

David is

decision for

"Purify me

and I will be whiter than snow"

366).

What

The Hebrew word for desire denotes that God is tme. God wants his character to

be evident in

gives

(v. 5).

cleansing:

Williams

God's record. David's

points

"Don't

keep looking

out that David's

repetitious pleading

for

at my sins. Remove the stain of my

request is for his sins

to be

stricken from

forgiveness emphasizes the depths

of his

grief (367).
David moved

recreation: "Create in

beyond
me a

the cry for

clean

cleansing

and then

heart, O God, and renew

a

prayed for renewal
steadfast

and

spirit within me"
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The Hebrew verb used here,

(v. 10).

David wanted total

newness.

create, is the also used in Genesis 1:1.

meaning

He also wanted

a

would have the power not to fall back into the

voiced his request in

negative terms

presence, and don't take your

it is the presence of the

"Theologically,
It is also the

Spirit who brings

David's

me

retum to

both the

God

a

worship

penalty

"Restore to

1

me

me

from your

1). Williams notes,
David under conviction of sin.

(368).

again the joy

a

restoration to the

of your salvation, and

Then I will teach your ways to sinners, and

David connects his

new

heart to salvation. In

they will

a sense

he

and witness. In this context salvation includes deliverance from

this deliverance, joy will come"

willing spirit uphold me" (v. 12b).

points

"Because he has known

David

(v.

and comfort"

and power of sin. "This is God's

efforts. Williams

(369).

from me"

(Williams 367). David then

"Do not banish

Spirit that brings

assurance

psalmist wrote,

you" (w. 12-13).

brings

"With

The

willing to obey you.

cormects his

of sin

verse:

That way he

steadfast spirit.

overcoming became complete when he experienced

joy of salvation.
make

cycle

in the next

Holy Spirit

renewed

gift;

it is not

(Wilhams 368).
The result is

and

completed his process

sin, he

can

of overcoming

salvation but His. As

David then

literally prayed,

displayed in David's teaching

out that Henri Nouwen refers to David

transgression

our

as

the "wounded healer."

teach transgressors and sinners"

by teaching sinners

to tum back to

God!
The

psalm offered both personal

to the two antecedent verses. David's

failure

as a

murderer:

"Forgive me

and corporate conclusions that

shedding blood,

joyfully sing of your forgiveness" (v. 14).
deceiving:

"Unseal my

lips,

He

expansion

conclusion is threefold. He had to face his

personal

for

are an

O God who saves; then I will

acknowledged his

O Lord, that I may

failure of lying and

praise you" (v. 15). Finally,

David
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understood the

gravity

of his failure

"The sacrifice you want is
not

a

broken

against himself as

His

The

result of sinning

A broken and repentant

spirit.

despise" (v. 17). By facing his failure

overcomer.

a

and

overcoming provided the way

repenting
for the

fishing.

John 21 retells

an

amazing

God:

heart, O God you will

of his sin, David became

an

people to experience restoration.

story of Peter. After Jesus' death Peter returned

to him. He went

against

to what was most familiar

encounter:

After breakfast Jesus said to Simon Peter, "Simon son of John, do you
love me more than these?" "Yes, Lord," Peter replied, "you know I love
"Then feed my lambs," Jesus told him. Jesus repeated the question:
son of John, do you love me?" "Yes, Lord," Peter said, "you

you."

"Simon

know I love

you." "Then take care of my sheep," Jesus said. Once more
him, "Simon son of John, do you love me?" Peter was grieved
that Jesus asked the question a third time. He said, "Lord, you know
everything. You know I love you." Jesus said, "Then feed my sheep."
(John 21:15-17)

he asked

This narrative is

one

of the most

moving

understood what Peter needed. Peter's life story

in all of literature. Jesus
was

completely

broken. He knew all too well he

needed to clear his head and soothe his heart. Ken Gire reminds of us of Peter's all"What do you do when

important question,
also deserves

our

attention. Gire states, "After

you've replayed the failure
and can't think of any
needed to find
Peter

you've failed

some

over

and

more names

over

to call

way to cope. He

in your mind. After

yourself

was a

was

the

Perhaps

he

fisherman,

so

Philippi when he answered,

he went

are

the

(138).

Peter

fishing.

He could have reflected

on

He could have comforted
were

the closest to Jesus-the

his recollection of that marvelous

"You

After

you've run yourself down

What do you do then?"

recognized head of the disciples.

might conjure up

tough question

you've cried till you're numb.

himself with the fact that he along with James and John

Caesarea

friend?" This

certainly had time to think throughout the night.

the fact that he

inner three.

a

day in

Messiah, the Son of the living God"
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(Matt. 16:16).

These

were

all wonderful successes, but most

likely he reflected

on

his

failures and betrayal of Jesus.
When Jesus called to the
and

swam

to shore.

Along

with the other

Peter jumped in the water

he ate the breakfast that Jesus had

disciples,

The story of Peter's restoration and reconciliation to Jesus

prepared.

fifteen. Jesus took the
Peter's

disciples early in the morning,

deal with Peter

opportunity to

personally

He addressed Peter with his full name,

healing.

begins

in

verse

and started the process of

underlying

the seriousness of the

encounter.

Most scholars agree that Jesus

deliberately connected his questions with the brash

assertion of loyalty Peter made before he denied Jesus three times. Peter's failure to
remain

loyal,

at Jesus'

whether Peter is

interrogation,

prepared

to make such

Gary M. Burge points
most celebrated

exchange

asks Peter if he loves

is recorded in all four
assertion

an

out that "Jesus' three

of questions and

him, and three times

focused

on

do not agree about the
context "these" must

meaning

of these.

Peter affirms his love"

betrayal

me more

anything

and

else?"

Fredrikson framed the

unconditionally more

is

are

perhaps

the

Jesus' invitation

(587).

that haunted him. The

than these?"

(v. 15b). Scholars

George R. Beasley-Murray argued that in this

stated that "these" could refer either to Peter's love for

unselfishly

in 21 : 15-17

surely mean "more than your fellow disciples

working with (586). Roger L.

question

in the entire Bible. Three times Jesus

answers

Peter's heart: "Do you love

The

(Beasley-Murray 405).

queries

to affirm his love drowned out the echoes of Peter's

questions

now

Gospels.

than he

cares

(405). Burge

fishing or the men whom he was

question:

for

do?"

"Does Peter love Jesus

fishing with all

of its

trappings,

or

(295).

Beasley-Murray observes that

"the

unexpected repetitions of the Lord's question
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to Peter have the effect of search him to the

depths

of his

being" (405). Wangerin

expands the third inquiry:
Even then this wasn't

over.

and it did

He

kept looking

at

me.

And

now

I knew what

coming,
said, "Simon son of
Jonah, do you love me?" I bowed my head and started to cry like a child.
He was asking me and he was telling, both. He knew. He knew. He
knew how many times I said I did not even know him. He knew. I
was

come.

For the third time he

couldn't raise my face to him. I said, "Lord, you know everything. You
know that I love you."
And then I felt his hand on my shoulder. Jesus
.

.

.

kneeling in front of me. He crooked a finger beneath my chin and
lifted my head, and I looked through my tears and saw his eyes filled with
such kindness that I only bawled the harder. He said, "Feed my sheep."

was

(834)
Burge points
the

out that

language in the text.
[15]
[16]
[17]

The

interpreters have struggled

Jesus: Do you love
Jesus: Do you love

Jesus: Do you love

Commentators debate whether

theological significance
form of love and that

challenging

hidden

a

or

regular use

difference in

over

Peter: I love
Peter: I love
Peter: I love

an

inferior form of love and

.

you.

you.
you.

point to

.

.

(587)

a

a

higher

Jesus is

(Burge 587). Beasley-Murray

major significance (405).

Ned Tumer states that

of "needless" synonyms to avoid monotony in his narratives
no

difference

on

meaning between the two

the

of

following way:

grounds

verbs"

(77).

of Johannine usage, for

(318).
of Peter's conversation with

Jesus has to do with his commission to tend the flock of Christ, not the

quality

(588). Fredrikson put it another way: "Jesus is not asking about

descending

nuances

Some scholars argue that agapao is

Burge summarized this school of thought: "The focus

for him"

the

[phileo]
[phileo]
[phileo]

not these two words for love

meaning.

do not have any

argued

be outlined in the

[agapao] me?
[agapao] me?
[phileo] me?

''phileo represents

Leon Morris agrees, "There is

seeing

can

Peter to elevate his level of commitmenf

argued that the terms
John makes

or

in Greek

exchange

and

scale of love here, but whether Peter loves Him

so

deeply

and

an

of his love

ascending

or

personally that
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he will
Jesus

faithfully obey Him

graciously

and

in the mission which he is

deliberately

breaks Peter to

a

point where he

fi'om the Lord. Jesus commissioned Peter three times.
the

commissioning
(1)
(2)
(3)
Jesus

statements bear

no

Burge

a

sense,

could face, own, and

his failure. The final step in Peter's process of overcoming also

overcome

In

being given" (296).

came

directly

notes that the variations in

theological significance:

Feed

(basko) my lambs (arnion)
(poimaino) my sheep (probaton)
Feed (basko) my sheep (probaton) (588).
Tend

was a

friend who

prayed

when he failed. He healed Peter's

for Peter when he

painfiil

was

weak. He

forgave

Peter

memory and broken life story. When Jesus

called Peter in Mark 1 : 17, he said to him, "Follow me." Now in John 21 :22, Peter hears
Jesus say those

same

words

"Follow me." Jesus enabled Peter to become

�

by restoring him to friendship
The

Recently,

of Christ

was

people

conversion

by calling

listed

along with

experience

throughout

is

one

was no

Empire.

was

scores

He

known

even

of people fail him. He

description of some

of his life

I have worked

of the three most

experienced many

was

as

as one

the

history.

He

successes.

preached

sensitive to God's

apostle to

leading

failed in

relationships

experienced

His
the message
and

always

the Gentiles.

stranger to failure. At times he failed

times he failed at communication. He
Paul also had

of the best known in the world.

of the most dramatic in

the Roman

Paul, however,

one

Jesus and Mohammed

in the Westem world. Paul

followed God's direction. He

His

Peter to follow him to death.

story of Paul. The story of Paul is

he

influential

and

an overcomer

an

at

sensitivity.

At

from time to time.

immense share of adversity.

history is captivating:

harder, been jailed more often, been whipped times without

number, and faced death again and again. Five different times the Jews
gave me thirty-nine lashes. Three times I was beaten with rods. Once I
was stoned. Three times I was shipwrecked. Once I
spent a whole

night
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day adrift at sea. I have traveled many weary miles. I have faced
danger from flooded rivers and robbers. I have faced danger from my own
people, the Jews, as well as from the Gentiles. And I have faced danger
and

from

who claim to be Christians but

men

weariness and

and

pain

not. I have lived with

are

Often I have been

sleepless nights.

hungry and

thirsty and have gone without food. Often I have shivered with cold,
without enough clothing to keep me warm. Then, besides all this, I have
the

daily burden

of how the churches

Paul states in Romans 8:28, "And

together for the good of those who
them." How did Paul
God and

keeping

he aimed to

love God and called

failure? Paul knew the

God. Paul

was a

consecrated himself Distress and
limitations caused him to
Paul

know that God

we

etemal view. He realized that

an

please

overcome

was never

rely

on

faithful

adversity
God's

getting along. (2

are

everything to

according to
importance

example who

work

his purpose for

of being connected to

day he would

one

stand before God

claimed God's

promises

so

and

caused him to draw closer to God and his

strength.

afraid to face conflict and failure

churches, opponents, and governments,

causes

Cor. 1 1 :23-28)

even

colleagues.

with

people,

Acts fifteen records the

dispute

directly.

He did

so

between Paul and Bamabas:

time Paul said to Bamabas, "Let us retum to each city where
previously preached the word of the Lord, to see how the new

After
we

some

getting along." Bamabas agreed and wanted to take along
John Mark. But Paul disagreed strongly, since John Mark had deserted
them in Pamphylia and had shared in their work. Their disagreement over
this was so sharp that they separated. Bamabas took John Mark with him
and sailed for Cypms. Paul chose Silas, and the believers sent them off,
entmsting them to the Lord's grace. So they traveled throughout Syria and
Cilicia, to strengthen the churches there. (Acts 15:26-41).

believers

are

F. F. Bmce stated that this

is not

one

that makes

appreciation for the

"story

of the

disagreement between Paul

and Bamabas

pleasant reading" (318). Ajith Femando agreed but expressed

fact that "Luke did not

the weaknesses of its leaders"

literally was determined,

(434).

The

gloss

over

dispute was

crises in the
over

to take John Mark with them.

early church

and hide

John Mark. Bamabas wanted,

Lloyd J. Ogilvie states.
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"Bamabas
want

was

intractable in his

William J.
to such

an

a

they

can no

'a heated

longer work together" (230).

of leadership

that neither of them

He did not

a

classic

interests of the individual

Ogilvie puts the

or

example

the work

incident in

as a

commentators.

perpetual problem

whole first"

perspective:

problem,

we can

(238).

another way: "Even

though

and overmle that there is

"Our Lord

no

hope

(319).

appreciate

place

on

can use our own

(437).

mistakes to

Larkin says it yet

produce schism,

who failed more, Paul

or

God

can so

Bamabas. In tmth, both

was

two

mle

relationship

was

restored.

Paul's

overcoming was because

lesson

over

According to

Ogilvie correctly notes,

"It is

a

2

seem

to

set out

indicate

Timothy, Paul

challenge to

were

through

missionary expeditions

The letters to the churches at Corinth and Colosse

John Mark.

over

the

permanent barrier to the advance of his mission" (231).

don't have to wait until the end of our lives to

and

of whether to

rate, God still used both of them for he works out his purposes

that Paul and Bamabas'
came to

However, 1. Howard

highlight by contrast the bright

of resolution"

human weakness. Bmce notes that the end result

instead of one

The fact

(258).

differences in judgment may

Scholars do not agree
at fault. At any

was

Femando agrees and states: "Because God is greater than the

live with the

always

conflict

doubles the church's mission.

the dark threads of failure into the tapestry to

strands of victory"

separation over this

Their

some

of the

that Paul and Bamabas

disagreement,'

failure, yet the division

compromised surprises

Marshall notes, "It is

we

equally strong-minded.

Larkin, Jr. observes that "Bamabas's intention to take John Mark leads

sharp disagreement, literally

example

weave

was

missionary dropout along again" (237).

a

decide

Paul

position.

also

reahze that

experience reconciliations" (238).

of God's process and not his. He seemed to leam this

throughout his ministry.
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Theme 2 Reflection and

Integration

In sum, the biblical stories

surveyed provide us

with

story, failure, and overcoming. They confirm the truth that
to

our

stories,

note that

a

deeper understanding of

we are

intimately connected

evident in the stories of David and Bathsheba and Peter. We should

as was

they demonstrate that our

stories

are

wedded to the stories of others. The story

of Paul confirms this notion. These stories also show the

potential

for

overcoming.

The

story of Joseph best depicts this.
These stories offer

provides insights

into

David and Bathsheba
The story of Peter
Paul examines

specific

lessons about failure and

overcoming the
speaks

gives hope

overcoming

to the

for

overcoming. Joseph's story

failure of everyone that surrounds

comprehensive

overcoming

we

fail

a

friend.

connected to

our

story and wedded

overcoming can be
useful for

lessons of narrative/story

failure. I examined

and Christian/church

We

are

The biblical stories

intimately
on

failure and

Therefore, the integration proved

Leadership Development Theory

Leadership development theory offers
overcoming

the story of

into the Bible stories.

Theme 3:

and

integration.

.

to the stories of others. Great lessons

drawn firom the lives studied.

gleaning insights

Finally,

leadership.

In many respects. Theme 2 builds upon and adds to Theme 1

surveyed confirmed the

The story of

scope of failure in every part of life.

when

failure and conflict in

us.

some

some

of the

of the best

leading

insights

on

dealing with

thinkers of popular, corporate,

leadership development theory.

Popular Leadership Development Theory
Many pastors

and leaders get their information and

leadership inspiration fi-om the

popular leadership development material. Popular leadership development theory
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(PLDT)

is

a

designation

pubhc. Sold

for

of the most accessible bodies of material available to

one

at the grocery store and at Sams�

Club, it receives maximum exposure in

leading bookstores.
Failure. Failure is

include whole

success

an

rarely defined

chapters

"omission of performance

deficiency, lack; bankruptcy;
course"

on

person

or

emotive and

on

Webster defines failure

as

or

task;

want of success;

thing that has failed;

definition is

complete,

failing, lapse;

fact of failing

inspirational

Their first

a

test

or

about failure

through

stories.

syndrome. The Chicken Soup Syndrome is

an

example

of

at its best and worst. Jack Canfield and Mark Victor

popular leadership development
Hansen have written

a

it does not get at the heart

failings. Popular writers understand this. They talk

The chicken soup

poems, and

however many books

popular hterature,

(see Appendix G).

action

("Failure" 815). Although this

of our life story

spirit.

failure

or an

a

in

number of books about stories to open the heart and rekindle the

volume. Chicken Soup for the Soul, is filled with stories, illustrations,
about failure and

vignettes

overcoming.

In addition to essays submitted to

them, the authors also contribute. Each volume contains

"Overcoming Obstacles."

Within this

essay called "Consider This."

in the face of failing,

being

They

told

failure. Canfield and Hansen

chapter,

cite

are

in

a

a sense

entire

the authors write

example

they were

an

after

failure,

telling

or

example

a

chapter
short

on

compilation

of people who

overcame

really experiencing repeated

shortened versions of people's life

stories.
In volume

of ideas. Walt

one

they record, "Walt Disney was fired by

Disney also

went

bankrupt

a

newspaper editor for lack

several times before he built

(Chicken Soup 299). In another volume they tell

one

Disneyland"

of the most famous stories of
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overcoming:
When Thomas Edison invented the

light bulb,

he tried

over

2,000

experiments before he got it to work. A young reporter asked him how it
felt to fail so many times. He said, 'I never failed once. I invented the
hght bulb. It just happened to be a 2,000-step process. (2nd Helping 253)
Successories. Successories�

motivational writers.

Wynn Davis has compiled

Success Ideas. In this book he includes
some

of the most

solicits

Pubhshing

a

noteworthy quotations

wide array of popular

The Best of Success: A Treasury of

chapter on

on

a

failure

failure. It contains

(see Appendix G).

a

compilation

of

Davis writes.

Successful people are not afraid to fail. They accept their failures and
continue on, knowing that failure is a natural consequence of trying. They
go from failure to failure, until at last success is theirs. The law of failure
is

can't

of the most

powerful
accept failure. (Ill)

one

of all

success

laws;

fail

we

only when we

Corporate Leadership Development Theory
The gurus of Corporate

huge impact

on

Leadership Development Theory (CLDT)

modem life and offer

a

Califomia. Bennis is also

throughout

a

studying leadership

Administration at the

consultant to multinational

for years. He is

University of Southem

companies

and governments

the world. Warren Bennis and Burt Namus, in their book Leaders: The

Strategies for Taking Charge,
leaders

they studied was

Bennis

speaks

use

a

wealth of knowledge.

Warren Bennis. Warren Bennis has been

Distinguished Professor of Business

have had

about

an

state that the most

"the way

impressive

and memorable

they responded to failure" (69).

essential difference in the

quality of the

In another work

language designation that great leaders

for failure:
What you

I

call

failure, they referred to

mistake. I began
synonyms for the word failure mentioned in interviews, and I
found more than twenty: mistake, error, false start, bloop, flop, loss, miss,
or

might

a

as a

collecting

foul-up, stumble, botch, bungle

...

but not failure. (Why

22)
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Bennis works hard at

helping

leaders succeed. In his book On Becoming

Leader, he talks about leaming from adversity and failure. Leaders do
as

bad

things.

On the contrary

they realize that they

are

"virtually

a

not view mistakes

synonymous with

growth and progress" (95-96).
Tom Peters. Tom Peters

recognize that this

on

They can

a

people to

fail and try and try

Chaos, he encourages leaders

important tool

often and faster.

more

about the freedom to fail. He wants

is the great freedom in America.

(Liberation 783). In Thriving
Failure is the most

speaks

to

again

support fast failures.

leader has. Peters believes that leaders need to fail

Unfortunately,

we are

afraid of failure and

even

refer to it

as

the

"F-Word." Peters tells readers to start to promote failure. This is essential in the process
of failing forward. If people would just seek out little failures

able to deal with and
fanatics. He is
them

as

so

overcome

bold to say

people need

well. One of the most

importance

failure better. Peters states

people

and what he calls "constmctive defiance"

perfection

and the absence of small

Peter M.

Senge.

practice

building

leaming organization

team

a

leaming.

These four

Senge understands that

key to

a

healthy team

is

are

one

(defiance

a

tied

of mles that

on

become failure
should laud
failure is the

overcoming

failure

erroneously promotes

failures). By following Peters' approach we

leaming.

are

of the

to all that Peters teaches

The Fifth Discipline, has transformed

He suggests the

personal mastery,

together with the

keys

to

a

can

organizational failures (315-24).

Senge's book,

of organization

the art and

People

need to tell stories about

avoid the embarrassment of big program and
Peter M.

people need to

to leam to love failures.

important keys

of stories. He believes

early on, they would be

mental

fifth

core

disciphnes

models, shared vision, and

discipline

leaming organization is

healthy team member.

One of the

for

of systems
a

thinking.

healthy team.

major obstacles

to

a

A

healthy
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team member is

dealing

with and

failure. That is

overcoming

why in his chapter on

personal mastery he states,
Failure is,

simply, a shortfall, evidence of the gap between vision and
reality. Failure is an opportunity for leaming-about inaccurate
pictures of current reality, about strategies that didn't work as expected,
about the clarity of the vision. Failures are not about our unworthiness or
powerlessness. (154)
current

Christian/Church

Leadership Development Theory

A few thinkers and writers in the

Development Theory (CCLDT)
and Christian world.
them

as a

(Many

complement to

dealing with

and

what this

a

might

making

CCLDT

the

a

of Christian/Church

professionals integrate

which is

sooner or

Leadership

profound contribution to

leadership truths

overcoming failure,

and leader must face failure

notion of what

are

area

of Scripture.)

both the secular

PLDT and CLDT and

Some

extremely important

speak directly

about

because every pastor

later. Part of the dilemma is tied to

successful pastor should be. Andrew R. Irvine

use

paints

a

a

popular

vivid

picture

of

look like.

successful minister needs the

healing power of a skilled heart
of
Mother
Teresa and the miraculous
the
nurturing capacity
surgeon,
power of God him/herself This coupled with the intellectual capacity of
Today's

Stephen Hawking, the oratory ability of Billy Graham, the relational skills
of Morton Kelsey, the warmth of the Q ueen Mother, the singing voice of
Cliff Richard, the golfing ability of Nick Faldo and the patience of Job
may create some demands. Add to this the ability to negotiate like the late
Prime Minister Rabin, fight for social justice as did Martin Luther King
and always come out a winner like Richard Branson and the formula for
the modem-day minister is complete. (75-76)

Although

expectancies.
complicate

Irvine wrote this in jest,

The

and

picture

a

fair amount of tmth in this

of a successfiil leader

might be similar.

description

Such

expectations

compound the dynamics of overcoming failure. Thankfully,

Christian leadership development

of

some

professionals understand what the important issues

John C. Maxwell. John C. Maxwell devotes his life to

are.

helping leaders be more
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successful. In 1985, Maxwell founded

known

as

an

organization dedicated to developing

leaders

INJOY^^. Maxwell's definition of success demonstrates his commitment. He

states, "Success is knowing your purpose in life, growing

to reach your maximum

potential, and sowing seeds that benefit others (Success Joumey 11). Ironically, Maxwell

speaks

a

lot about failure. He

failure. Maxwell

can

even

characterizes himself as

say this because he knows about

successful. For years he

was a

pastor and possesses

the greatest influencers of America's

pastors and leaders subscribe
that deal with

a

an

expert

overcoming

pastor's

failing

on

and

and

becoming

heart. Maxwell is

one

of

evangelical leadership today (nearly ten thousand

to his INJOY Life

He has written

Club).

a

number of books

overcoming.

Maxwell's book, Be All You Can Be, is full of lessons
He states three

reasons

succeed. Other

people

fail.

that

people

fear

success.

People

fail because

Many people

are

on

failure and

they do not

suspicious

how to succeed. He then

gives

an

feel the need to

of success

book Developing the Leader within You, Maxwell argues that most

overcoming.

people

(27).

In his

do not know

important insight:

people think that success is leaming how never to fail. But that's not
tme. Success is leaming fi-om failure. Failure is the opportunity to begin
again more intelligently. Failure only tmly becomes failure when we do
not leam from it. (120)
Most

Maxwell and Jim Doman, in their book Becoming
about the role leaders

play

in

to instill confidence in them.

first time

choices.
a

or

two that

(47).

They need to

fail-and
or

go on"

encouraged,

he

can

can

give

overcome.

Person of Influence, talk

When

people fail, leaders need

know that leaders put their faith in them. "The

they will fail because it is part of life

up

They

person feels

they

helping people

a

(69). Maxwell

face the

-

they have

two

and Doman also believe that "When

impossible

and

overcome

incredible

adversity"
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Why do

leaders

help

others overcome?

Because "when you empower

influencing

all the

believes that
stories.

one

People

of the

keys

to

helping people

and Doman 1 85). Maxwell

overcome

tied to their life stories. Leaders

stories

(successes

and

failures)

influence others' stories. Maxwell states
effective ways of influencing

people?

people, you're not influencing just them; you're

people they will influence" (Maxwell

are

sharing their life

leaders need to empower

Why do

a

life is

can

through life

empower and influence them

with them.

When leaders do this

by

they

is influence. One of the most

leadership

sharing

and succeed is

one's hfe

(Interview 1994; 1996).

Maxwell has taken the discussion of overcoming failure to the next level. One of

his most recent books is entitled Failing Forward. He promotes the idea of tuming
mistakes into

stepping-stones

list, and teaches fifteen steps
Theme 3 Reflection and

for

to

success.

failing

The book

was

forward.

Integration

Leadership development theory writers build on
or

biblical

the New York Times bestsellers

either

narrative/story integration

theology or both. Leadership Development Theory illumines universal

Leaders all

fail, they all fail often, and they will all continue

leaders must

give people permission to

to fail until

fail and encourage the

leaming

they

and

tmths.

die. In tum,

overcoming

process.

Popular, corporate,
importance

and Christian/church LDT

of stories. All three

use

them not

foundational and fundamental constmct for

integrate insights and stories
and

overcoming principles

only

professionals understand the

as a means

overcoming

development theory is the detection

Scripture.

The

as a

failure. Christian/church

from PLDT and CLDT writers

found in

of illustration but

as

complements

to

leadership

major contribution of leadership

and delineation of the process,

principles,

and
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practice

of dealing with and

overcoming

failure,

Theme 4: Attribution

Attribution

psychological theory is
and bad outcomes

assign to both good
theories, biases,

and

applications

(see Appendix G)

Psychological Theory

concemed with the causal

(successes

and

This

failures).

of attribution, and also looked at

enables leaders to better understand how attribution

and,

more

explanations people
study examined the
This theme

reframing.

specifically, refi-aming

can

assist leaders in the process of overcoming failure.
Social

Psychology

and Attribution

Arthur S. Reber says

try

Theory

psychology "simply cannot be defined" but was

to fulfill the need to understand the minds and behaviors of various

Social

psychology is

behavior.

This includes

sociology

for

people's

behavior and their

as a

they overlap quite

a

bit. However, their

psychologists begin with the

Social

towards

understanding of society (733).

reaching. Attribution theory

is

a

relationships

Many times this

whole.

opposites.
an

organisms" (617).

the branch of psychology concemed with all aspects with human

institutions, and society

groups,

"created to

general

to other

people,

branch is confused with

approaches

or

movements

are

domain of the individual and work

The field of social

theoretical

psychology

perspective

of social

is vast and far-

psychology

and

personality theory.
Attribute

fimdamental
ascribe
which

a

a

can

be used

quality of a

as a noun or a

a

perceived elementary or

stimulus. "To attribute is to describe

particular trait or characteristic to

person ascribes

verb. It is

or

imputes

Another writer states, "Attributions

events, others' behavior, and their

a

a

or

impute, particularly to

person. Attribution is the process

through

characteristic to oneself or to another" (Reber 69).

are

own

inferences that

behavior"

people

draw about the

causes

of

(Weiten 495). Attribution theory is
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"the

style

theory of how people explain others'
is

an

individual's

events that

occur

in life

Attribution
of people's

about

approach

people. People

(Myers 76).

of assigning attributions

A

person's attributional

concerning the good

and bad

(Reber 68).

theory

perceptions

behavior"

can

be further clarified

as

of causality. It is used to

observe behavioral

themselves. Attribution

theory

focuses

cues

the social

psychological explanation

analyze how people make judgments

and infer the attributes of that person

cognitive processes

on

and not

or

necessarily on the

underlying reality of events (Weiten 495).
David G.

points

out that

seek to make

or

Myers speaks
share

they

sense

they

as

some common

of our world, that

extemal causes, that

assumptions

of the several distinct varieties of attribution theories. He

we

do

so

in

we

assumptions.

It is

often attribute

important to

people's

note "that

we

actions either to intemal

fairly logical ways" (76). People

consider these

examine the various theories.

Attribution Theories

Attribution processes is about

mapped in

a

number of ways

theory provide

a

matrix for

explaining behavior.

(see Appendix H).

The

Attribution

major components

theory of attribution.

theory, sometimes referred to
'common-sense

is

as

the naive

perhaps the most important key to

causes

In 1958 he

analysis

developed the

for behavior

be

of attribution

causes

originator of the term
loci of causality

of action. Heider

psychology' by which people explain everyday

look for either intemal

can

understanding the theory.

Loci of causality and locus of control. Fritz Heider is the

attribution and the

theory

"analyzed the

events"

(Myers 76).

This

the entire attribution process. He concluded that

for behavior

(person's situation).

(personality trait

In other

words,

or

disposition)

two sources

or

we

extemal

explain the loci

of
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causality:

the person

understands that

a

the situation. The former

The latter

are seen as

the

developed the

locus of control

are seen as

(a "situational attribution") affirms
cause

1966, J. Rotter added

In

("a dispositional attribution")

and attitudes

person's personality, beliefs,

particular behavior.
extemal forces

or

(Myers 76;

Weiten

that

a

the

situation

destiny.

This is referred to

that their

destiny is

control

controlled

theory. Causality

and the notion of control

mn

by

integrated

people believe that they control

intemal locus of control. On the other hand,
outside forces. This is referred to

as

all

through

their

some

own

believe

extemal locus of

(Myers 104).
Attributions for

go

as

or

to Heider' s intemal/extemal dimension of causality and

model of personal differences. Some

a

of a

495).

the intemal/extemal theories. Rotter believed that the two themes should be

using

cause

beyond the

explaining

stability of the

and failure. A number of psychologists have tried to

intemal-extemal dimension.

dimensions. In 1980
make in

success

(1986, 1994), Bemard Weimer

success

causes

underlying behavior" (Weiten 495).

types of attributions for

explaining

success

intemal

success

versus

and failure

across

and failure"

extemal

to discover additional

studied the attributions that

and failure. Weimer concluded

unstable dimension in attribution cuts

people emphasis

They have sought

"people

often focus

cause

Weiner made the

and stable

(see Appendix H

for

on

the

He believed "the stable-

the intemal-extemal dimension

(496).

people

verses

creating

four

assumption that

unstable

causes

when

diagram).

Attribution Biases
All the theories of attribution

logical
to

assume

and

imply that people make attributions

and rational way. However, attribution theorists have found that

appreciate certain biases when making explanations

people

about behavior. In

in

also fail

making

a
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observations

people actually make many

their attributions. These biases

can

be classified

themselves. The two that do not fit into these

Perceptual
way

salience bias states that

serve as a

people's expectations

more

in

biases about others and biases about

as

categories

they perceive behavior, whereas defensive

consequences of an action the

people have predictable biases

errors, for

cause

complement to

both.

them to be selective in the

attribution states the greater the

the attributions will be intemal rather than extemal

(Weiten 496; Myers 79).
Fundamental attribution

sensitive to bias'

help people understand their

"attributions may not be the correct

people
their

often arrive at inaccurate

own

behavior"

causes

influences)
behavior,

assessments of others. A

even

when

aware

and

person's

for events. Paradoxical

person's

is the

tendency

as

they contemplate

for observers to

and underestimate extemal

impact of the

it may seem,

the

cause

of

see

an error

overemphasize

causes

(situational

someone's

situation and overestimate the extent

characteristic traits and attitude"

about the person and fail to

(79). People make

the role the extemal forces may

because it

can

"affect

our

play. People

attitudes and

(87).

However,

some

psychologists

the fimdamental attribution

error.

argue that the nature of attribution processes favor

D. T. Gilbert

posits that people tend to automatically

make intemal attributions with little effort and then may

adjust

Being

Myers points out, "When explaining

often underestimate the

should note that this bias is called

actions"

error

(dispositional influences)

to which it reflects the

judgments

bias be useful?

(Weiten 496).

upon others' behavior.

we

can a

explanations

explanations

The fundamental attribution

intemal

How

error.

for the influence of situational factors, which

can

expend additional
lead to

an

effort to

extemal attribution"
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(Weiten 497). People make
effort

(see

explain themselves.
themselves

The

successes

can

self-serving bias

count the

me

and
be

The second group of biases

It is

favorably.

love me? Let

dynamic

encapsulated

quite humorous.
tendency

tend to attribute their

was, "It

3:12). Ingroup

was

this bias,

people perceive

and

views).

speaks to

how

people have

humorous

question

a

tendency to perceive

and

answer:

This bias also has to do with

divergence
cause

is related to the

to situational

taking

credit

enhancing the

In

disposition (Weiten 497; Myers 91).

who

me

self-serving

factors, whereas

behavior to the situation rather than

you gave

"How do I

ingroup

and

intemal

together.

brought me the fruit,

status of the

an

Adam's

and I ate if

(Gen.

making comparisons

it is related to fundamental attribution bias. A different twist

sense

group-serving,

and failures to situational

less

for failure. This "take credit/disassociation"

action to

own

they require

because

The story of Adam and Eve ties these

woman

bias is about

with others. In this
on

the

a

Actor-observer

same

disposition (see Appendix H).
excuse

in

for the actor to attribute

observers tend to attribute the

people

states that

ways" (Myers 89).

denying responsibility

bias. There is the

tum,

intemal, personal attributions,

APPENDIX H for traditional and altemative

Self-serving bias.

for

more

sees

group members

causes.

In this

attributing

success

regard, people note

to the

group's

skill

the connection with self-

serving bias (Myers 91).
Attribution

Applications

A wealth of practical

theory. Attribution
common

try
to

can

assumptions

to make

sense

be

a

applications is derived from
key component

of attribution

of behavior

behavior, and try to do

so

a

use

attribution

in the process of overcoming. Three

theory are evident in the overcoming process. People

(theirs

in

studies that

and

others'), they attribute intemal/extemal

logical way.

causes
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and failure. Attribution addresses

Application spectrum
problems and how

one can overcome

attributions

can overcome

health.

people

They help people make
Attribution

deal with failure
the way

a

theory
well

as

can

as

be

person thinks about the

mastery-oriented,

saw success as

unrelated to

obstacles, and failure. It
of reframing in

some

positive
these

light

is

a

created, caused,

or

help people

speaks

to

failure and how this will affect the

a

way of making

followed

by

saw

helpless

as

or

four insolvable

it

as

seen as a

of resistances,

sense

logical unfolding

principle

ones

insurmountable,

or

has been

identify the

objections,

of attribution. Robert Dilts

of positive intention. This

developed

6-Step "Reframing" (2).

failure. First,

for

principle states,

some

'positive

The first three steps

can

be

failure. Second, go inside the self and ask

contributed to the failure. The third step is to separate the

intention from the failure

(4).

Biblical narrative

theology has

some

overlap with

reframing steps.

Theme 4 Reflection and

Attribution

common sense,

three

be

can

ability (Weiten 499).

of the

Dilts suggests

directly applied to
what part

can

It

of their failures. Attribution

eight puzzles (success)

level, all behavior is intended

purpose'" (1).

face.

problem of failure.

sense

tackling of a

we

children attributed failure to themselves and

Reframing. Reframing

"At

problems
the

paranormal phenomenon to

from

1980, E. Diener categorized children

and gave them

(failure). Helpless

speaks

applied to

them make

help

outcome of future failures. In

they

problems ranging
of the

wide array of

By leaming how to make appropriate

them.

sense

a

common

Integration

theory is

a

useful tool for

overcoming

failure and is based

psychological approach that we use to explain everyday

assumptions

are

valid and sound.

People

seek to make

on a

events.

sense

The

of the world
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in which

People
As

often attribute either intemal

people

people

or

same

In life

people must be

observation and

aware

and failures.

explaining.

people make

people de-emphasize

with failure.

causes

so

in

to other's actions and

behaviors.

In most

fairly logical way.

a

of their biases. This is tme when

People

The

commit two

cases

People

tend to

they attempt to

in this process of
has to do with the

error

play up personality traits

observations of their behavior. The

converse

the extemal forces and situations. The second error,

tend is to

People

major errors

first, flindamental attribution

bias, should hit closer to home since it has

People

causes

they do

attributions about others.

dispositions when they make

actions.

of their failures and failed life stories.

with failure.

do the

failings

sense

extemal

seek to understand their world

understand

way

also try to make

they Hve. People

emphasize the

to do with the way

extemal

like to view themselves

and the second bias

on

outward

causes.

An

is also tme,

self-serving

people explain their

situation when confronted

causes or

favorably.

or

The first bias focuses

important starting place

is

on

inward

recognizing

these tendencies.
As

we

attribution

apply

account both the common

theory to overcoming failure, people

assumptions

and biases. Attribution

personal responsibility for failure yet provides safety in the
control

over our

responses and attributions. The

formulas that affirm not

Reframing is

worrying about

intuitive when the

certainly reminds

us

retraining promotes

area

of personal intemal

implications point to leadership

extemal forces

(what

other

people

principle of positive intent is taken into

do to

you).

account. It

of Genesis 50:20.

Qualitative Research:
Researchers

must take into

typically

select

a

Semi-Structured Interviews

topic

first and then

a

paradigm

for the

study.

This
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study utilized

paradigm

a

qualitative

research

John W. Creswell

approach.

is naturalistic and is termed the constructivist

approach, the postpositivist,

qualitative paradigm

or

the

approach,

anthropology

the

out that this

interpretive

He states that the

postmodem perspective (4).

is rooted in cultural

points

and American

sociology.

Creswell observes that "the intent of qualitative research is to understand
social
an

situation, event, role,

investigative process.

or

group,

Researchers

interaction"

contrasting, comparing, replicating, cataloguing,

and

of a "social

sense

classifying

the

particular

studies

(161). Qualitative

gradually make

a

are

largely

phenomenon by
of the

object

study"

(161).
Qualitative researchers
used

modified analytic induction.

"Analytic

induction is

develop theory
induction is
are

use a

an

number of types of research

Robert C.

Bogdam

approach to collecting

and test it"

(65). They observed,

purposeful samphng.

You choose

and

and Sari

analyzing

designs.

study

Knopp Biklen state,
data

as

well

as a

"The method of sampling in

particular subjects to

way to

analytic

include because

expansion of the developing theory" (67).

believed to facilitate the

This

This

they

study used

purposeful sampling.
Research

methodology is

In tum, researchers utilize

descriptive survey method.
for the

acquisition of the

dictated

Paul D.

Leedy

observer. William Wiersma

conducting

a

conclusions

instmment for

points out,

This

study used the

states that this method relies upon observation

data. "The data must then be

an

demands of the research data.

number of so-called research methods.

a

systematically so that valid and accurate
The interview is

by the processing

observing

organized

can

and

presented

be drawn from them"

data

"The interview is

beyond the physical
an

(142).

reach of the

effective method of

survey" (196). Interviews provide researchers the opportunity

for

in-depth
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probing.

Elaboration and the clarification of terms is also

"Interviews

(196).

can

possible when necessary.

be used with individuals from whom data cannot otherwise be obtained"

Interviews

can

vary in the extent of structure. This

structured format, which

Wiersma also noted that

provided

interpretation

some

telephone interviews

are a

study utilized

freedom to the

a

semi-

respondents (197).

viable consideration and

altemative to face-to-face interviews. He states, "There is

no

evidence that

an

cooperation

is

greatly reduced by the telephone approach" (202).
Chapter Summary
This

foundational

chapter reviewed
backdrop

as

possibilities

Biblical narrative

disciplines

overcoming through

a

of failure and

representative

overcoming

psychological theory was
order to make
How

sense

can

from

looked at to

a

were

as

failure

pulled together.

constmcts for

"eight Rs

a

all these

dynamics

failure.

of both

examination of both Bible stories and

focused

on

the process,

better view of how

insights be brought together to

of principled

These

were

principles,

we

and

attribution

attribute behavior in

of our world.

reciprocate, overlap, integrate,
interaction).

These

overcoming

form

a

S3mthesis?

interrelated connectedness of these four themes could best be described
cal the

through

leadership perspective. Finally,

gain

a

reviewed in order to

discover the nature and

theologians. Leadership development theory
practice

overcoming

integration were

of narrative and story

theology was explored to

Synthesis

of hterature in order to establish

in which to better understand

themes. Narrative and story

understand the

failure and

major bodies

In tum, four distinct

principled story.
understood

four

and Theoretical

pairings

story."
and

are

This model has four

crossover

retelling

and

pairs

the four themes

The

by what I wish to

of two Rs that work to

(what

I

am

calling theme

restorying (narrative/story integration);
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remembering

realizing (biblical narrative theology); responding

and

(leadership development theory); and, retraining

and

and

resisting

reframing (attribution psychological

theory).
Narrative and story

integration taught that people

wedded to the stories of others.

People
others

are

able to

participate

The value of telling and

in this process

(especially Bible stories),

biblical narrative

ultimately experience retraining.
attribution

reciprocal nature

reciprocal back

people
they

do

This

the

and

and

opportunity to

of the

the stories of

leam from

can

attribute and

integration with

and

overlap

(stories)

is

really

place within the theme;

dynamic between retelling

the first and

(repairing, replacing,

by retelling. Reciprocation takes place within

People

are

able to realize God's

the process of remembering.

temptation to

People

choose the

either listen to the status quo

rejecting the opportunity to

our

restorying.

or

receiving

a

The

When

a new

story),

each theme. The natural

help humanity

for the future because

they

enter into

path of responding by resisting the

(which states

leam from their failures.

consciously reframing

retraining (see FIGURE 1).

hope

and

integral part of restorying.

outflow of remembering is the process of realizing that God will

process

evident.

integrating with leadership

of the theme interaction takes

enter into the process of restorying

overcome.

was

integration with

retelling process, people

speaks

and forth, ebb and flow

of our story

so

stories

psychological theory.

The

retelling

overlapping

In the

seen.

retelling

overlap

theology is apparent. Responding to

development theory can also be

tied to their stories and

by remembering their stories,

and God's story. An

God's stories flirthers this process. An

are

failure is

People

story. Reframing builds

can

on

unacceptable)

or

appreciate the retraining

the intemal process of
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Theoretical

Synthesis

of Theme Interaction

Retelling

Restorying

X

THEME 2

Remembering

Realizing

Theology

X

rmmm 3

Leadership

:

Responding

Resisting

X

THEME 4

Attribution

Retraining

Psychological

Reframing

Theory

FIGURE 1
THEORETICAL SYNTHESIS OF THEME INTERACTION
EIGHT RS OF PRINCIPLED STORY

The

pair.

An

synthesis

example

is further

of this is in the

by realizing, responding,
between themes. An

with the other

resisting,

and

developed by the interaction

and

overlap

reframing.

example

and

integration of restorying

An interaction is

is found in the

of the second half of each

crossover

displayed in the

The

reverse crossover

appears in the process of resisting: It takes

place

crossover

relationship that remembering has

themes, the process of remembering results in

responding.

also takes

also takes

or

leads to

place.

An

restorying,

example

place by retelling, remembering,

and

of this
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retraining. Finally,

a reverse

responding, remembering,
I

was

synthesis

as

keenly

aware

flow of the

and

interaction, retraining

can

place because

of

retelling.

of the results of the literature review and the theoretical

I moved towards the interview process. I wanted to

experiences validated

take

see

and added to the model of principled story.

if the

participants'
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CHAPTERS
DESIGN OF THE STUDY

Following the
with and

consideration of the literature's contribution to the

overcoming failure, Chapter

3 focuses

on

the

of dealing

topic

design of the study.

Problem Restated

Chapter

1

helped us understand the problem of failure

designated the universal
the

day we

die.

Many pastors

Three convictions
most

truths that

were

our

all

fail,

and leaders

stated in order to

pastors and leaders do

allow

we

struggle to

process of overcoming. With these three in

study

hfe

mind, how do

Research

leadership understanding
failure and

objective

overcoming experiences

specifically aims

to advance

communities

psychological

overcoming of failure.

regarding the

research

I

failure.

my belief that

Second

was

that

we

often

very few understand the

deal with and

overcome

question.

Objective

overcoming

a

pastoral-theological-

failure

in narrative,

by reflecting

on

the

pastoral, theological, leadership,

presently engaged in discussions
a

overcome

of recognized pastors and leaders. This work

knowledge

designed

will all fail until

was

we

of this research is to seek

of dealing with and

we

It

First

history. Finally,

addresses both aspects of this

The ftmdamental

deal with and

identify the problem.

our

overcoming.

all fail often, and

not know how to handle failure.

failed life stories to influence

failure? This

we

and

and

semi-structured interview to

and

dealing with the
gather information

questions.
Research-Guiding Hypothesis

Guided
and attribution

by narrative, biblical/theological foundations, leadership development,

psychological theory writings

on

pastors and leaders who deal with and
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overcome

failure,

interaction of the
failure. In tum,

disciplines will

of principled

eight Rs

we

emerges between

significant relationship

a

may

posit that

an

story)

integrative model

Research

study

answered five research

Question

experiences

that

assist with the process of dealing with and
Research

This

and leader's

principled story (the theme
of overcoming

pulls together the

overcoming

four

failure.

Questions

questions.

1

How does the process of understanding life story and life

overcoming

failure? The

integration.

It

question comes

from

accepts the understanding that

insights gleaned

we are

of our lives and the lives of others. It affirms the
the dialectic between

restorying

and life

aid in

from narrative and story

intimately connected with the

importance

stories

of retelhng. It also affirms

This process

history.

history

can

help

in

a

variety

of

ways.
Research

Question

What

followed,

are

seem

to

insights gleaned

2

the

principles (found

help pastors

from

quo

(failure

Research

leam from

unacceptable)

Question

and

our

importance

or

as we

It

forward)

of resisting the

tendency to

question reflects

accepts the belief that

fail

if

routines) that,

failure? The

overcome

mistakes

habits,

state

is essential to

temptation

of the status

be content with failure.

3

What part does the

attribution

our

It also understands the

is

failure? This

and leaders

leadership development theory.

responding (choosing to
overcoming.

in proven steps,

practice

question results

of attribution and

fi'om the

psychological theory.

new

reframing play

in

overcoming

insights acquired through the study

It affirms the value and

importance

of

of retraining
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(focusing

intemal

on

through identification,
Research

Question

What

overcoming

stories and
for

inward

What

possibilities

questions.

can

be used for

of failure

importance

testing

or

from biblical

insights gleaned

God's faithfulness

Neh. 4, Jer. 29:1

could result from
This

the usefulness of the

All five

sense

confirming
theology.

(demonstrated in biblical
of realizing God's

provision

1).

5

(through theme interaction)?
assumes

from

It also accepts the

stories).

Question

guidelines)

question comes

overcoming (Gen. 50:20,

Research

and

necessity of remembering
hfe

reframing (making

reflection, and recognition of positive intent).

protection (safeguards

our

and

responses)

4

failure? This

It affirms the

and

causes

answered

were

asked

the

eight Rs

of principled story

arises out of the theoretical

principled story

questions were

None of the five

question

utilizing

It

synthesis.

constmct.

through

a

careflil

of the interview

analysis

directly.
Subjects

The interview
leaders

population was composed

recognized by their followers

of influence

(see Appendix A).

These interviews took

colleagues to

I conducted

place in churches

of America. In order to conduct

utilized the natural

and

a

of forty-seven pastors and Christian

and

sequential

networking opportunities

as

be successful within their

many interviews

as

possible

in person.

organizations throughout the United
series of interviews in

available to

me

(such

a

as

sphere

condensed

States

period,

I

the Beeson

Institute, ministerial conferences, continuing education seminars, teaching assignments,

etc.).
Three criteria have been estabhshed for

selecting pastors

and leaders to interview:
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1

They must have

.

at least five years of ministry

minimum amount of time needed to establish

They must be acknowledged

2.

in

colleagues

ministry.

This

corresponds

proven track

a

influencers

as

experience.

with the

Five years is the

record;

by their followers, peers,

understanding that leadership

and

is

influence; and,
3.

They must have experienced

pastors and leaders have
in

success

ministry

is

overcome

failure at

one

quahfied by the phrase

I

hoped to acquire

theological, generational,

a

time

or

a

variety

ministry. Successful

other. We should note that

"within their

I interviewed pastors and leaders from

persuasions.

of success in

degree

some

sphere

of influence."

of diverse

backgrounds

representative sample that

cuts

across

and

denominational,

and traditional lines.
Instrumentation

Two instruments

the

were

background information

used.

on

questionnaire provided basic

First,

a

each pastor

researcher-designed questionnaire supplied

or

leader

(see Appendix B).

information about each

participant.

The

Items such

background
as

education, experience, present position, spiritual gifts, passions, gender, generational

compatibility,
This

helped

and

theological persuasion painted

establish the

participants' personal

The second instrument

protocol

of ten

was a

an

and

introductory participant portrait.

ministry

context.

researcher-designed, semi-structured interview

questions (see Appendix C).

The

questions

arose

out of the

literature

review, research questions, and personal suppositions about behaviors of pastors and
leaders that
was

asked

of their

a

help

them deal with and

series of ten

answers

questions.

overcome

Each

failure. Each pastor

participant

at the end of the interview.

or

leader interviewed

asked if they needed to

clarify any
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Pretesting
Interview

strengthen the

questions

interview format. Five pastors

thirty-minute interview
from the

pretested in

were

order to

or

and then gave feedback

field-testing was incorporated into

improve their intentionality

leaders

were

asked to

in

a

questions. Feedback

the interview

on

participate

and

the final instrument revision.

Data Collection
I assembled

a

of experts to assist in the selection of the

panel

mirrored and resembled the

recognized

as an

representative subject sample.

a

leading

church

growth

works with the Beeson Institute for Advance Church

George

member is

and

leadership

consultant. He

Leadership. George

Bama is

an

expert in leadership, church growth, and inter

studies. Carol Childress is

an

information broker at the

Network, Inc. She is
Carl

panel

Group,

of the Bama Research

generational

panel

This

expert in the field of church leadership. My panel of experts consisted of

four members. Warren Bird is

president

Each

subjects.

an

Leadership

expert in the field of leadership and inter-generational studies.

is the director of the Charles E. Fuller Institute of Evangelism and Church

Growth.
This
leaders that

panel
they

of experts

felt best met the

potential participant
Once this list

permission to

was

hst

asked to

assigned subject

(over fifty names)

was

give me

was

a

list of twenty-five pastors and

criteria. Their lists

were

developed.

finalized, I contacted the pastors and leaders

interview them

compiled and

(see Appendix C).

Each interview

to ask their

participant received

background questionnaire.

I conducted semi-stmctured interviews. The interviews

conducted face to face

or over

interview

over

(21)

the Intemet

(with

the

short

phone (15).
responses),

Eleven leaders

and then in

a

were

opted to begin the

follow up

a

phone call.
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their

answers were

into how

insights

a

Each interview

expanded.

fifty-one minutes

to

Data

The interviews

were

audio

document. Individual interview

transcripts were
files

were

and data

sorted and

brought into

analysis)

the

taped

compiled to

and transcribed into

software

manipulate the

background questionnaire

transposed

charts

and survey

format. Tables and

graphs

answer

and survey data. Once the data had been
Excel

procedures, I interpreted

provided

failure. The

Microsoft Word

highlighted.

question (IQ)

(a program

for

data. The data

produced.
charts

Then the

were

qualitative research
was

put into Excel

through

also put into

the various

answer

composite participant
an

Excel-

made in Excel that reflected the

run

The

documents. These

combination charts, and survey

were

were

a

created and then

create interview

Ethnograph v.5.0

composite

overcomes

that

Analysis

participant background questionnaire charts,
charts. Individual and

answers

complete.

transcripts were

in order to code and

elicit

leader deals with and

particular pastor or

average interview took

attempted to

questionnaire

Word, Ethnograph, and

and summarized the material.
Variables

The

primary variables

cope with failure and how

is also

a

of this

study were the

they respond to

manner

in which pastors

failure. The process used to

or

leaders

overcome

failure

variable.

The

intervening variables taken into

consideration

alongside the primary variables

for this

study are reflected in the background questionnaire.

gender,

race,

respondent bias,

and

theological persuasion.

A few of these include:
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CHAPTER 4

INTERVIEW FINDINGS
Erwin

congregation
Salvador,

McManus is the lead pastor of a

Raphael

in East Los

Angeles, Cahfomia,

El Salvador. He

grandmother,

was

raised in

and in reincamation

philosophy in college
atheist part of the

and

time,

was

an

uniquely innovative intemational

called Mosaic. McManus

He became

most influenced

of the

some

Socrates.

by

time, and uncertain the

Lordship

then spent ten years

among the poor. He moved to Los

primary place

on

the

rest of the time.

Angeles

due to its

a

on

Brady (now Mosaic).

staff pastor into the role of senior pastor. His

years and

elder within the

twenty-five

congregation.

Within five years the transition created intense conflict and distress.

McManus and the former pastor,

was

though they were

healthy transition. They both sought the

counsel

planning to stay

close

Lord and the

responded by submitting to the balance

on as an

fiiends,

leadership

He

predecessor

had been there

McManus

an

global map.

transition from

a

student of

of Jesus Christ the week he tumed twenty. He

McManus felt God's call to minister at the Church

attempted

a

During this time he was

McManus surrendered to the

working

bom in San

Miami, beheving in Jesus through his

through his grandfather.

agnostic

was

were

unable to create

a

of the church.

of the elders and followed their

through the process.

"My failures
of others to

me.

are

my

gift to others,"

states McManus.

Even my failures find sweet memories

community" (4).

McManus further elaborated

failure. He feels

coming

"Failure is

a

close and

on

successes are

the

gift

through the gift of fiiendship

and

his process of coming to terms with his

to terms with failure is not

personal

"My

a

difficuh

thing.

McManus states,

friend of mine." He neither fears failure

nor sees

it

as an
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indictment

him

on

necessary for

or

his

In

success.

forty-seven overcoming

representative
numerous

This

of the

one

chapter reports the

sees

a

natural part of risk, and risk is

failure

as

"the

of over 395 stories told to

of the leaders who

leaders

data

simply

Christian leaders. His story is

experiences

by which

ways

McManus

short,

McManus' story is just

with

Failure is

ministry.

overcome

leaders. The

practices, protections,

and

God calls to direct the

building

of his

of God

during my interviews

surveyed.

by allowing

findings begin to

possibilities

me

unique to

for the interviews that

gathered

overcoming Christian

failure

were

opportunity for miracle."

him yet it is

It introduces the

God to restory their lives.

were

conducted with

tell the process,

principles,

restorying the leadership

lives of those

kingdom.

Profile of Participants
The purpose of the interviews
to deal with and

from

overcome

retelling to restorying

September 2000 through

failure

was

to discover how God enables Christian leaders

through principled story (the process

of one's

life).

Over the

course

29 December 2001, 1 interviewed

of sixteen

and

dynamic

months, from 3

forty-seven

different

individuals. I conducted these interviews face-to-face, via the Intemet, and

over

the

telephone (see Chapter 3).
Place of Birth,

Race, and Geographical Representation

overwhelming majority

The

of the

bom in the United States of America.
One leader

was

El Salvador

bom in

Estonia,

one

Four leaders

leader

was

were

bom in

leaders

(85 percent),

bom in Canada

Chile, and

one

were

(9 percent).

leader

was

bom in

(see Appendix I).

A similar situation is tme with

leaders

participants, forty

were

white

(96 percent).

regards to

Two leaders

the

were

race

of the

Hispanic.

participants. Forty-five
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The

forty-seven study participants

are

residents of sixteen states

(Alabama,

Califomia, Colorado, Georgia, Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi,
New

Jersey,

countries

New

(Canada, Ecuador,

representation
chose

York, Ohio, Oregon, Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia) and three

seven

Ten leaders

from the

from

There

were

and

fiinctioning
three

as

were

Southeast is its

secure

from the East

were

(26 percent).

The South had

designation.

participants (11 percent),

Four leaders

were

from Ohio

and the

(8 percent).

Affiliation

interviews, twenty-four (51 percent) of the participants

denominational leaders, and four

(87 percent)

of the

were

(9 percent)

participants were

at

one

were

time

or

business leaders.

another served
a

involved

senior pastor, associate pastor, executive pastor, lead pastor, launch pastor,

worship

the

course

ministry

careers.

pastor. Christian education pastor, youth pastor, teaching pastor, and

new

as

number of

They have been

over

of their

were

academic leaders,

pastor (see Appendix D). Those in pastoral leadership have served in

forms of service

I

selecting participants,

pastors. Sixteen of the participants (34 percent)

(6 percent)

participant

(6 percent) interviewed (see Appendix I).

Church/Organization

A total of forty-one
a

attempting to

The North had five

participants (11 percent).

At the time of the

was

of the United States. In

Kentucky (21 percent).

three intemational leaders

Occupation

I

Twelve leaders interviewed

eight participants (17 percent).
West also had five

Estonia).

major regions

major regions.
are

and

as

generation

pastor.
This

study represents

The Christian and

twelve different church and institutional denominations.

Missionary Alliance

had the most

and United Methodist accounted for eleven

(17 percent)

were

participants

at thirteen

(28 percent),

(23 percent) in the study. Eight participants

non-denominational. The

remaining fifteen participants (32 percent)
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were

Baptists,

of Fire,

Church of God, Christian

Presbyterian,

Gender, Age,
The
male. I had

interview

and

Vineyard (see Appendix I).

and Education

overwhelming majority of the participants, forty leaders (85 percent)
hoped to interview
lists

participant

more

than

was

seven women

suggested by my panel

The average age of the leaders

interviewed

Church, Episcopalian, Lutheran, Nazarene, Pillar

twenty-six

(23 percent)

percent)

Boomers, and eight (17 percent)

In

earned

a

thirteen

regard to

graduate

their education

level

degree

were

as

with

The youngest person

seventy-one years old. Eleven

Busters, twenty-eight (60

Builders

(see Appendix I).

training, thirty-seven of the

The

(79 percent) had

leaders

twenty-four (5 1 percent) earning

(28 percent) earning masters degrees.

bachelors'

doctorates and

remaining ten (21 percent)

earned

degrees (see Appendix I).
and Tenure

Ministry Experience
The combined

average

study were classified

was

but I followed the

(see Appendix I).

surveyed was forty-three.

of the leaders

were

of experts

years old while the oldest

in the

(15 percent)

were

ministry experience

ministry experience

years). Eighteen of the

is twenty-two years

leaders

years of service, sixteen leaders

The average
years combined.

a

low of six to

largest block of experience was

or more

high of fifty
of

from ten to nineteen

length of the participants' present ministry was

Only

a

(34 percent) (see Appendix I).

Twenty-two leaders (47 percent) have served

less than five years.

twenty years

(from

(38 percent) surveyed had twenty to twenty-nine years

The second

ministry experience.

of the leaders totals 1,039 years. The leader's

five leaders

(11 percent) have been

(see Appendix I).

8.7 years with 408

at their

at their

present

ministry

present ministry
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Attendance and Staff Size
The average

church/organization

Three denominational leaders,

(see Appendix D).

psychotherapist were not
Forty-five
a

(N=42) interviewed was 2,189

size of leaders

consultant, and

one

one

factored into the average.

leaders

staff The average size staff was 18.6 with

reported overseeing

combined total of 837 staff members.

Spiritual

Gifts and

The

Ministry

participants were

nineteen different

gifts were

number of responses with
with

gifts

also asked to share their top two

mentioned. The

gift

and

preaching with

by the participants

listed

spiritual gifts.

of leadership received the

twenty-four (25.5 percent).

eighteen (19 percent)

The rest of the

Passions

Next

seventeen

were

came

the

gift

A total of

highest

of teaching

(18 percent) (see Appendix I).

administration, counseling, creative

communication, discernment, encouragement, evangelism, faith, giving, healing, helps,

hospitality, knowledge,
Their
that

mercy,

ministry passion was

wide and varied. Twelve leaders

evangelism was their ministry passion. Preaching

responses

percent)

(19 percent)

cited

and

discipleship

and wisdom.

prophecy, shepherding,

and

stated

teaching received nine

leadership received seven (15 percent).
as a

(26 percent)

Six leaders

(13

ministry passion (see Appendix I).

Major Responsibilities
The leaders interviewed

a

dozen

were

asked about their

major responsibilities.

responsibilities were cited, yet three primary responsibilities

Appendix I).

The leaders top two

leading/overseeing (13

or

teaching/preaching with

28

responsibilities were vision (13

percent).

eleven

The other

(23 percent).

or

surfaced
28

More than

(see

percent)

major responsibility hsted was

and
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Theological
The
On their

Persuasion

forty-seven participants represent

eleven different

Participant Background Questionnaire, participants were asked,

theological persuasion: Reformed, Wesleyan, Charismatic,
The

Wesley ans were the largest

leaders
were

theological persuasions.

(26 percent)

Charismatic. The

persuasions. They

theological persuasion Reformed.

remaining nine

are as

(see Appendix I).

represented with twenty-two (47 percent).

group

marked their

Other?"

follows:

"What is your

leaders wrote in

eight

Four

"Other"

Twelve

(9 percent)

theological

Anglican, Christian, Evangehcal, Lutheran, Messianic,

Pentecostal, Reformed-Wesleyan, and Third- Wave.
Generational Effectiveness
The last component of the

The leaders

were

participant profile

asked, "What generation do

concems

you feel most effective with:

Boomers, Busters?" The majority of leaders interviewed felt
Busters

(20

percent)

or

43

percent)

or

Boomers

(20

felt most effective with Builders

or

43

effectiveness.

Builders,

most effective with either

percent). Only

seven

leaders

(14

(see Appendix I).

Interview

The interview consisted of ten

generational

Findings

questions designed to provide insights

into

overcoming.
IQl: Metaphor of Life Story
How do

question was

pastors and Christian leaders deal with and

in the back of my mind and

interviews. Research

Question

guided the

One focuses

on

overcome

conversation

from narrative and story

integration.

throughout the

how the process of understanding life

story and life history aid in overcoming failure. The question

gleaned

failure? This

It accepts the

comes

from

insights

understanding that we

are
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stories of our lives and the lives of others. It affirms the

intimately connected with the

of retelling. Two interview

importance

questions

were

story and life history. The first was interview question
use

to describe you hfe

and

intriguing (see Appendix K).

story?"

The

one, "What

answer

it last after

percent said that it

was one

been asked.

They

felt that the

The leader's

metaphors

Sixteen of the leaders

categorized

as

"Process"

(30 percent)

exciting
risks.

or

is defined

as

leaders
the

designated into
(34 percent)

experience

capacity to

or

of spiritual,

is

a

as a

to

metaphors

natural

a

metaphors.

that

can

be

continuing activity or

particular result.

Fourteen

Adventure is defined

that offered

in their true relations
and three

or

as an

"Perspective." Perspective
or

relative

importance.

Six

(6 percent) "Spiritual" metaphors
refers

rehgious nature (see Appendix J#IQ1).

pastor of Saint Mary Magdalene Lutheran Church in

He believes that his life

process of fashioning

they were.

being characterized or constituted by relations. Spiritual

Process. Paul Cross is the

Savage, Minnesota.

interviewed offered

metaphors

things

ecclesiastical,

ever

undertaking that may involve danger or unknown

chose

view

questions they had

interpretive categories.

by gradual changes leading

(17 percent)

suggested. Relational
things

five

of

than 75

more

to better understand who

Process is defined

(13 percent) "Relational" metaphors given

to

and informative

described with "Adventure"

remarkable

Eight

helpful

question. Many

reflect upon it. However,

question forced them

metaphors.

function that may be marked
leaders

they had time to

of the most

were

metaphor would you

participant's metaphors were interesting, insightful,

Almost every leader interview found this to be the hardest
them chose to

the heart of life

designed to get to

points

to

sword; fi-om the mining of the

process of changing iron to steel in the

a

process. His

ore, to the

metaphor was "The

smelting

of the ore, the

fiimace, adding the alloy, the forging of the ingot
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on

the

anvil, the grinding, the polishing, the honing." Cross links his metaphor and life

to

Isaiah 54:16a, "Behold, I have created the smith who blows the fire of coals, and

produces

a

weapon for its

purpose."

Eleven other leaders used
used

descriptors

from nature to

process, for God's

plan is

one

metaphors

that reflect the element of process.

physical struggles.

of process. It

seems

These leaders believe that is
to be

healthy way to

a

They
a

look at life

(see Appendix K).
Adventure. Fourteen leaders described their lives with

Mike Breaux is the pastor of the

largest

church

Southland Christian Church in Nicholasville,
Southland their church home. Breaux said,
most

I

was

challenging, unpredictable,
standing

really push

is

one

about

a

the

'special

and difficult situations to offer

personally

his

upbringing.

and in the

a

He

serves

Over nine-thousand
Ride

"Imagine this.

envelop

on

on

the

at

people

call

biggest, fastest,

earth. And I didn't

even

know

Luley is

Ministries in Princeton, New

forces'

or

the Director of

Jersey.

He states,

SWAT team member sent into different
and

family built a "can

expertise." Luley

attributes his

do" attitude into his life

-

ministry (see Appendix K).

gain perspective.

Such

also bear witness to leaders

metaphors were indicative

them. Paul Hazlett, who for many years

Metropolitan District

of adventure. Scott

specialized vision

His

Perspective. Metaphors
life and

Kentucky.

funnest roller coaster

Campus Crusade's Christian Leadership

description to

represented in this study.

of adventure.

in line! That's my hfe!"

Some leaders

"My life story

metaphors

was

of the Christian and

perspective metaphor.

Hazlett

the District

seeking to

spiritual

sense

out of

of the leaders who offered

Superintendent of the

Missionary Alliance,

now oversees

make

describes his life with

formation and the

intemship

a
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program at Alliance

thought

Theological Seminary in Nyack,

of himself as

a

Model T that

someone

New York. For years he has

entered into the

Indianapohs

500. Hazlett

states, "Of course the wheels kept coming off and I always seemed to be running behind,
until I leamed to let my
'win.'" This is
and does

use

a

owner

supply the power

leader that has

those that

an

and determine what it

to believe that his life is

come

earthbound evaluation

might

a

really means

testimony,

determine

as

to

that God

inadequate to

can

the

task.
Another

metaphor of perspective

Pastor of Vineyard

Community Church

have grown VCC from

a

comes

in

from Steve

He is the Launch

Cincinnati, Ohio. Steve and his wife Janie

small group of thirty-seven

who meet at weekend services.

Sjogren.

people to

seven-thousand

His joumey has had many failures and

has been incarcerated for his faith, had

a near

death

experience,

people

successes.

He

and has transitioned from

the Senior Pastor to the Launch Pastor.

Sjogren
Dolphin.

describes his hfe

There is

a

don't think there

"I grew up

value for

is

"That

Dolphins

aspire

to be-balanced between

high

core

are

He relates to the balance of the

watching Flipper.

was ever a

things

a

"Dolphin."

great balance of work and pleasure; balance of wisdom and

playfulness. Sjogren states,
episodes-I

as a

Sjogren.

bad

I'm

a

big

fan of Flipper

day that Flipper had." Having perspective

Balance is also

important to him.

thought of and are the most intelligent
intelligence/strength

sea

He

on

continues,

creatures. That is what I

and fun-balanced in

one

package"

(see Appendix K).
Relational. A

metaphor with

former President of the Christian and

a

relational

dynamic

Missionary Alliance.

comes

from David

Dr. Rambo

Special Assistant to the President of Asbury Theological Seminary.

He

Rambo,

now serves as

sees

himself as

a
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dispenser of hope to people who desperately need
ministering out

of a relational model. Rambo has

professional,

ministry by himself

or

relationship with God, family,
representation

it. For

over

made

never

forty years he has been
a

major personal,

He believes that hfe is all about

and those with whom

of his hfe story and life

history.

we

His

joumey.

Rambo 's

metaphor is

relationships
metaphor is

our

�

good

a

"The Tribe Has

Spoken."
Janie

examples
is

on

Sjogren offers

could

one

the clearest

easily be categorized

examples

of a relational

"Spiritual" metaphors. However,

as

the relational aspects that she has with God. Janie

descriptor

for her life. Janie is

Cincinnati, Ohio.

presently

metaphor is

Her

on

am

love for me." God has called Janie to be
Dale

Church in Portland,

Galloway was

Oregon.

Wilmore, Kentucky. The
time when he

was

He is

most

a

the

now

life

as a

me

it is pretty

comes

spiritual

a

out of the

Galloway,

Cross, and Love flows

Metaphors

are

hang-ups,

my

"I

was

seeking

(see Appendix K).

"Faith is what

a

the Cross. In

vision of Jesus

on

a

the Cross.

sins, and my brokenness. The

of healing and

hope."

Dale

theology

comes

out of the Cross"

powerftil descriptors of life.

leaders interviewed for this

Church in

Founding Pastor of New Hope Community

endeavor and quest. His life is about the
states

as a

the revelation of God's

of his love

very broken-he had

personal experience

simple,"

by saying,

important metaphor for Dale Galloway is

feeling very down,

really became

testimony

more

emphasis

to love

Vineyard Community

appreciating

her

the Dean of the Beeson Intemational Center in

He states, "I realized that He died for my

Cross

Sjogren points

"Beloved." She elaborates

love. At each level and age of my life I

Spiritual.

staff at

Her

metaphor.

Galloway

sees

his

of the Cross. "For

from the Cross,

Hope

(see Appendix K).

I feel that the

metaphors given by the

study were fascinating. Metaphors enabled the leaders

to
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begin the

process of retelling

them better

clarify their

life

by attempting

description of their life story

a

and

helped

history.

IQl: Spiritual Journey
A

were

person's spiritual joumey is personal yet communal. The leaders interviewed

asked to talk about their

place where they
Question
can

are

right now.

One and Research

be used for

testing

insights gleaned

or

from biblical

that

of God's grace.

coming to

power and

theology.

importance
were

of the ways that leaders

enabled them to

easily

deal

Christ at

importance

it

brought them

an

I found

more

It affirms the

and

come

no

provision

edifying.

guidelines]

comes

from

overcoming.
highlight the

to Christ and the different ways to reflect

conclusive evidence that leaders'

family

on

the

influence

with failure. Nor did I find sufficient evidence to say

earlier age facilitated

of retelling,

ease

in

overcoming.

remembering, refiraming,

and

However, the

restorying became
seen

through the

of their stories.

Family
interviewed

Christ

for

Their stories

apparent throughout their joumeys. The impact of their joumey is

retelling

four

and

of remembering God's

necessity

of realizing God's

inspiring

to the

question was designed to bridge Research

Question Four (What protections [safeguards

The leaders' responses

mysteries

This interview

unpack how

confirming overcoming failure?). Question

faithfulness and accepts the

uniqueness

and

spiritual joumey

influence and age of conversion.

were

reared in Christian homes.

honoring-homes

Appendix J#IQ2a).
conversion
years old.

was

and seventeen

Thirty

(36 percent)

The correlation between the

remarkable. Nineteen leaders

Twenty-five

leaders

Nearly twice
leaders

as

many leaders

(64 percent)

grew up in

grew up in Non-Christian homes

family influence

(see

and the age of

(40 percent) accepted Christ before eleven

(54 percent) accepted Christ before twenty-one years old.
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Only three

leaders

(6 percent) had

conversion

experiences

after twenty-two years old

(see

Appendix J#IQ2b).
Conversion before eleven years old. The stories of the leaders who

Christ before eleven years old
God's grace and

intriguing yet compelling. They

Wilmore, Kentucky,

director of the spouse

was

bom and raised in

minister. Her mother took her to church

accepted
"It

Christ when she

was on a

was

Sunday night,

skipping

down the street

that God

was

testimony of

a

old.

at

Asbury Theological Seminary,

Christian home. Her father
she got out of the

Margi retells

hospital.

the story with

that I went forward. I remember afterwards

as

though I

had

a

freedom that I

never

was a

She

enthusiasm,

going

outside and

had before." She believes

directing her at that very moment.

home to take

come

states, "My

ministry

as soon as

eight years

During her senior year in college,
had her

are a

protection.

Margi Galloway,
in

are

accepted

mom

and I had

my life. God tumed my

she did all the

things

many ways. It

was

sensing the hand

care

of her mother.

some

plans

her mother

was

diagnosed with

plans." During that time

was an

of God

on

was

of hving with her

her life and

preparing her for ministry.

She has

ministering with her husband

She

incredible time in

in the church that her mother did. She took her mother's

out of that God

Her dad

Margi never regrets moving home.

great times before she died. It

into His

cancer.

for

father,

place

in

enjoyed

over

thirty years

(see Appendix L).
Conversion before twenty-one years old. John F.

Superintendent of the Metropohtan District of the
story is fascinating. He

attempting to

states that the first

achieve the

goal

of being

Soper's,

Christian and

Missionary Alliance,

twenty years of his life

accepted by others.

the District

were

consciously spent

He concluded somewhere
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along the

to believe that if you know

more

than everyone else,

need you. Education then became his

after his junior year and went to

get

a

school

high

diploma).

found himself beginning
the first class of his

a

an

goal

college

course

Ph.D. program in

were

stand the

greatly,

day,

philosophy

at Yale

(he never did

famous

a

As he sat in

University.

European scholar,

to his lectures would be to commit

experience." He

even

asked the class to

of responsibility if anyone took such
like

Augustine

a

sign

a

drastic

and others before

further up the ladder of education than he

he borrowed

to read it. He

began

child

scores

was were even

confused!

The next
and

SAT

of high school

in 2 V2 years and at the age of nineteen

point Soper suddenly realized,
were

dropped out

strength of his

existentialism, the professor,

absolving the university

him, that the people who
more

the

inappropriate response

of action! At that

they will accept you because they

and his God. He

college

suicide in search of the "final authentic
release form

on

He finished

course on

warned the class that

He started

key to acceptance lay in the acquisition of knowledge.

line that the

was on a

a

Greek New Testament from the
to find out if the

quest

really true. Soper wanted to

scrutiny of serious

intellectual

see

whether

or

investigation.

university library

things he had been taught

as a

not the New Testament would

Two other books also

helped him

C. S. Lewis' Mere Christianity and F. F. Bruce's The NT Documents

Are They

�

Rehable?. Two weeks later, with fear and

expression),

he committed his life to Christ.

God would

require me to

becoming

minister!"

a

A few months

surrender my

Soren

trembling (to use
Soper states,

plans

"I

was

of an academic

later, he left Yale University and went

Seminary to study theology under Dr.

Kierkegaard's

desperately

career

afraid that

in favor of the

to Westminster

path

of

Theological

Van Til. The next year he transferred to Reformed
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Episcopal Seminary,
any

gospel ministry.

He has

never

had

regret that choice (see Appendix L).

to

cause

and there God called him into the

Conversion after twenty-two years old. Steve Elhott pastors the First Alliance
Church in
came

Lexington, Kentucky.

from

a

poor

family.

His father

dysfunctional," he exclaims,
remember

being held

or

"I

"I would

night.

come

never

was a

never

hugged.

middle kid of five. He would
supper. He would

He states, "I

from

being

thing.
and

his

on

He

be home," says

self-indulgence-sex, drugs,

He

high

school and

accepted

Elliott, "My house

four years after he

preceding

on

was

seven

ran

track. He

they married three

his life almost

engineer.

was

a

place

of three hundred and

"I go into

was

the

are over

is

raised in Canada in the 1960s

the

twenty- five,

norm.

He met

Marilyn

in his

He

at the death of his father.

was

pastoring his

first church

rural church that had fired three pastors in the

was

in

a

town of four thousand. He

equally dysfunctional.

running

one-thousand).

high

years later.

seventy-five

now

to be."

fish, small pond kind of

years, and the church grew to four hundred. Now it is

churches in Canada

never

and finished

part-time jobs

was

immediately.

saved. He went to

was

was

hundred. Elliot states his next church

congregation

child. I

was never a

school jock-big

and Rock and Roll

four years. The church

stayed there
seven

and

high

Jesus Christ when he

Elliott sensed the call

as a

home for supper and then would be gone for the rest of the

played football, hockey,

last year in

kissed

in after school, check in, and then be gone until

He called himself a

own.

line of Pagans." Elliott

lots of violence, lots of anger." He

was

Elliott left home at seventeen. He worked two
school

long

a

"My house was fully

steelworker.

remember

There

come

come

He

fourteen hundred

sees

lousy situations and tum them

his

pastoral

around"

a

It

church of
was a

(less than forty

role

as

that of a

(see Appendix L).

re-
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of spiritual

Impact

impact

their lives and

on

right now.

impact

journey.

played

a

The leaders'

Dozens of the stories shared

of spiritual

in

huge role
by

spiritual joumeys had substantial

bringing

pastored the Mt.

Pleasant

Community

accepted Christ in the third grade

at

a

although they thought he would
college McKee 's

faith

lasting

Church in Mt. Pleasant,

unchurched, immoral home.

Missionary Church.

approval. They thought it was

really took

off He landed

a

part-time job

Church of the United States of America. At the time he

school, but he decided to take

he confirmed God's call

"Adventure." He believes his
him

are

on

a

year off to

was

a

good thing,

in

planning

on

try full-time ministry. As

Theological Seminary. During his time

his life. McKee describes his life

spiritual joumey has taught him to

a

at

as an

tmst that God is with

(see Appendix L).

IQ3: Memorable Failure
One of the

honesty that the

biggest surprises I experienced during this project was the

leaders interviewed

question. They were
describe how

they responded

level of

displayed when answering the third interview

asked to think about

one

at the time. In

of their most memorable failures and

designing this question,

I had in mind the

part that attribution and reframing play in overcoming failure. It is rooted in insights

acquired through the study of attributional psychology.

He

He grew up

grow out of it.

result he felt God's call to attend Princeton

seminary,

an

VBS at the local

in church without his parents but with their

law

they

time the church has grown from two-hundred

to six-hundred in weekend attendance. He grew up in

heading to

where

the leaders illustrate the present and

Michigan for fourteen months. During this

Presbyterian

place

joumey.

Scott McKee has

In

them to the

It affirms the value and
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importance

of retraining and

reframing.

Three distinct patterns

emerged from the memorable

author. Hence, three classifications
stories told

percent)

(29/59 percent)

a

about

had memorable failures that

said their failures
is

were

were

were more

marginal distinction,

designated

failure stories told to the

for their failures. The

Fourteen leaders

ministry experiences.

were

personal

relational than

Four leaders

in nature.

personal. Although

I wanted to honor the leaders'

own

majority of

one

(32

(9 percent)

could argue that this

interpretive designation (see

Appendix J#IQ3).
Maxie Dunnam, the President of Asbury

Ministry.

Wilmore, Kentucky, has memorable failure about ministry. It had

healing ministry

at Christ United Methodist Church in

describes his life

as a

congregation in healing.
minister had been

He

joumey.

was

diagnosed with

was a

small child. He felt the church should be very

after

having been in the

church

only

in the

chapel.

The

of the service he invited

laid hands

on

him

on

congregation
even

felt that

a

lay

"Basically,

the

and

healing

they had

congregation.

five

specific

involving

in the

congregation to

a more

the

was

youth

woman

married

�

a

prayer service

at the time. As

hospital

sit in proxy

as

part

he and others

They prayed by proxy.
Many

of the

evangelical pastor than they had bargained

had

a

in their prayers for her. So,

months, he called for

youth pastor was

beginning

Tennessee. Dunnam

marvelous young

after that, all hell broke loose.

thought that Oral Roberts

on

or

leader of the

weathered that storm because he

ministry

four

behalf of youth pastor.

Dunnam states,

they

She

cancer.

a

Sunday night

Memphis,

to do with

When he arrived at that church, he leamed that the

with

one

committed to

in

Theological Seminary

come

to town

honest and

Five years later he

talk about

�

forthright but
won

a

for

�

tough time."

did not force

the tmst of the

people

a

He

healing

and

was

able
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to start

a

public healing worship service

on

Sunday aftemoon (see Appendix M).

Personal. Personal failures take many forms. Daniel

First Church of the Nazarene in Portland,
was

to

push himself both physically

to honor

a

spiritually

consistent Sabbath and
conditioned he

was

and

Oregon, said that
to the

emotionally

Huckins, pastor of Portland

one

of his greatest failures

point

of exhaustion. He failed

thought that if he kept himself physically and

invincible.

His failure

was

to

emotional

recognize the

dimension of his life. In the process Huckins allowed anger and resentment to build in
his

spirit.

In retrospect he

danger of taking

on

the

began working

identity

"in my ambition to grow

a

a

impress

with God

ministry,

as

others I took

God." The result of this

six-week leave from

another year of recovery

employee,

church and

ministry than was good but not
ministry was

of an

for God rather than with God. He

of the

taskmaster. Huckins states,

on more

thinking

three months

spoke

and

and

more

of

approach to

only working

life and

until noon, and

(see Appendix M).

Relational. Nikki Alexander pastors the contemporary service at Loverslane

United Methodist Church in Dallas, Texas.

girlfiiend confided in her about thinking

responded in judgment,
lost the

friendship,

During her

about suicide. She handled it

anger, and hurt. I said to my

she has

never come

final quarter of high school

to

fiiend, 'What

Christ, and refuses

to

are

horribly.
you

respond to

a

"I

thinking?'

I

my contact

attempts."
Another leader, who wanted his response to be anonymous, had
his son, and

they were estranged

for

a

time. He said, "I think I

awhile. It's hard for me, I think to just say, 'I
He tried to

M).

analyze for a long time before

he

was a

stayed

failure there in

honestly

faced the

a

falling

out with

in denial for

no

quite

uncertain terms.'"

negativity (see Appendix
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IQ4:

The Process

The leaders

were

failure. I noticed the

asked to talk about the process of coming to terms with their

interplay between retelling and retraining/reframing.

connection between narrative story

integration

insights were gleaned

Questions

The

strength

aiding the process
and

for Research

of attribution is its focus

of making

recognition of positive

Each pattem demonstrated
be

categorized

as a

sense

intent.

a

in

process).

Fourteen leaders

personal

view

or

and attribution became obvious. In tum,

one

on

and three.

intemal and extemal

through identification,

Three distinct pattems

change that the

"New World"

(a change

of failure

(a change

outlook),

and

The

emerged

causes as

well

as

inward reflection,
from the stories told.

leader chose. The leaders' responses could
in

a

ministry/profession),

"New World

a

"New Worldview"

Mapping" (a change

(30 percent) responded by opting

for

a

in

"New World."

Twenty- four leaders (51 percent) changed their "Worldview." Nine leaders (19 percent)

developed
that

are

a

"New World

The

Mapping" (see Appendix J#IQ4).

apparent in these pattems

are

principles

highlighted throughout their responses

New world. One of the responses to failure is to leave. Twelve

the leaders interviewed left

a

ministry/profession as part of the process

They changed their world

terms with their failure.

or

attributed their responses to both intemal and extemal

dealing with

points to

failure and

decided to leave

the radical

bridges

a

pastoral ministry completely

look at the intemal

cause

of her failure.

below.

(26 percent)

of

of coming to

causes.

Resources in

readjustment that

change of "World"

insights

environment. The leaders

Sally Morgenthaler heads up Worship Evangelism
Colorado. Her story

and

Littleton,

sometimes is necessary in

and "Worldview."

and become

a

Morgenthaler

consultant. She decided to
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She

was a

leader at

worship

ministry became just

a

a

people

follow leaders that

them. In

people

follow those who

church

with God had become next to

relationship

decided to leave. Over the

ministry,

the scales

came

but the church that had

as

the Product."

a

number of years. Her

"job." Morgenthaler states, "My abihty to

dismissed because
a

for

Missionary Church

course

they respect

are

lead

was

and leaders that empower

connected to God." She realized that her

nothing. Through

of the next year,

a

series of events she

having removed herself from

off her eyes. She states, "I didn't want the church in process

already

arrived. "I missed the fact that the Process is

Morgenthaler' s book, Worship Evangehsm,

me

we are

but about God

doing

and make it His

I had to realize that

own.

changing the way he viewed

life and

Salem Alliance Church in Salem,

Right before

driving three
the

his

car

Oregon.

school

a

and slick. The

seriously God's
in my

trying

ministry

to

is not about

youth
car

"recovery."

Loved." He states,

"My

being

As

a

is the interim pastor of the

presently

Boda's life "forever

group event. It

skidded and
were

extended to

was

was a

hit

killed. To his

chose to

resuh Boda

terms with his failure meant

He feels called to minister to

graduation,

Body of Christ

love

coming to

He

congregation were loving

he retells it, "When the

point

etemity.

in half Boda's three friends

killed and the church

take

high

of his best friends to

highway was icy

cut the

experience

moving" (see Appendix N).

New worldview. Matt Boda leamed that

world.

important

as

grew out of this

of coming to terms with her failure. She said she had to leam that "God is
invade what

eventually

and

postmodem

a

It

He

changed."

cold Canadian

was

night,

and

semi-tmck. The tmck

surprise,

forgiving.

respond in

me

by

a

the

family

of those

changed everything.

love to my

through those people.

As

failure, I had to
It

was

the

tuming

accepted Christ. His metaphor is "Radically

life is best described

as

being radically loved by

a

Supreme
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Being

even

when I had

no

idea of His love for

testimony of His Outrageous

Love!"

New world

mapping.

worldview but also

developed

way to process failure. Dale

ministry caused him to
often
with

find

Dream

was

Some of the leaders interviewed not

a

New World

Galloway

a new

behind and

In

Mapping.

a sense

they developed
marriage

way to process failure. He believes that
It is like

part of the process of coming

peeling

an

ahead

a

a new

and first

healing

is

onion-as you expose and deal

Writing his book

Dream

to terms with his failure. In it he

rebuilding a broken life. Galloway practices eight steps

move

is

only changed their

felt that the failure of his first

of your failure God reveals another.

eleven steps to

amazing! My hfe

(see Appendix N).

progressive rather than instant.
one area

His love is

me.

to

a

New

prescribes

put failure

(see Appendix N).

IQ5: Images of Failure

Images
see

when

they

are

powerfiil things.

think of failure

The leaders interviewed
I

(see Appendix O).

was

were

trying

asked what

images they

to better understand the

part that attribution plays in overcoming failure.

Images
leaders

can

give us insight into

interpret their image.

positively

or

I

was

the way

a

person views

interested in whether

an

experience.

I asked the

they viewed their image

negatively (see Appendix J#IQ5). Twenty-five leaders (53 percent)

classified their

images

as

positive.

While twenty-two

(47 percent)

viewed their

images

as

negative.
As the leaders

expounded on their images

a

number of principles become

apparent. Leaders expect and accept failure. Failure is necessary for progress and gives

opportunity to

create

something new.

something extraordinary. Leaders

Failure

provides the opportunity

do not view failure

as

fatal but

as

for

doing

part of the joumey.
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The

opportunity to

one

of the many

overcome.

It

think and process one's story in

blessings

gives

us

of failure. Failure allows

the occasion to

opportunity to change

Positive

Their

last three years

flew for

even

as an

the way to

they hadn't

crashed

Failure

failure if we

only

a

foe.

they thought

of failure.

opportunity. Bryan Collier has spent the

that lead to

numerous

image

I think of all the weird

the shortest of distances." He

leaming

when

us

race.

friend and not

adventure and chose

enthusiastically: "However, they would not be
on

Failure is

is true.

positive images
on

help

and stay in the

seen as a

describe his life. When asked about his

early Wright brothers' airplanes.
they

saw

God's and others is

Orchard: A United Methodist Church in his hometown of

He views his life

Tupelo, Mississippi.
metaphor to

leaders

to

to enlist others to

overcome

they know

fiill of hope and focused

planting The

us

and grow. It is to be

images. Many

images were

others

help

allows leaders the chance to live out what
miss the

relationship

success.

on

and trials before

his response

deterred. Failure

we

as a

of failure. Collier said, "The

configurations

expounds

Think

"Camping"

was

wouldn't be

just

flying

one

of the stops

in DC-lO's if

times."

Fred Price is the Chief Operating Officer of Sandler & O'Neill in New York
For

more

than

twenty-five years he has been a committed

church leader. His firm
World Trade Center.

was

On 1 1

formerly

located

on

September 2001 sixty-six people

services. However, Price still

haven't

things

as

mn

sees

failure

opportunity. "My image
into

a

is

as a

one

over

only if we

of Rebirth,

choose to"

and

from Sandler & O'Neill

fifty funerals

positive thing.

fatal failure yet. I don't think there

into fatal failures

businessperson

the 104th Floor of the south tower of the

lost their lives. As part of the aftermath, he attended

at failure

Christian

City.

He has

Redesign,

are

and memorial

always tried to

and Reconstmction. I

fatal failures. I think

(see Appendix O).

look

we

make
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Negative images.
Cross

said,

"I

the

see

A number of leaders

saw

the

hostages

held in the United

Embassy in Teheran."
Mike

New

rescue

of failure. Paul

of the bodies of the United

photos published by the Iranian Army

States Servicemen killed in the failed attempt to
States

negative images

Koslowsky,

associate pastor at

Jersey, had two negative images.

when William Wallace

was

trying to

Fellowship

The first

rescue

image

his wife.

him, she

having her throat slit,

to

realizes that

things must have

was

gone

terribly wrong.

Chapel

in

Medford,

from the movie Braveheart,

came

He made

woods upon their escape. He arrived at the rendezvous

Unknowing

Alliance

point,

plans

to meet her in the

but she did not.

but he still waited for her to arrive. He
That is failure

(see Appendix O).

IQ6: Leadership Story
I

gleaned

Question

a

number of insights from

Two focuses

follow in order to

on

the proven steps,

overcome

habits,

differently as

a

or

gave them

opportunities

for

new

were

overcoming

that leaders

asked to describe

leadership.

a

either

Two pattems

strengthened

their

strengthening of their leadership.

(43 percent) experienced the opportunity

for

a new

challenge or the

begin something new.

Strengthened leadership. Nikki

strengthened her leadership.
she

(principles)

Research

beginnings (see Appendix J#IQ6).

Twenty-seven leaders (57 percent) experienced
While twenty leaders

routines

result of their

from their responses. Leaders felt that their

leadership

chance to

or

failure. The leaders interviewed

another incident that tumed out

emerged

leadership development theory.

experienced

a

She

supervisor who

was

serving

"was

worker and me." She states, "Even

Alexander retells
at a

a

large United Methodist church when

manipulative, lying,

though I

story that she feels

and tried to

lost my job I feel

triangulate

good about the way I

a co
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handled it. I refiised to let her
truth. Because she
in her

big step

was a

Alexander confronted her and

'power-play.'"

leader, she took

a

stand. She believes this confrontation

Princeton,
the

as

New

Jersey,

representative

was

associate pastor at Princeton Alliance

given the honor of attending the Queen's birthday

of all the Christian

evangelical

When he arrived for the event, he found that he had
worst

part

and

never

of Thailand. I

showing

seriously

considered

my face in Thailand

those leaders

positively

redefined his

Some

principles

are

again."

required

confession.

and

late. He

leadership

getting on

a

firing

feels, "The

of the

Evangelical

plane, flying back to

the U.S.

Hannold believes his moments before

drawn from leaders' stories. Leaders

confi-ontation. Leaders

Hiring

the

day

groups in that country.

ministry.

to their beliefs and at times called to take

when it

come a

having to report that incident back to

was

Fellowship

was a

leader must do, and it ends up

a

strengthening their leadership. Boyd Hannold,

in Thailand

the

leadership development.

Sometimes confession is part of what

Church in

spoke

a

stand. Leaders

were

promoted Holiness,

displayed humility, especially

staff gave leaders the

called to hold

opportunity to

lead

in the

on

even

area

of

responsibly (see

Appendix P).
New

different

beginnings.

as a

result of his

Michael

Koslowsky

leadership.

Metro Youth in New York and New

for the district

faced
for

a

He

the

was

Jersey.

described

He made the decision to

youth retreats. Koslowsky thought

than twenty years. The results

years later,

our

Metro Youth retreats

are

it

was

time for

a

move

"New

attending the

same

for CM A
the location

Beginning." He
retreat center

phenomenal.

He states, "This year, nine

largest of any

CMA district in the country

were

the

incident that tumed out

newly appointed Director

lot of opposition, because the district had been

more

an
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with three retreat weekends and

a

total of about 1,500 students and leaders in

attendance!"
Dieter Zander is
find God. He is
San

currently

Rafael, Califomia.

Community

about

passionate
an

For

interim

teaching pastor

five years he

nearly

Church in South

Barrington,

become

something that he was not

changes

since Willow. He left

a

catalyzing new
at

was a

environments that

help people

BayMarin Community
Teaching Pastor at

Willow Creek

Illinois. Zander believes that he tried to

at Willow Creek. He has made

famihar and

secure

place

some

significant

in order to look for

that would allow him to continue to grow into the "skin" God had

given him.

he is to lead

as

means

to be

people

towards

apprentices

Leaders

a new

understanding

of Jesus in the life of the

experienced new beginnings

principles emerged.

New

beginnings

as a

beginnings

direction

as a

during times

of new

chance to propagate

of Jesus'

a new

gospel

well

as

a

ministry

As

a

leader

"what it

Kingdom."
result of being

gave leaders the

of spiritual formation in themselves and those

provide new

Church in

they

a

leader. Three

opportunity to promote

new

levels

lead. Leaders also had the occasion to

beginnings. Finally,

leaders took

new

understanding or vision.

IQ7: Receiving Hope

Leadership
tmth. However,

is

lonely business.

overcoming

Leaders realize that it

when

dealing with failure.

leaders
was a

were

majority

failure should not

enlisting

The leaders interviewed

The

nor

does not have to be done in isolation.

fellow travelers for the joumey of overcoming is essential.

asked to describe the

Four

of leaders interviewed confirmed this

people

or

things

that

give them hope

pattems emerged from their responses. Seventeen

(36 percent) received hope

from

family members

hope giver for twelve leaders (26 percent).

or

spouses. The Word of God

Eleven leaders

(23 percent) said
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friends/people
percent)

cited

gave them

something

Family. Nikki

dying
has

"other"

never-ending

regrets." Stacy Minger,
who

a

grace and is

Word of God. Scott

his wife. He is

enduring

Luley

finds

hope

Rambo, part-time faculty

Kentucky, states,

"I

David Rambo also

am

shaped by the

points to Scripture

at

are

They

us

that the Church goes

Church-which is the
not

wrapped

around

Friends.

in

help

a

failing enterprise.

passions

their failures with him refreshes

Medford, New Jersey.

never

states that the

With them she

beyond

(see Appendix Q).
on

sections of Scripture with

David,

Peter

Asbury Theological Seminary, Wilmore,
gives

me

for him.

in times of failure."

hope

He draws

me

hope."

God's Word is such

Rambo

an

campus minister for the

finds

strength

from

exclaims, "The Book of

to the end of time. I guess

University in Dallas, Texas,

him to focus its

Her mother is

and stories of overcomers like

hope giver

on

hope.

family.

meditating

abiding institution-gives

Creighton Alexander,

Southem Methodist
heart and

one

(15

of reconciliation. "She

her

Matthew 16:18, "I will build my church." David Rambo

Revelation tells

leaders

lift her eyes to the horizon

Word of God. It

as a

her

gives

symbol

faithfulness

encouraged by Joseph's story

and Paul. Ruth

a

failure

unconditional love and acceptance.

failure and remind her of God's

seven

University of Kentucky,

doctoral fellow at

give her hope when dealing with

experiences

Finally,

(see Appendix J#IQ7).

Alexander said that her mother

of cancer yet has

people

failure.

hope when deahng with

hope

being part

of the

continues, "Life is

encouragement to me."

Wesley Foundation

in the

people who

see

his

in order to succeed. A person who also shares

Marty Berglund, pastor of Fellowship Alliance Chapel in

He believes their time

together is

then spent

helping

each other

through their failures.
Maxie Dunnam has

a

at

minister fiiend in Jackson,

Mississippi,

who

gives

him
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hope.
an

His friend

inner

was a

victim of throat

city church in which his predecessors
but his friend has

situation,

Other

means." Steve

failed to stay. It

responded with what the

Seamands, professor of Christian doctrine

Seminary in Wilmore, Kentucky, received hope
Faithbridge United
about past

Seminary

Methodist Church in

successes.

in

Nyack,

Marin Sanders,

New

was

ministry,

called

an

he went to

impossible

stayed twenty- five years!

Some leaders

means.

When he retumed to

cancer.

at

author classified

received

professor of theology

"other

Asbury Theological

for past failures. Ken

Spring, Texas,

as

hope

Werlein, pastor of
from

at Alliance

thinking

Theological

York, finds hope in humorous books.

IQ8: Bible Story
Leaders understand the

importance of realizing

of remembering God's faithfiilness. In tum,
that

helped

them make
19

sense

percent)

of failure

and Peter

or

the leaders interviewed. Both David

(4

also

or

popular among the

percent) retold eighteen

leaders of this

provision

19

or

percent)
9

study.

different stories.

were

percent)
The

and the

asked to describe

(see Appendix J#IQ8).

(9

Joseph (9

they were

God's

Bible story

Stories from the lives of

the most

and Moses

(4

common

or

9

offered

percent)

remaining twenty-one

They included

a

necessity

leaders

by

were

(44

stories from the life of Bamabas,

Dorcus, Esther, Jesus, Jeremiah, Job, John Mark, John the Baptist, Joshua, King Uzziah,

Nehemiah, Paul, and Ruth (see Appendix R). A number of pattems and principles

emerged

from leaders' interviews and

Joseph.
ended up

Joseph

on

Ken Werlein

was

are woven

endeared to

throughout their responses.

Joseph because

"he

bragged too much, but

top after God humbled him." Sally Morgenthaler also loves the story of

and his brothers. She believes that in

the ire of his brothers. Of course, he

was

not

some

ways

responsible

Joseph could have brought
for his father's favoritism.

on
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Morgenthaler asks,

"How did he deal with his status

acceptance of them

as

transformed heart."

gifledness.

they

stood before him in

Joseph was

a man

his brothers? His unconditional

over

Egypt-his

who had

to

come

grace and

grips with his position

He realized God chose and blessed him for God's

The story of Joseph

speaks

to the

potential

times of triumph. His
leamed to become

and the

cup-bearer.

experiences taught

an overcomer

Joseph's family

He realized that

him to realize God's

through reframing his

could say in Genesis 50, "Don't be afraid. Am I in the
harm me, but God intended it for

good

to

accomplish what

and

especially in

failed him,

failing times
plan

and

as

did

could be

provisions.

circumstances. That is

place

a

glory.

of overcoming failure,

incidents when everyone who surrounds you fails.

Potiphar, Potiphar's wife,

humility-shows

He

why he

of God? You intended to

is

now

being done,

the

saving

of many lives."
Peter. With

tongue in cheek, Keith Jones, Christian Psychotherapist and Adjunct

Professor at Princeton

Theological Seminary in Princeton,

Christ is gone, Peter does what he has

paints

a

mental

standing

ankle

breakfast fire

.

image
deep
.

.

that is not

in water

Peter demonstrates to

the most retold stories
we

done. He goes

looking

have failed

a

me

us

into the eyes of Jesus

by leaders.
friend.

we are

us

see

Breaux

it,

Peter

smoke of a

our

not mine."

story. His story is

the wonder of overcoming

one

failure,

of

even

Peter leamed to face his failure instead of mnning fi-om it.

Peter had love in his heart for Jesus, but Peter took

love mature at the seashore.

through the

glory,

connected to

He teaches

fishing!" Mike

do you love me?" Rob Cmver

...

that it's about God's

that

says, "When

Jersey,

He muses, "Can you

easily forgotten.

hearing those life-giving words,

states, "Peter's story reminds

when

always

New

a

while to mature. Jesus

helped his
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David. Martin Sanders looks to the story of David and Bathsheba and Nathan's

rebuke when
Christ

came

grappling with

through David

failure." Kenda Dean,

failure. He states, "It

me

hope because

and this story exhibits the grace of God to

professor of next generational

of Christian education at Princeton

helps

Nathan's visit to David

the need for

her make

leader to

a

�

such

a

studies and the dean of the school

of failure. "What

sense

the line of

forgive

Theological Seminary in Princeton,

shares how David's story

repent, and

gives

come

New

comes

Jersey,

also

to mind is

clean about his/her

missteps,

to

get his/her priorities straight again by working for God instead of for

to

personal gain."
The life of David the
that

we are

connected to

our

King has

so

many life lessons to teach. He also reminds

stories and reveals the

comprehensive

every part of life. David had to accept God's power to

restoried life

gives

broken, failed lives
Renew

a

hope because

us

as

was

helps

well. Like David

us

scope of failure in

his failure. His

understand that God will restory

we can

say, "Create in

me a

clean

City, Kansas,

trying to

heart, O God.

Overstreet, pastor of worship

believes that Moses

solve all of the

problems

helps

at the Church of the Resurrection in

him make

sense

of failure. When Moses

of the children of Israel while out in the

wilderness, his father-in-law shared with him the wisdom of finding others who

gifted
Moses

our

right spirit within me" (Ps. 51:10).

Moses. Travis

Kansas

it

overcome

us

in decision
was

able to

of Gift-based,
Moses

leadership.

making

lay

and

appointing them

triple his leadership

led and

as

judges.

were

also

Overstreet states, "In this way,

extension. This concept is

a near

perfect example

empowered ministry."

experienced

a

lot of personal

Moses knew that in

spite

of his

failure, but he did

shortcomings,

not let that ruin his

God had

given him something
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to do and would

accomplish it through him if Moses

expect failure and

to

accept it. If we retrain and change the way

impact will be multiplication
burnout

prodigal

United Methodist
within the

and empowerment. Leaders will also

son.

Lindsey Davis, bishop

Gospel."

reconciliation, restoration,
The

from

Prodigal

a

and

son

our own

us

very hard but necessary

seven

the

less

Conference of the

and

helps

how to

repair

a

broken

steps taken by the

rejoicing."

story

we can move

potential

towards

of overcoming. When

remembering.

we

The Father's

strong reminder of grace. The son's failure/sin against the father prevented him

looking past his

failures.

The father's response made all the difference.

Jeremiah. Paul Hazlett beheves that the life of Jeremiah teaches

often has different ideas about

success

than

often the

only measure we have forjudging

Jeremiah

was a

message

him make

experienced realization, resolution, repentance, retum,

Son is another story about the

honest look at

story is

experience

Georgia

gives hope

Galloway believes that the story teaches

Son. He states, "This

Prodigal

of the North

It is the story of love and grace. It

of failure. Dale

an

people,

to

Church, beheves that the story of the Prodigal Son is the "Gospel

relationship. Galloway points to

take

lead

we

us

by delegating.

The

sense

would allow it. Moses teaches

was

colossal failure. He

simple but unpopular.

was

He

we

our

poor,

was

have.

Unquestioning

effectiveness.

us

that the Lord

obedience to God is

By almost

any

standard,

isolated, and persecuted. Jeremiah's

faithful and obedient to call the

people to

accept God's discipline and tum from their sins.
The story of Jeremiah is
to

God. The story teaches

real. God wants to

give

us

really about responding to

the call to repent and to retum

that the consequences of sin and

us a new

heart and restore

us

to

impending judgment

himself

God knows the

are

plan
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and

path that he has for us.

with him. In

He is

God has

a sense

prosperous life. God has

Esther

helps

forgiven us

her name,
and

we see a

for his

care

Margi Galloway,

them make

choose His

for

our

feels Esther

Sjogren to

hear God's

Janie

Ruth

Sjogren

speak

voice heard. Who knows,

draws

Esther's story
failures

impact

Joseph,

Esther

she

our

points to

hves and

experienced

strength

approached her situation.

failure is

an

opportunity

failures thrown

our

Ezra. Elliott is

a

Ezra and Nehemiah

you for such

plate

the fact that

we are

carrying

sovereignty

time

this"

(Esth.

Esther has

her about

taught

on

as

4:

14).

taught

overcoming

the

responsibility to get my

it."

wedded to the stories of others. Their

become part of our lives if we let them. Like

reframing
Mordecai

for God to do

a

as a woman.

might depend

in the way she looked at life. It affected the way

taught her,

and she teaches

something great.

It enables

us

us

to believe that

to overcome

way.

Nehemiah. Steve Elhott says that
an

and

from the words of Esther's uncle

She states, "It is my

God's truth.

can even

a

godly

fliture

forgive

for God's

appreciation

to what He has

whole nation

a

a

Rambo, and Janie Sjogren feel that the story of

her to step up to the

voice, listened

failures of others, and to

a

of failure. As Esther's story unfolds in the book

sense

inspires

living

and

over our own.

Mordecai, "Who knows but God that God raised

Sjogren

for

sin and failure. We need to

transformation in her life in her

people.

path-hill of hope

given us everything that we need

ourselves and choose God's story
Esther.

inviting us to

Nehemiah

give us

Nehemiah does is grab

a

a

lot of his friends

are

like Ezra.

(repairer and builder of broken walls).

"problem

someone

goes in the middle of the market

course

and start

place

in

pulling

and

pulls

He states that both

marrying foreign women."
out his

or

He married

What

her hair and beards. Ezra

out his own hair and beard. Elliott
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"They had

muses,

a

totally different approach to personal, life,

But both of them got rid of foreign wives and

the

feeling

like failures. Nehemiah exhorts the

Lord. He

teaches

us

choose

to

a

overcome

of Dorcus in Acts 9.

to resist the status quo and tmst in the

solution to their

problems.

by reorganizing, remembering, resisting,

Sjogren

kept going

we

and

and

back to

Nehemiah
He

realizing.

helps

in

spoke

for her. She

Scripture.

"When Peter

My

He loves the story
was

such

an

Dorcus had indomitable

We know the first time she lived her works went

going.

life, took

be raised from the dead.

people

know that her works outlived her.

beyond her. Sjogren states,
came

loves the mystery

feels that her works

Sjogren

incredible worker, and

that she

a

fearful and

new, better way to live.

Dorcus. Steve

works that

God has

people

issues.

rebuilding. Halfway through the

people became discouraged. They were fatigued, frustrated,

helped them believe that

us

leadership

failure."

overcame

The story of Nehemiah chronicles the retum and

project,

and

brought her back to life,

we can

safely

little time to rest and tell her story of what it

a

guess is that she went

assume

was

like to

right back to doing more good

works."
Dorcus understood that God has shown

solution to the status quo
of a servant. Such
The

a

parable

life

(hving

for

glorifies

oneself).

us a

way to live. Her life demonstrated

She teaches

success

being

of the talents. Fred Price

successful

continually comes back to

(leaders, people,

and

we

the Parable of

encapsulates everything we need to

anything else).

and failure. Price states, "It is very clear what is

Sometimes I don't think

to resist it and live the life

God and blesses others.

the Talents, in Matthew 25, because he thinks that it
know about

us

a

give people enough clarity

success

as

The story has both
and what is failure.

to what success is

supposed to
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look like and how to know you

day

doesn't go

by that I

He also believes that it

in failure." Price continues, "So it is fair to say that

are

don't think about it and the lessons that

speaks

about

taking risks

from that

come

a

parable."

^being willing to put yourself on the

�

line, of not taking the safe route, and not assuming the safe route is the right route.
Instead, leaders should be being faithful and dihgent
one more

doesn't say how

they did

everyone would be

Jesus'

a

path

doing

parable

The story teaches
choose

as

Success

Thirty

only

a sense

forgiven

us

is the

our

about

owner

God has

for

God's story

really

the leaders

helped them

leaders

percent)

were a

how to manual

God's grace and

responsibility to

going

on a

joumey,

but he is

given us everything that we

sin and failure. We need to

inviting us to

need for

forgive

gifts.

living

a

ourselves and

over our own.

were

be

(64 percent)

more

successful in

a success

more

story. They

successful. Leaders

ministry

told stories of ministry

told stories of how failure

and routines that leaders follow when

asked to retell

story about how failure helped them be

how failure

is what it doesn't say. It

parable

did it. Because if it

clarify the proven steps, habits,

overcoming failure,
a

Price offers

Story

In order to

share

they

path.

that."

of the talents is

well. In

respond by choosing
IQ9:

it. It just says

that not

us

life. God has

godly

"What I love about that

important insight.

to choose God's

and

success

helped them be more

more

were

spoke

successful

asked to

about

personally.

and seventeen leaders

successful

(36

personally (see

Appendix J#IQ9).
Two

principles

experience personal
are

essential for

surfaced

and

throughout the retelling of the

ministry

leadership

success as a

success.

leaders' stories. Leaders

result of perseverance.

Proper priorities
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Personal. Sometimes

a

failure story

Broyles, pastor of adult/children's
Califomia, experienced personal
said, "Failing in high

going

even

Gallup

if failure

Intemational

school

seems

tum out to be

education at Grace

success

through

helped me be

close."

can

a

a success

responded by making

Santa Clarita,

Baptist Church in

lesson that he leamed

George Gallup,

the Chairman of the

successfiil. "It

taught me

to

certain I would do the work needed to

life. He

early in

successful in that I have leamed to

Institute, said that not graduating with his class

University helped him be more

story. J. M.

keep

on

H.

George

at Princeton

persevere,"
graduate

Gallup,

states

the next

"I

year" (see

Appendix S).
Ministry.
leamed the

Maxie Dunnam 's story

importance

both

of perseverance. In his first

eight

leaders left the church

after

seminary,

and the

bridges

on

his first

bishop thought

Sunday
it

was a

personal

and

success.

ministry twenty-seven out

in protest of his

more

to his

It

leadership.

good appointment.

weathered the crisis. He believes it has contributed

ministry

Dunnam

ministry

He

of twenty-

right

was

stayed

success

and

than any

other incident.

Creighton Alexander also

leamed about perseverance, and it resulted in

successful

ministry leadership. During

leadership

was

student

a

spot

filled with controversy

on

the

Wesley's

student

his first year at Southem Methodist
over

his decision not to allow

leadership

team. The student

an

a more

University his

openly

gay

eventually tumed

Alexander into the school newspaper for "discrimination." Alexander held to his
stood his

ground,

and

persevered.

It

was

the

beliefs,

tuming point in his ministry.

John Ed Mathison, pastor of Frazer Memorial United Methodist Church in

Montgomery, Alabama, leamed the importance of reahgning priorities through
financial

campaign to

underwrite the church

budget.

a

He states, "This failure led

failed
us

to

a
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more

theologically based understanding of stewardship

not just

having

campaign for money,

a

and make commitments." It

church's In His

become

helped them

a

place

define their

for

distinguishing characteristics

us

in the direction of

people to

priorifies

and

of the church's

serve,

witness,

eventually became the

serve, and that has

Steps program by which lay people volunteer to

of the

one

but also for

and moved

ministry (see Appendix

S).
IQIO:

Advice for

Asking

Living

leaders to share the advice that

concluded the interviews. The

they would give

question was designed

to

opportunity to expound upon the principles

and

Six clear pattems

given by the

Fourteen leaders

emerged

(30 percent)

relational advice. Leaders
15

percent)

8.5

from the advice

advice.

They

gave

Spiritual.

imparted personal (4

The

strong. He is

not

more

strong in

powerful

Stephen Seamands
a

place

me

success or

until I

in and

advocates

of spiritual

the so-called

or

leaders

one more

overcoming

failure.

(see Appendix J#IQ10).

(21 percent)

gave

percent)

and

perspective (7

8.5

percent)

and

productive (4

am

authority.
failure in

on

by

leaders

2 Corinthians 12

was

^when I

�

weakened. Failure weakens

through me." Young

falling

Other seasoned leaders

challenges

used in

by

17

or

largest block of advice passed

spiritual. Marty Berglund states, "Repeat:

into

the leaders

advice. Ten leaders

spiritual

young pastor to live

or

or

advice.

percent)

presence

protections

provided both practical (8
also

give

a

God-centered

am

me

weak. He is

and makes God's

leaders should say this

everyday.

to your knees when you fail and let God tum

His advice is to "root your

identity

failure

in Christ and not in

ministry."

imparted spiritual

young pastors to "love the Lord

more

advice
than

succinctly.

or

Mike Breaux

ministry." Stacy Minger feels
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imperative

"to be driven

by your

love for Christ." Michael

daily devoted time to pray and study."

priority

on a

A number of leaders join

daily time with God, including Matt Boda,

Galloway, George Gallup, Jr.,

Paul

Slaughter exhorts, "Spend
Slaughter in putting

J. Michael

a

Broyles, Margi

Hazlett, Keith Jones, John Ed Mathison, and Ruth

Rambo.
Relational. David Walls, Senior Pastor of Church of the

Ohio, offers advice about key relationships.
with

people

loyal
that

He feels leaders should surround themselves

of grace and joy. Walls states, "Leaders must have at least

friend besides

were

a

spouse.

Through

my

experience

about

one

absolutely

I have had three close male friends

rocks."

Fred Price advises young pastors to become "an expert at
leaders in

Open Door in El3Tia,

ministry must put

people not programs.

them to God's story. God is

related to us!"

an

emphasis

on

relationships.

He

people."

He feels

explains, "Ministry

Get to know their story. Let them know your story. Point
a

God of relationships. God wants

us

to relate

as

around attitudes with

regards to

failure.

practical advice,

much of it

centering

Creighton Alexander, Bryan Collier,

Henderson, pastor of Prime Time and associate pastor of Frontline Ministries
Bible Church in Vienna,

Virginia,

tell young leaders to "Fail

spend your life trying to

important that

Christ

(see Appendix T).

Practical. A number of leaders offered

says, "Don't

is

even

Big!"

Westem Canadian District of the Christian and

Driedger,

district

Denny

at McLean

Erwin McManus

avoid failure. Give your life to

in failure you succeed." Ken

and

something

so

superintendent of the

Missionary Alliance,

reminds

us

that

failure is not final.
Kenda Dean's candor is

refreshing.

"Success is

highly overrated.

Risk involves
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failure

�

I wish everyone could have

ministry,

we're not

spectacular failure
She

reaching high enough."

where Jesus goes

�

Funny thing

one

even

Jesus

�

though only Jesus

can

expounds

ultimately

accomplished his ministry by failing

a

year. If we're not

in

fiirther. "We need to go

even

do what

at it.

failing

we

Go

wish

we

could do.

figure."

Perspective. Keeping perspective has been a dominant theme that has emerged

throughout the interviews. Many
one's mind towards

leaders demonstrated the

on

yourself too seriously. Keep

your

success.

"When you

He is able to

use

experience failure,

God and listen to the lesson He

Quit trying

"to thine

to be anyone else

fine

example

or

gives through
comes

was

own

in

of the call for

perspective.

your failure just

it may be real

interview process

Shakespearean phrase

a

your life in

Personal. Personal advice

throughout the

of reframing of

self, God, and failure. Ullas Tankler, pastor of AGAPE United

Methodist Church in Estonia, offers
take

importance

a

as

the

God's work doesn't

your success." Tankler

it may be

"Don't

perspective.

perceived.

experiences

depend

continues,

In any case, trust

of life and

ministry."

number of forms. The pattem that

the admonition that

can

be

encapsulated

in the

self be tme." Ken Werlein states, "Just be

famous, and just be

you, warts,

came

yourself.

baldness, and all" (see

Appendix T).
Productive. A few leaders offered advice
honor God and

produce both personal

South American

They will

have

bring honor to

and

ministry

Seminary in Quito, Ecuador,

a sense

God.

on

of destiny, believe in

a

how to be

success.

productive in order to

David

tells young pastors to

better

Ramirez, president of

keep

a

firm vision.

fiiture, know God's purposes, and

Tory Baucum, faculty member at Asbury Theological Seminary in

Wilmore, Kentucky, encourages leaders

change, experience renewal,

and

to create an

help people.

environment where

He states, "If you do

that,

people

can

you will have

a
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successful

ministry (see Appendix T).
Chapter Summary

This

the interview

completes

will be offered of the interview
Interview

Questions

research

new

model for

Research

again the

The interview

questions.

became obvious.

questions

were

designed

to

understanding

I

Leaders

was

were

importance

possibilities

of life story and life

of a leader's life story and life

questions

one

of a

history

asked to

give

a

surprising result.

can

even

waited to

George was

a

answer

answer

describe their life

move

best be described

"Think of my life story and describe in terms of a
to look inward and

restoried life.

It allowed the leaders to

extemal self-reflection. A number of leaders chose to
Some

aid in

This combination of

spiritual joumey.

the interview and moved them towards what

spiritual joumey.

a

metaphor that they would use to

also asked to retell their

a

history would

to

and two, I tried to better understand this

interested in the process of retelling to

were

questions produced

Carl

discover the

My exploration of narrative and story integration (NSI) led me

failure. In interview

me

the

gather information regarding

questions were designed to

literature review, the

overcoming

want

Research and

1

an

on

a

synthesis

leaders interviewed confirmed the steps in the process of

believe that

question

by providing

a

overcoming.

Throughout the

story. They

chapter is concluded,

above

findings presented

The research

Question

development.

As this

Interface.

Time and time

restorying.

analysis.

the

comfortably

as an

intemal and

questions after the

it last. One leader

metaphor.

into

Hum. That's

responded,

good.

You

outward, micro and macro. Yes? This will be interesting."

member of the

panel

of experts for this dissertation.

During
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the interview

he offered

pretesting process,

states that his hfe is best described

took my lenses for life and
Instead God told

that He

me

This fits his life story
the church

and

After

perfectly.

take that

metaphors

their lives and outlook

offered
on

by the

life. Leaders

fashioning

that bears fruit in

Life is also

season.

challenging experiences

that

and make it into

God called

churches put

helped

us see

of a sword,
an

a

on

were

life

a

Phoenix

rising

help

us

of God.

from the ashes

or

helps

God's

also

powerfiil images

almond

us see

balance like

through relational

Overcoming

leaders also view life

builders that

bring people together and members

highlighted the spiritual nature

of life.

uses

staff, and

They spoke

provision.

a

They spoke

helps

of
for

tree

first

of fast roller

see

life with

us overcome

like

Flipper the dolphin.

lenses.

of a tribe.

He

into

finishing glaze.

flilly unexpected, unpredictable,

require the touch

appreciate

glaze."

George

process which God

as

blossoming

adventure

the

coasters, SWAT teams, and white water rafting. Overcoming leaders also
lenses of perspective that

George

set of glasses.

expected a new

ground glass

leaders interviewed

his purpose. It is like the

I

leaving pastoral ministry,

consulting business where he helps

The

time

ground them up.

going to

was

describe his life story.

metaphor to

Ground Glass to Ceramic Glaze. He said, "God

as

ministry

a

of being

They spoke

Overcoming

bridge

leaders

of the hand of God and

being

God's

beloved.

Their stories

bring to light the uniqueness

and the different ways to reflect

joumey stories
history.

and

on

metaphors help

the

mysteries

us see

ourselves. With God

our

to us

life story

our

by our family

can

restorying

life story will become
or

the

our

history that we

be restoried. NSIT is

an

to Christ

come

of God's grace. The leaders'

the dialectic between

We have leamed that without God

especially the history passed on

of the ways that leaders

spiritual

and life

hfe

history-

create

by

essential part of the
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overcoming model.
Research Question 2

Leadership development theory (LDT)
overcoming failure.

I

sought to

routines)

leaders needed to

interview

questions

stories

success

as

to

well

The leaders'

discover the

respond to

gather LDT
as

give

or

is also

helpfiil

principles (proven steps, habits,

resist in

data. Leaders

overcoming

asked to share

were

stories

pointed

to

a

leaders hold

Overcoming

leaders confront their and other's failures.

new

to

convictions and take

humility. Overcoming leaders realize

responsibly. Overcoming

leaders utilize

new

a

beginnings

Overcoming

as an

leaders also

and

occasion to

principles.

stand for their beliefs.

Overcoming leaders approach

failure

beginnings

provides opportunities

and

levels of spiritual formation in themselves and those

use new

designed three

leadership

number of key LDT

Overcoming

failure with

failure. I

and

advice.

leadership
on

in the process of

to lead

opportunities to promote

they lead. Overcoming

leaders

provide new ministry/organization direction.

employ new beginnings

to

propagate

a new

understanding

or

vision.
Two

stories.

major principles

Overcoming

perseverance.

leadership

leaders

Overcoming

surfaced

throughout the retelling

experience personal

and

ministry

of the leaders'

success as a

leaders realize that proper priorities

are

result of

essential for

success.

Leaders also offered advice that illustrated the proven steps,
to overcome failure.

that

they use

and

productive principles were

success

success

stories

as

well

as

all

habits, and routines

Spiritual, relational, practical, perspective, personal,
highlighted.

their advice allowed

The combination of leadership and
us

to

appreciate the important

role that
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LDT

plays

Research

in the model of overcoming.

Question

Attribution

3

is based

psychological theory (APT)

on a common-sense

Its three

psychological approach that we use to explain everyday events.
assumptions

are

typically do

it in

our

We seek to make

simple.
a

logical

sense

of the world in which

way. We often attribute either intemal

and other's actions and behaviors. Attribution

retraining.
how the

A

specific corollary of attribution is reframing.

practice of attribution

designed three

interview

most memorable

they

see

when

and

approach

and

extemal

importance

causes

to

of behavior

I wanted to better understand

overcoming
were

to terms with their

spoke

failure. I

asked to share their

failure, and the images

volumes to the part that attribution

highlighted the
are.

for

our own

leaders

failures.

normal

plays

tendency to

in

blame

The leaders interviewed retrained

differently. They leamed

humility. Overcoming

ownership

relationships. Hence,

live. We

of failure.

failure

and

the

APT data. Leaders

allow it to define who you

or

honesty

responsibility

gather

The literature review

overcoming failure.

themselves to

to

contribute to

failure, the process of coming

they think

others for failure

reframing

questions

The leaders' failure stories

failure with

points to

or

we

common

of the

significance

point to importance

of looking at
of taking

They understand the magnitude

their stories talked about the liberation

of

experienced by forgiving

others and themselves of failure.
The leaders

were

asked to talk

their failure. I noticed the

more

about the process of coming to terms with

interplay between retelling

and

retraining/reframing.

The

connection between NSI and APT became obvious. Their stories demonstrated the reality
of the

practice

of intemal and extemal

causes

in the

interpretation

of failure. Leaders
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chose three

primary processes to

environment,

a

worldview that

They chose

to terms with their failm-e.

come

change in ministry/profession. Overcoming leaders develop
produces

leaders chose to

a

change in personal view

change the way they process failure,

As the leaders

expounded

on

their

images,

outlook.

or

a

a new

a new

a new

Finally, overcoming

world

mapping.

number of principles became

apparent. Overcoming leaders expect and accept failure. It is necessary for progress and

gives opportunity to

create

something new.

something extraordinary. Overcoming
the joumey. The

opportunity to

and others is

of the many

help

one

us overcome.

Failure allows
is

only

and not

It

gives

overcoming

us

leaders do not view failure

think and process one's story in

blessings

others

help

opportunity to change

us

overcome

plays

Research

4

Question

Biblical narrative

quest for developing

a new

and

for

realizing

can

testing

such

give them hope when dealing with
of failure. I found that BNT is

an

part of

to God's

and stay in the

and grow. It is to be

the forth

God's

is tme.

lead

race.

Failure

seen as a

image

discipline that

provision

friend

us

to the

for

I examined in my

necessity

overcoming.

of

In tum, I

confirming overcoming failure.

safeguards

questions to gather BNT data.

as

in the model of overcoming.

was

be used for

doing

to enlist others to

they know

model of overcoming. I affirmed the

protections

provides the backdrop

important role

theology (BNT)

remembering God's story
discovered what

an

for

fatal but

relationship

of failure. Failure allows

the occasion to

as

foe. The combination of memorable failures, process, and

conclusion that APT

interview

provides the opportunity

leaders the chance to live out what

failure if we miss the

a

Failure

Leaders

and

guidelines.

were

designed two

asked to describe the

failure and the Bible story that

essential part of the

I

God's Word

helps

people that

them make

overcoming model.

sense
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Leaders told stories of people and

The unconditional

things that give them hope.

love and acceptance of family members and
spouses

give hope

in times of failure.

Overcoming leaders draw hope by meditating and being shaped by the Word of God.
Friends, past failures,

and past

successes

leaders leam

Overcoming

Bible. These lessons

us

the

see

past

importance

expect failure and
reframe the way

failures

our

us

think and

we

Research

Question

Finally,

I

to take

towards

an

us

to face his failure

honest look at

our own

Jeremiah teaches

remembering.

see

to

us

failure

overcome

us

need to retrain and

as an

opportunity

by resisting

to realize that

to

for God to do

can

to

Esther teaches

the status quo and

failing times

overcome

change.

us

us

to

something

choosing

a new

be times of triumph.

failure in every part of our life and

constmct, is to

5

was

model of Principled
see

interested to know what

if my

new

What I discovered

model contains four

pairs

integrated model

synthesis

could result from

was

for

the model is

a

are

Principled Story

overcoming was valid.

This

inquiry

valid process of overcoming. The basic

of two Rs that work to

pairings

utilizing the

of the literature review.

the four themes that enable
These

possibilities

I wanted to fmd out the usefiilness of the

Story.

out of the theoretical

interaction).

us

Peter teaches

new, restoried life!

a

crossover

us.

Son tells

we

accept God's power

to

to receive

arose

lessons from the stories of people in the

so we can move

accept it and that

to

Joseph teaches

David teaches

Prodigal

failure.

dealing with

in leaders

of responding to God's story and repentance. Moses teaches

great. Nehemiah teaches
way to live.

important

hope

speak loudly and clearly to

instead of mnning from it. The

story and

instill

us

retelling

reciprocate, overlap, integrate,

to become overcomers

and

(what

I

am

and

calling theme

restorying (NSI); remembering

and
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realizing (BNT); responding
The model works in

progressive,

responding to retraining)
realizing to restorying).
movement is about

and

downward steps

and then in

a

God, others, and

below in

Chapter 5.

the

additional Rs will be

and

upward steps back (reframing

us.

I found

complete the

A brief interpretive

reframing (APT).

(from retelling to remembering to

The downward movement focuses

elements that need to be added to

eight

resisting (LDT); and, retraining

some

on

to

resisting

God and

us.

The

upward

supplementary connective

model. These elements will be

analysis

to

of each the initial

expanded

eight Rs along with

given under Major Findings (see p.#105).
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Chuck Swindoll called it the worst

protege David Walls experienced
The elders threatened to fire
and

was

call to

a

large

built

a

treatment that

thirty years

was

instead of pursuing his initial

church in Arizona tumed out to be
twelve million dollar church
Walls followed the

him. The

pastor's

leadership
lead with

Walls

old at the time. He had answered God's

plan

more

of a

career

founding pastor who

had ministered

Walls

Though

heart, the situation

eventually resigned.

was

overcome

failure

study

He considered

remembering

respond to

leaving

David Walls

the

before

preach the

Word and

ministry altogether
capacity to

do

and

ministry.

and leaders deal with and

overcame

of his story. After

failure

reflecting

through

on

a

long

God's Word

God's story, he took the advice of his closest advisors and continued to

place.

through the realization that

He

God

began to

was

experience were key to

the

restorying

retrain

going to

purposes. A combination of surrounding himself with
church

twenty-eight years

faithful to

explore how pastors

retelling

God's call, but in another

and reframe

happened?

Swindoll, encouraged him to remain in ministry.

through principled story.

process that commenced with the

and

is to

He had

bargained.
What

at

hopeless.

was

His mentors, David Jeremiah and Chuck

Ministering

appointment. They had fought his

head back to medical school. He felt that he did not have the

The purpose of this

in medicine.

than that for which he

life-elders did not approve of Walls

servant's

day Joseph.

reminiscent of a modem

facility that he would never pastor.

from the time he arrived.

a

was

His

even seen.

him, he had his tires slashed, received harassing phone calls,

sent hate mail. Walls

ministry

of pastoral abuse he had

case

use

by studying leadership

him to

healthy people

of his life.

accomplish his
and

a new

positive
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David Walls
this
new

was one

of forty-seven pastors and Christian leaders interviewed for

study. Reflecting on their failure

and

overcoming

stories have laid

a

foundation for

a

pastoral-theological-leadership understanding of dealing with and overcoming

failure. It is based
narrative story

on an

integrated model

integration (NSI),

development theory (LDT),
taken

together help

that

pulls together the

biblical narrative

and attribution

leaders deal with and

failure. The

for

expanded

a

theology

elements

new

These four

integrated model

of overcoming.

fi-om its initial form

remember, respond, retrain, reframe, resist, realize, and restory)

conjunctive or connective

(retell,

to include

eight

(recognize, resolve, repent, redesign, restore, retum,

reconcile, and rejoice) that surfaced throughout the interviews. These elements

unexpected findings,

and

model

theoretical

suggested

as a

they help

anticipated new revelations
leaders' stories

role and

are

pointed to

precursory,

following two

of

theology (BNT), leadership

overcome

to be

disciplines

psychological theory (APT).

developed in this study provides the groundwork
However, the model needed

four

flesh out the inner

synthesis

dynamics

additional

predicating,

practices
and

of the model. The initial

of the literature review

in the interviews that would

not

was

help complete

complete.

I

I

the model. The

and processes that fimction in

participial in nature.

were

a

supportive

expand the model

in the

sections.

Major Findings
Leaders
their story,

give

a

overcome

remembering

synopsis

of what

me

be

by the restorying

God's story, and

was

leaders interviewed. The

help

failure

an overcomer.

responding to

revealed about

following

are

of their lives in the process of retelling

overcoming

the stories of others. I want to

failure from the

stories of which I think when

forty-seven

facing failure. They
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Retelling Axiom:

We Need to Retell Our

Story

and

Our Need for God's

Recognize

Story
Narrative studies

taught that people

overcoming

failure is found in the dialectic between

process of retelling enables

with

our

life story. It leads

repair our story

want to

or

us

us

to

replace

a

sense, Peter's

it with another.

story is retold

life.

leaders retell and

nailed to

that. In

a

our

case

speaking

on our

are

brought

face to face

causes us

to

recognize

a

of Peter in John 21

to him

by Jesus

as

courtyard

he

of our lives and

.

and then

asks, "Peter do
sense

us

our

In

Mike

on

the

you love

the need for

a new

recognize.

good story is

one

Story

and Resolve to

which reminds

us

Respond

to the "One" who

behalf The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe does

of Edmund's

The

recognizing.

story is insufficient and makes

failure first-in the

Axiom: We Need to Remember God's

tree

and

story. We

Retelling

in the

recognize the brokenness

C. S. Lewis believed that

was

as

recognized his

we

Remembering

retelling

Many of the leaders interviewed had this experience.

me?" Like Peter,

Overcoming

our

recognition that

recognition precedes retelling,

Breaux believes that "Peter

shore." In

get in touch with

to the

need to remember God's story.
some cases

intimately connected to their story and

The leaders I interviewed validated this. The first step

wedded to the stories of others.
to

are

betrayal,

the White Witch

screamed, "You have

exactly
a

traitor

there, Asian." Asian pays Edmund's required ransom by dying in his place. Biblical

theology teaches us that
we

have failed and

Doing

so

enables

our

betrayed.

us

stories

are

just

We need to

like Edmund's. Like him

see

past

to remember the One who

experience

of the

Gospel."

Remembering

Prodigal Son,

which

God's story

our

can

help

Lindsey Davis
brings

us

to

failures and

a

see

us overcome.

calls "The

we

recognized that

God's story.
This

was

the

Gospel within the

fork in the road that

requires

a
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response and decision.

resolve to
church

to fail until

studies

they die.

The

us

of God's

to choose his

interviewed

key is

to leam from

response. He also

a

plan

for

us

Overcoming

that

respond

leaders

Retraining Axiom:

plan

and behaviors. We

We need to

enough.

to

fail often, and

one

to God's

plan." Jeremiah

of hope and

a

so

story. Almost all of the leaders I

in the model of overcoming is cmcial. The

respond.

This step is vital to

Redesign

by attributing

typically blame

is

a

overcoming.

make

Our Lives

sense

of the world in which

intemal and extemal

cause

others and credit ourselves. In order to
and

we

must

want to behave

to

our

differently, we need to

we

actions

overcome

redesign our lives. Retraining

essential part of overcoming failure. The life of Moses

leadership

fliture with him.

failed lives. God wants

Travis Overstreet had to retrain himself to empower

redesign.

they will continue

Prophet Jeremiah told the people

overcome our

taught that people try to
do

Repent

mistakes. Paul Hazlett believes that

over our

We Need to Retrain and

we

and

God's story, which leads them to repentance.

respond to

expect and accept failure. If we

His

us

his story

tendency, retraining must take place,

differently.

is for

and repent, repent and

live. It also teaches that

are an

Story

pointed them

including repentance

Attribution studies

redesign

our

is to prosper us; it is

plan over our own,

agreed

dialectic is to

to God's

Respond

taught that people fail, they

It is another way of saying God's

and

not

resolution is essential part of

a

follows repentance. He states, "The

repent and demanded

people.

story and God's story is

Galloway believes making

Axiom: We Need to

leaming only

reminds

us

our

leadership.

Leadership

to

Dale

respond.

Responding

tme

Knowing

this

and

taught us to
leam to behave

people instead

of blame

testimony of a redesigned hfe. Overcoming leaders retrain
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Axiom: We Need to Reframe Our Minds and

Reframing

reframing

is

and failure. It is

a

Attribution studies affirmed that

resistances, objections, obstacles,

gain

a

better view of how

first step in

reframing is

ask what part of us

we

to

a

Experience Restoration

way of making

created, caused,

Then

we

Finally we need to

separate the positive intent from the failure. Biblically speaking,
restoration to think
he

sees

things.

experience
leamed to

Janie

in Oslo,

see

as

this?"

God would have

think. We

Sjogren reframed the way

as an

opportunity to

(Esth. 4:14).
a

experience restoration to

Nehemiah's

time

us

believe that God has

see

as

this.

missionary

Sjogren reframes by remembering

grow.

Overcoming

Failure has

are

a

come

to

royal position

the

for such

a

leaders reframe their minds and

Quo

focused

on

and Return to God's

the process,

fatigued, fi-ustrated, fearfiil,

reorganize the way they were working,
was

encouragement, the people

problems.

was

remember God's

about to do

were

He

Way

principles,

purpose. Steve Elliott says that

solution to their

enemy, and realize God

the way

way of thinking. Like Esther she

and

we

able to

and

practice

like failures.

helped them

help

the

people

faithfiilness, resist the lies

something great in their lives.

able to retum to work and

of

should look to

feeling

to resist the status quo and tmst in the Lord. He

a

things

a

God's way of thinking.

example when we

Nehemiah teaches

then able to

experience

Another way to express this tmth is who knows but God that

Leadership development theory

overcoming.

we

she looked at her failed

a new

Axiom: We Need to Resist Status

failure and

are

uncle, "Who knows but that you have

God raised you for such

Resisting

us

Norway. She developed

failure

words of Esther's

time

as

of our world. The

sense

need to go inside ourselves and

contributed to the failure.

or

of our

of attribution. We

logical unfolding

attribute behavior in order to make

identify our failure.

sense

of the

With this

complete the rebuilding the
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wall.

Overcoming

Realizing

leaders resist and retum to God's way.

Axiom: We Need to Realize God's Provision and

Experience

Reconciliation
gave his brothers

Joseph
He said to

Joseph had

a

realization; God's plan is

a

provision would

allow him to

believes that

change

us

that

triumph.

His story

suffering

has

God's

a

a

see

us

or

restoryed

life

reframing

place
is

one

as

now

right

and

being done,

a

after

failed and

we

the

saving

of many

I

Sally Morgenthaler

tragic

lives." I believe

realize God tums

tragedy

that failure and

see

chance to be God!

experience reconciliation

spoken.

also understood that God's

times of triumph.

gives me perspective. Through him
God

ever

of reconciliation. The root idea of

overcome our

comes

statements

of God? You intended to harm me,

relationship. Joseph

trying times

"how to

purpose-they give

provision

Restorying

of attitude

Joseph teaches

shows

I in the

good to accomplish what

reconciliation is

Joseph

of the greatest

them, "Don't be afraid. Am

but God intended it for

lives."

one

Overcoming

into

even

leaders realize

as overcomers.

Axiom: We Need to Allow God to

Restory

Our Lives and

Experience

Rejoicing
Can anyone become

a

child of God? How about those who have committed

horrendous sins? How about those who have failed
us

that

we are

intimately connected to

our

failure in every part of life. He teaches
every failure. God wants to

rejoice

us

miserably?

stories. He reveals the
that God's power

repair, replace,

and

give us

gives

broken, failed lives

us

as

hope because
well. We

it

can

helps

us

comprehensive

can overcome

a new

in his recreation! David had to accept God's power to

restoried life

The life of David reminds

any sin and

life story. He wants

overcome

in joyfully

us

to

his failure. His

understand that God will restory

join David

scope of

singing of God

's

our

forgiveness!
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leaders allow God to restory their lives and

Overcoming

Model for
I created

a new

constmct

literature review and the
theoretical
called

synthesis

Overcoming

by pulling together the insights gleaned

and

from the

from the interviews. In other words, the

major findings

of theme interaction

expanded into

was

principled story: retelling to restorying.

description

experience rejoicing!

I wanted to

a new

give

a

model for

overcoming

brief summary

diagram (see FIGURE 2).

Model Matrix

The model for

confirmed

overcoming

by the experiences

process of overcoming

need to remember

story leaders
life

are

^their story

�

Responding

a

of the

by retelling

study participants. Christian

their story. In this process,

a

decision.

They must

leads to repentance.

Repentance

follows, which includes

is both

a

life. Christian leaders reframe and

The Christian leaders' behavior

cannot be overcome; failure is

can

a

that

heart and

head issue. The

they

moves

comes

upward towards

back into

status quo

a

of behavior.

a

at this

experienced

restoryed

point

in the

(failure is unacceptable; failure
way of behaving. Christian

they realize that God's plan is

and Christian leaders

a

restoration to God's way of

play

final, etc.) and retum to God's

be reconciled to others for

Rejoicing follows,

they recognize

God's story.

subsequently experience

overcoming process. They must resist the

leaders

begin the

respond to

redesigning

The next step in the process of overcoming

thinking.

leaders

choose what story will govem their

God's. Christian leaders resolve to

process of retraining

tested and

logical corollary of the eight Rs model,

a

greater story, God's story in Jesus Christ. In the remembering God's

faced with

or

is

a

restoryed life

one

of overcoming.

in Christ.
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Principled Story
Retelling to Restorying
Model for Overcoming
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FIGURE 2
MODEL FOR OVERCOMING
PRINCIPLED STORY: RETELLING TO RESTORYING

Narrative

Interplay

The model of overcoming also utilizes biblical

step. Peter's story is
for he

son

recognizes

an

in the

example

of the

retelling

of his story that he needs

remembered his father's story

example

of leader

examples

illustrate each process

interplay that place with retelling

(God's story)

calling people to respond to

that he needed to retrain and

to

a

and

God's story. The

and resolved to

recognition

prodigal

respond. Jeremiah is

an

God's call to repent. Moses understood

redesign the way he was leading.
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Esther's story
Nehemiah is

(rebuilding

wall)

reconciled. David

the process of refi-aming and

of a leader who

example

an

the

points to

and

resisting the

helps Christian
Two

I want to share two

Steve
set

Sjogren

and

me on a new

story and
The

Dolphinic
Steve

helped the people retum to

enemy.

Examples

of Principled

be honest

operation.

Steve

a

a new

model.

leadership

life. His recovery has been

throughout

process that Steve has used to become

gleaned

leadership.

given me

Steve told

metaphor of a dolphin to

the balance between fiin and
for he gets too serious

spends

a

on

a new

me

laser knife

during

me

more

for

a

confidant and

piece together the

interview-

and has

"dolphin"

(dolphins

person

occasion. Steve thinks he has

a

a

dolphin-like through the

living

right now he is

a

routine

died. God

able to

throughout the

seriousness). Steve is

a

and slow.

was

and

describe his hfe story

little too much time

my Beeson year

that year. I consider him

perspective

that

a

During

technically

long

an overcomer

from the many stories he told

Steve's story has

believes he

life and have

of the model of principled

validity

mentor. He has told me dozens of stories from his life. I

the

rejoicing.

from the stories of

they have changed my

organ shutdown and

I became fi-iends with Steve

uses

being

Story

double puncture of the aorta from

experienced total

miraculously spared his

for

and

and

of how the model works.

Sjogren has taught me

he suffered

paradigm

God-given task

Leader

(1997-98),

details I

restorying

ministry paradigms that I leamed

Their stories demonstrate the

examples

their

Joseph best illustrates realizing

leaders better understand

Sally Morgenthaler (to

quest).

serve as

new

restoration of thinking.

a

are a

taught me

a new

in transition. He

good example of

"aspiring" to be

a

dolphin

little bit of a "shark" in him and

being overly aggressive

and

taking things too
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seriously.

He states, "There is

back to shark-like

no

carp in

ways." Right now he

pastor. He is leaming

to live

as a

me

is in

"Dolphinic

what

so ever.

I think that I

good place with his

a

leader." Steve is

new

leaming

easily revert

can

role of launch
to be what

God

has made him to be and do what God put in his heart to do. He continues, "I'm just

aspiring to be

a

dolphin

Steve first

experience

to

and

began to

succeeding

leam about

at it

right now,

becoming

a

dolphin through his

Oslo, Norway. Steve and his wife Janie were

They were underfiinded, undertrained, understaffed,
left

and it feels pretty

Norway feeling like failures. Steve said,

and

sent there

good."

failed

as

missionary

church

planters.

Steve and Janie

undersupported.

"I had to face my part in this failed

endeavor." He retold his story to friends. Steve and Janie retold each other their story.
This

was a

painflil time

"recognize that only

in their lives.

God's Word could

Stories fi-om the life of Peter

(he resolved) to

repented

Through

continue to

and started to "do

proved

respond

a

the

give me the hope

to the call that God had

had to take what I leamed from my failure and

has been

a

comerstone in Steve's

Steve

mind it

never

was

I needed not to

comfort to him. Steve made

ministry differently."

releam. I had to determine to

retelling of his experience he began to

placed

apply them to

deliberate decision

on

Part of this process

his life. He

was

retraining.

"I

my life. I had to retrain and

again do ministry without

ministry

a

give up."

a

team." This

redesigning

success.

said, "Once I started doing team-based ministry, I became convinced in my

the

only way to

use

the person that is

the

writings

do

willing

ministry."

He also leamed that in

to do the "small

thing." Through reading

of Mother Theresa, Steve became

great love will change the world." With this

people who believed

in

ministry God wants

to

God's Word and

persuaded that "small things done with

new

doing ministry through

reframing, he

small

things.

set out to

He

gather

developed

a

a

team of

theology of
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evangelism that has impacted thousands

servant

Throughout his quest,
great church based

on

church." He

practicing

was

"small

the

a

sticking

of criticism and

scom.

Steve realized that

things."

even

to his conviction of how to "do

He

was even

that evidences

perspective

thrown into jail for

though his opposition intended him

harm, God intended good. Steve believes that God wants
one

a

is, for example, the church with biggest and best

That

lot of "heat" for

object

throughout the world.

Steve has had to "resist the status of setting out to build

big things.

whatever." He received

of churches

and balance. "God is

to

give us

calling me to

a new

be

a

life in

dolphin.

Christ,
That is

what I want to be. That is how I want to live, to lead, to love."
I want to be

had

never

a

bad

day."

balance of work and

The

A

dolphinic style

pleasure, wisdom

She told
a

were

was

me a

never

walking

appeahng to

This is

playfulness.

of the most

be.

She

life-changing story.

The

a

women were

genuine

was

a

"Flipper

me, with its

good metaphor

our

human condition

and authentic

in the

for

as

he

escorted down

together,

people

a

women

hallway.

with whom she
She

blocks, the gift that we
I had to

I have

ever

prison waiting room, waiting to

number of other

down the halls with those cinder

Silence. In

loved

one

family member. Sally was with

she would

of leadership is very

and

After all,

dolphin.

Leader

Sally Morgenthaler is

visit

a

an overcomer.

Mangerized

met.

I want to be

Sjogren.

Steve utilizes the various steps of principled story in part and in whole

overcoming.
strives to be

like Steve

more

see

thought

recalls, "As

we

gave to each other

myself as needy,

messy, and

by God." Sally no longer asked God why she was there. She only asked God to be

present.

During this experience

she went

through

a

process. First she

was

angry.

Then
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she moved to
the

nearness

of God and allow him to

understanding
to have

a

here, and God has

"I'm

saying,

carve

of the incamation. She

it out in her.

'Mangering' experience." Sally believes Philippians

happened to

I believe

me.

now

"Mangering' experience." Sally

that I

mangerized me

can

Although this particular

a new

to five of the

incident

times

(at

Sally become

She had to decide to

other

and pray that I

hope
to the

not

was

feeling

have

overcome

can

I want to

us

that the

by having

a

that God

as

was

by allowing

a

due to failure

was

calling her to

this

new

Through the

repented

a

and

grace."

restorying model.

overcomers as

I dream of a church filled with

mangerize them

was a

Mangering experience.

in God's

I

they minister
people who

and restory their lives!

Analysis

overcoming has been explained

reflecfive

her part, the event

willing to be bom in

in her hfe. "I

and leaders leam to be

God to

on

alone), Sally recognized that her life

gracious working

mangerized people.

give

principled story model.

I believe that is at the heart of the

help pastors

Now that the model for

given,

I had

She states, "I guess that is

overcome

story in Jesus. He

Reflective

been

2:5-1 1 tells

of the process of overcoming.

angry and

God's

mangerized.

failure

people

in the

specifically

conscious that God

respond to

body of Christ

a new

life in him."

thanked God and realized that my life could be made
I want to be

to

experience helped her realize

major steps

mess, and she needed to remember God's

manger.

help

shaped her understanding

process of retelling

"Mangerized."

is convinced this

might have

Sally's story points

has informed and

I

come

her, but to make her more like Christ. "God took my broken life

did not intend to harm
and

Sally had to

experience

exclaims, "I wouldn't trade it for anything.

Creator of the Universe allowed himself to be
what

not left me." Then she had to

analysis.

This

and two

analysis draws

on

examples have

insights I have
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gleaned

from the survey and will

whole.

My intent is

to

provide reflections

data supports,

participants

as a

present conclusions in this section rather than summaries. In other

I do not wish to tell the world what it

words,

of the interview

contradicts,

or

already knows,

but to

modifies the model put forth in this

speak to

the ways the

study by highlighting

trends, tendencies, and surprising discoveries.

Understandmg of Failure
Leadership development theory guru
afi-aid of failure and
found that

a

even

majority

refer to failure

the leaders

(85 percent)

interview.

Thirty

failure and

adversity.

until I took

a

asked

me

of the leaders

to

ministry

(64 percent)

generation

difficulty talking

of the leader and the

majority, twenty-eight (60 percent), being Boomers.
dialog

about their failures. Webster defines failure

action

or

("Failure" 815).

at the heart of our life

As I indicated in

means

brings things

on

unfortunately

Chaos

316).

personal

failure at

failures.

some

point

I

by this
Forty of
in the

about failure still

over

their

degree

interviews,

of difficulty

surprised
I noticed

a

they had in

surveyed was forty-three with the
This group seemed reticent to

as an

"omission of performance

hapter 2,

such

a

or an

definition does not get

story failings. The definition misses the emotive force that the

Boomer leaders felt when asked to retell

"Failure

we are

felt led to discuss the distinction between

about failure. The average age of the leaders

task"

and

clarify what I meant by

closer look at the data. As I went back

correlation between the

talking

that

the "F-Word" (Thriving

talk about their

The number of the leaders who had

me

us

of the leaders I interviewed seemed to have been influenced

Many of them struggled to

trend.

as

Tom Peters tells

to

a

a

story of a memorable failure. One leader said,

screeching halt."

lack of success. It is not

healthy to

Another leader

said, "The word 'failure'

think of life in terms of failure." Still another
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leader told

people

or

me

that I

was

"too over-focused

things that give

interviewed

him

some

not the case with

was

states, "The next

through the

an

eagemess to

generation is not

eyes of failure."

participate

Ironically, eight

answer

ministry and

should be

assumption that

personal

regarded

and

as a

failure is the most

Without, exception

only willing

dialog.

to discuss their

Dieter Zander

view this world and their life

inadvertently

"my greatest failure was"). Another
failure."

They believe

ministry

as

I asked about "a memorable failure"

"my biggest

hide from their failures but embraced them.

Busters.

in such

they

with the statement

as

not

study designated

of the Busters interviewed

question that

leader referred to the memorable failure

and authentic about both

were

afraid of failure,

reframed and reworded the interview

(they literally began their

leaders

were

Boomers I

failure.

these this

who

(23 percent)

Overall, the

discussing

postmodem leaders,

generational, postmodem

failures, but they exhibited

with failure.

hesitation about

Busters. I interviewed eleven leaders
all of these next

failure" when I asked him to describe the

hope when dealing

initially expressed

This

on

These leaders did not

that leaders need to be open

failure. Failure is

a

necessary part of

friend. Postmodem leaders agree with Tom Peters'

important tool that a leader has (Thriving

on

Chaos

315).
I interviewed

leaders

were

eight

(17 percent)

reflective about their failures.

failure stories and in most
leamed in those failures.
most

leaders

people (laypeople

cases

They

or

that

classified

as

they offered insights

and

Peter M.

about inaccurate

their

perspectives that they had

all believed that leaders define failure

employees).

Builders. These

They were more than willing to retell

differently than

Senge states, "Failure is, simply,

shortfall, evidence of the gap between vision and

opportunity for leaming

were

pictures

current

reality.

of current

Failure is

reality,

about

a

an

strategies that
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didn't work

as

expected,

about the

interviewed would agree with
viewed their failures

intentionality.

stories of Joseph,

Lloyd

J.

as

well

The Builders I

necessarily

exception,

All of these leaders

the

as

found

lenses. Without

God's Word in the midst of failure

retelling to remembering

with

Senge. However, they

through spiritual

God's will, grace, and

remembering

clarity of the vision" (154).

spoke

and

these leaders

on

the

of realizing).

of

from

They reflected

David, Ruth, Peter, Paul, Bamabas, and John Mark. They would

Ogilvie' s perspective.

"Our Lord

dark threads of failure into the tapestry to

can use our own

mistakes to

of

spoke

importance

(supporting the movement

important step

naturally

weave

on

the

agree

the

strands of

highlight by contrast the bright

victory" (238).
These discoveries

give me hope

and

concem.

I

am

comforted

Buster and Builder leaders have taken towards failure. Their

and

perspective will

the pastors
reasons

was

generation.

postmodem

people view

bom at the end of the

I have had to

perspective

in

are

Boomers.

the Church

Baby Boom

as

beginning

I have leamed

so

people with broken stories

In

study

of authenticity

is

one

of the

of the Buster
of authenticity

much from my Buster and Builder
must also leam from the

stmggle

in

generations

reaching

and failed lives.

Theological Perspective

Chapter 2

we

leamed that narrative and story

of bibhcal narrative

theology,

and

we

of

superficial.

continually remind myself of the importance

ministry.

the direction

large percentage

Perhaps this

either side of them. If they do not, the Church will continue to

God's Word and

a

irrelevant and

and at the

counterparts. I dare say. Boomer pastors and leaders
on

approaches

church well. However,

the United States

across

many non-churched
I

and

serving

the

serve

by

found is

a

integration complements the

reciprocal dynamic between
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narrative
we

our

integration

begin to

sense

and the biblical text. When

that

stories with others

higher, greater,

a

need

or

create

even an

God's story and

life, into

we

our

help

priority that the

stories. We make

new

a

logical

to

weave our

placed

principled story model)

on

that

emerged throughout

the Word of God in the

was

the most

failure. That is, the foundational step in

important step

overcoming

leaders

Forty-five

a

validated

over

and

importance to
over

discussion of process,
God's Word is

one

again

replace

assertion that

we

key

I

was

the interviews

need

a

and

recognizing

I

overcoming

the need to

of their reliance

tool for

amazed

the

"remembering" step (in

dealing with

as a

was

by the

on

overcoming
leaders'

God's

should

unwavering

God's Word in their lives. Their commitment

was

in their stories, and it became most apparent in their

hope, biblical narrative,

of the

in

failure is

Scripture

surprising discovery; however,

commitment of the

seek to

overcoming process.

(96 percent) spoke

Word. The fact that pastors and leaders cited
not have been

we

(Long 41).

unequivocal principle

remember God's story.

broken,

stories, the narratives of contemporary

discovered that the leaders believed the movement towards the
the

are

stories

our

etemal story in the process of healing. We need to "recount both

stories, seeking

leaders

recognize that

to heal them. This is true whether

framework of God's story

The most

we

factors that set

and advice. I beheve this reliance

overcoming

on

leaders apart from their

colleagues.
The leaders I interviewed seemed to
took

place between Peter and Jesus

Jesus

was

asking Peter whether he

fully appreciate the healing interplay that

in John 21

.

loved "Him

Roger L. Fredrikson reminds
so

deeply

and

us

that

personally that he will

faithfully obey Him in the mission which he is being given" (296). Jesus was graciously
and

deliberately bringing

Peter to

a

point where he

could

face,

own, and overcome his
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failure.

during

Twenty-nine

leaders

(59 percent)

made reference to Peter's story in John 21

the survey. Like Peter, these leaders

Jesus

see

as a

friend who intercedes for

them, forgives their failures, and heals their painful memories and broken lives.

Sally Morgenthaler spoke
leaders need to be

Thirty-two

mangerized.

leaders

experiencing

mangering experience

about the

life and

ministry

Another leader said, "I'm
have had heartbreak. If I

on

as

the "wounded healer."

overcomer.

would

His

failure and

spiritual

Christ did. One leader stated, "Jesus Christ suffered

a

^why

�

should I expect

mix between Peter and David. I have

am

going to be honest, I brought

to say, "I guess God allowed

is, he graciously restored
as

relationship between

half, twenty-eight leaders (54 percent), affirmed the necessity of

setbacks, disappointments, pain, and heartaches

went

and her conviction that

A number of others leaders shared her conviction.

(90 percent) spoke

More than

growth.

of her

me

me

it upon

anything

like those two

guys."

my Lord. I

betrayed

myself" This

to roll around in the muck. The

less?"

leader

amazing thing

Henri Nouwen refers to

King David

By facing his failure and repenting of his sin, David became

an

overcoming provided the way for the people to experience restoration.

categorize the majority of the

leaders I interviewed

as

mangerized,

wounded

healers.
Steve

His

Sjogren spoke of becoming more dolphin-like

metaphor depicts

the

importance

of perspective.

leaders, thirty (64 percent), made reference
say

Joseph was dolphin-like.

stating,

"As far

as

I

am

to either

He established his

in his life and

During the

survey

Joseph or Genesis

a

leadership.

majority of

50:20. I would

understanding of God's purposes by

concemed, God tumed into good what you meant for evil. He

high position I have today

brought me to

the

(Gen. 50:20).

D. Stuart Briscoe said that

so

I could

save

the lives of many

people"

Joseph was reminding "his brothers that

even

I
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though they had
been
on

working

the

done him evil the Lord had

out His etemal

never

lost control and it

during times

remember God's story

that God's intent and purposes
These

principles

nearly twenty years
enough emphasis

importance

are

seem so

for

heavily

leaders have the

of failure and crisis and realize like

natural and

intuitive, but they

not!

are

Throughout my

of ministry, I have found that most pastors and leaders do not

on

God's story when

wounded healers who

Joseph

good.

dealing with

of identifying with Peter, David, and

mangerized,

He Who had

The leaders I interviewed rehed

purposes" (409).

"realizing" step (in the principled story model). Overcoming

ability to

was

are

failure.

They

The

Joseph.

place

also fail to grasp the

new

millennium calls for

striving to be more dolphin-like

in their lives and

ministry.
Journey Companions
Narrative story
our

stories whether

we

integration theory teaches
like it

"We tell stories because

we

or

not. Life and

hope to

find

Stories link past, present, and fliture in
are, and where

could be

we

and defeats

accomplishments

participation is not
us

remember who
We

are

not

alone in this life.

going" (1).

an

option.

are

a

or

us

story

create

that

are

all tied to

successes

our

We need to face

intimately connected

interrelated. Daniel

Taylor

to

says,

significant connections between things.

way that tells

Our

we are

us

and

stories.
our

where

have been, where

failures, joys and

In

lives

we

fact,

we are our

through our

we

sorrows,

stories. So,

stories. Stories

help

we are.

only wedded to

Storytelling is

have stories that tell

us

who

our

stories but to the stories of others. We

essential for

we are

and that

a

healthy community.

shape

our

not

Our conmiunities

worldview. A

tmth that is my story affects the stories of others. The leaders

are

corollary of this

throughout the interviews
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confirmed these truths. This became

overcoming process
one

of the most

leaders

and

hope givers. During my initial reporting phase I totally missed

important

recognize

the

particularly evident during dialog pertaining to

connections

supported by the

of joumey

importance

Twenty-nine leaders (59 percent)

hope

for

realized the relational
that
to

dynamic

in

cited

family

them

through

accountability group

their failure
in which

they participated.

exception

family as

factor in

contributing

I believe the

implications

twenty-first century must
place

a

on

the

process in

had

they not

had

primary

more

source

detail,

family

of

I

and close fiiends

spoke

Another dozen cited mentors

leaders mentioned the support

dealing with

as

More than two dozen leaders

experiences.

teams. Almost without

a

and fiiends

failure.

Most of the leaders interviewed admitted

overcoming.

they would not have successfiilly overcome

help

Simply put, overcoming

companions v^hen facing

failure. As I reviewed the stories

overcoming

data.

or

or

of an

ministry

lack of support from

failure.

must not be overlooked.

Ministry models

for the

include small groups and team-based ministries. Leaders must

priority on accountability partners

the value of mentors and in

and groups.

Overcoming

leaders will also

see

mentoring.

Potential Alternative Model Modifications
In

Chapter 2

we

leamed that

psychology "simply

cannot be defined" but was

"created to try to fulfill the need to understand the minds and behaviors of various

organisms" (Reber 617). Social psychology is
all aspects with human behavior. Attribution
causal

psychological theory is

explanations people assign to both good

failures). Attribution theory
deal with failure

as

well

as

can

help

be

the branch of psychology concemed with

and bad outcomes

applied to the problem

them make

sense

concemed with the

(successes

of failure. It

can

and

help people

of their failures. Attribution

speaks

to
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the way

a

person thinks about the

outcome of future failures.

way of making

specific

tackling

Reframing is

sense

a

of a failure and how this will affect the

logical unfolding

of resistances,

objections, obstacles,

Upon further reflection (and with the
asked

myself whether leaders would

overcoming

failure. Are certain steps

Do the model's steps

steps?

I have

then

use

or

the

At times

remembering

they

Christ

quickly by realizing

impressed by these

(experiencing

a

restoried

leaders'

I

leadership development?

even

was

the most

important

life).

shortened up the

thirty-five
silly to

and

been

a

all the steps in the

responding, retraining, reframing,

and

leaders I interviewed

appreciation

consciously used the steps

as

an

resist God's grace, isn't it?"

in the life that

they had

in

(he

has

ministry).

perceived that younger leaders with fewer years

displayed

years of leaming to choose

exhibited similar inclinations

senior pastor for the twenty years he has been in

on

retelling step

I also observed these tendencies in Boomer leaders

long ministry track records. Stephen Elliott

experience had to rely more

of retelling,

God's intent and purposes for their

ability to rejoice

with

I

mind),

of God's Word. Their response step seemed to

effort. One leader told me, "After

These leaders also reframed

was

in

of principled story when

They typically utilized the steps

God's way, well, it becomes automatic. I mean, it is

lives. I

(Dilts 1).

Can the model be used with fewer

indispensable?

fewer steps of the model.

no

a

the second most essential step, but, I also noticed that Builder leaders

quickly moved to

take little to

and failure

background information

modify the model

correspond to spiritual

remembering, realizing, restorying.
and

or

above

already indicated that the remembering step

reframing was

seemed to

alter

of attribution and is

of ministry/leadership

principled story model.

resisting were not
for these

automatic. The

The steps of

majority of the

particular steps. They

part of the process of overcoming. However,

some

of the
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leaders reordered the steps at times.
were

sometimes switched. The

step has

to do with

changed.

preceded reframing.

In this

The

ordering

and creates

a

refi-aming

do with behavior. The

reframing

Some leaders found that

study (model

of these steps

of principled

reframe first

story), I placed retraining

might be explored

further in

a

future

before

study.

Reflections

story-a life story. Our story

a

they had to

On the other hand, other leaders believed that behavior

Theological
Every person has

the order of retraining and

retraining step has to

cognitive processes.

before their behavior

reframing.

Specifically,

weaves

together with

God's story

beautiful tapestry to become the greater story of life. It becomes the

miracle of a restoried life that lives in
I want to share five

community

theological

a

theological

God intended.

reflections that present

leamed from the literature review and interview
reflections form

as

foundation for

a

summary of what I have

findings.

In my

overcoming

failure.

mind, these five

God Knows

First, God knows and understands
sees our

heart and failures. Psalm 14

entire human race; He looks to

see

our

story.

Nothing

is hidden from God. He

declares, "The Lord looks down from heaven

if there is

even one

with real

understanding,

seeks for God. But no, all have tumed away from God." We have all
own

way. We tumed from

from him and stains all
abandon

us.

He

God, and

our

we

rescue us

Our consequence is

by sending his

the

who

God in

chose to live without God. Our sin separates

relationships.

promised to

betrayed

one

on

our

us

death, but God did not

Son.

God Loves

Second, God loves
John 3 declares, "God

so

us

and pursues

us

with his story. God's story is

loved the world that He gave His

only Son,

so

good news!

that everyone
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who believes in Him will not

perish but

gospel writer continues,

have etemal life." The

"God did not send His Son into the world to condemn it, but to

save

of us

so we

spoke tmth, displayed

love,

and offered

could

see

us

what he

was

like. His

name

is Jesus. He

it." God become

one

hfe.

God Invites

Third, God invites
new

story. He asks

"Everyone

us

us

to

respond to

to come to him

the good

through tmsting

who beheves in Him will have their sins

forgiveness

is undeserved yet free. It

opens the door to

a new

beginning

news.

Jesus. Acts 10

we

new

need

a

declares,

forgiven through His

name." God's

only be received through genuine

can

and

God knows that

faith. It

life in Jesus.

God Gives

Forth, God gives

us a

restoried

life

in Christ.

to be

woven

were

made to love God, others, and ourselves. God wants

can

into the tapestry of our lives. He

God

become the

masterpiece that reflects

our

designed us to experience intimacy.

Creator's

declares, "Those who become Christians become
anymore, for the old life is gone. A

Clioosing

God's

know it is

one

life has

new

our

is the

we

Second Corinthians 5

persons.

They

are

not the

same

begun!"

greatest choice

story, God's story, and

of failure. I

our

blessings

and

curses.

"I have

I call

on

we can ever

make. The short

response. When I think of my

desperately need Jesus to

Deuteronomy 30 declares,

between

to realize that in Christ

image.

rescue

my life. As I remember God's story, I know it is tme. I

grace.

us

We

Story

Fifth, choosing God 's story
version is this:

new

always planned relationships

am

me,

repair me,

overwhelmed

story, I

and restory

by his love

given you the choice between life

and

and

death,

heaven and earth to witness the choice you make.
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Oh, that you would choose life, that you and your descendants might live!" I choose
love the Lord,

simple;

obey him,

and commit

myself to

him. For he is my

life;

to

my response is

I choose life.
Limitations of the
I

anticipated

noteworthy

a

Study

number of possible limitations when I

limitations of this

study are gender,

race,

began this study.

theological persuasion,

Four

and

respondent bias.
Gender

Out of the
to interview

more

forty-seven leaders interviewed, only
than

seven.

I

assume

that if more

seven were women.

women overcomers

interviewed, the findings would have been different and added

more

I had

hoped

had been

weight

to the

study.

Race

Another limitation of the
An

study was

overwhelming majority of the

Canada and

are

leaders interviewed

white. Two leaders in this

greater representation from different
some

degree

Theological

or

been

races.

were

The interview

a

and ethnic lines.

bom in the United States

study were Hispanic.

strengthened by including

I

was

hoping

for

or

a

findings may have changed to

greater number of ethnic leaders.

Persuasion

A third limitation of this

interviewed. Eleven
between

crossing enough racial

not

Wesleyan

refer to themselves

study was

persuasions were

and other

as

theological persuasion of the

cited. The leaders

persuasions,

evangelical

the

but the vast

were

majority

fairly
of the

even

leaders

balanced

participants would

Christians. The lack of representation from Roman

Catholic, Eastem, and Liberal Protestant Christians limit the study to

theological diversity would have strengthened this work.

a

degree. Greater
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Bias

Respondent

One additional limitation of this

interviewed

were

susceptible to being

The leaders

study was the respondent bias.

selective in the way

they perceived

their behavior

and retold their stories.

Suggestions
This

study

research and

is classified

as

for Further

grounded theory.

study that were mentioned

Study

I have

a

few

suggestions

in either the literature review

or

for fiirther

through the

interviews.

First, the new model of overcoming failure

universally to overcoming.

be tested to

can

Does the model of principled story aide in

addictions? Does the model of principled story aide in

inquiries

would make

a

see

if it

can

be

applied

overcoming
Such

overcoming depression?

fascinating study.

Second, the questions of discipline implementation and integration arise. That is,
in what ways would each of the

model for
the

study

overcoming?

professionals

integration theory?

for biblical

theology?

model of principled story prove for

determine its

What

new

general

How would

model

can

an

attribution

be tested

on

the

new

could the model of

leadership development

story?

How useful would the

therapist?
specific samples within the study to

usefulness. Does the model of principled story work with

Does it work with women? Does it work with

Implications
Discussions

study utilize this

applications

make the most of the model of principled

Third, the

in this

What contributions does the model of principled story make to

of narrative story

principled story have

disciplines represented

on success

for

postmodems?

Existing Body

and successful

couples?

Does it work among

laity?

of Knowledge

leadership have been popular

for many
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years. In the last five years, the

year

numerous

works

books and articles

leadership development

on

subject need only to
body

go to

a

failure

concerning
and

significance

or

prevalent

in

about the

Borders Books to survey the vast

few "how to" books

I

sought

overcoming

implied the possibility of an integrated

I could not find any texts that

a

and

that

possibilities

are

by reflecting

on

pastoral, theological, leadership,

the failure and

and

to advance

psychological

dealing with the overcoming

produced

construct in which to deal with and

overcoming.

and

study.
of dealing with and

knowledge

communities

in

of failure. I believe that this

failure

overcome

new

biblical

From this

come

counseling model,

the

and

narrative,

through

a new

a

synthesis

integrated model

possibilities

new

in

study has

The end result is that the foundation has been laid for the

leadership model,

of recognized

presently engaged

APT) and for the basis for

postmodem theology of overcoming.

church

fi'om this

failure.

principles,

overcoming experiences

discussions and

disciplines (NSI, BT, LDT,

overcoming

the identified processes,

emerged

pastors and leaders. This work specifically aimed

of four

detailed research about

pastoral-theological-leadership understanding

failure

a new

provided

of the behaviors of pastors and leaders that affect

practices, protections,

of a

This is most

published.

Every

finding books that attempted to pull together more

Therefore, the implications of this dissertation

for

lot of attention.

a

self-improvement. Anyone curious

local Barnes and Nobles

hard time

discipline. Only a

one

model of overcoming.
the

a

of failure has received

of failure literature.

However, I had
than

subject

development
of a

new

method of narrative

preaching.
Contributions and Research
As far

as

the overall work is

concemed,

Significance

I expect that my research will

help both
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pastors and leaders who

are

necessary to enter into both

interested in

enhancing their understanding of the components

a common-sense

psychological approach and a pastoralI believe that those who

theological-leadership approach to overcoming failure.

principled story honestly and sincerely will be better equipped to
example as we
responsibly.
will

seek to build

I expect that

a

a

body that not only listens but

proper

use

live and to lead

by

also hears each other's stories

understanding of overcoming through principled story

radically alter or fiirther define our understanding of the body of Christ.
I also

engaged

in

expect this research to be valuable for leadership development professionals

motivating and educating people about overcoming

integration put forth in this study will

enhance their

ability to

failure.

Being aware

of the

communicate and teach the

principles of overcoming failure through principled story.
I also expect this research to be valuable for pastors and

in

providing care to parishioners facing

failure and failed lives.

laypeople hoping to

Being cognizant that our life

history is informed by our life story, we can assist people in the process

of restorying.

helping people in the practice of retelling we move them closer to making
failed stories and

reahzing that God will

enable them in the

engage

sense

By

of their

restorying of their lives.

Additionally, I expect my research to have value for pastoral counselors who have
counselees with

with and

psychological

overcome

failure.

and

spiritual problems as

a

result of not

knowing how to

deal

My research is designed to better understand the relationship

between the components of principled story. This will

give counselors

a

framework to assist

patients in overcoming.
I expect that

between

secular

theologians will

also benefit from my research. As the

disciplines continues to develop

and pastors and leaders take their

approaches, theologians will need once again to

integration

cues

allow their writings to

from

bridge the
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gap between doctrine and practice in order to write

My hope is that this dissertation will

Lastly, I expect that

therapists will
appreciation

serve as an

the

as

well

as

theological praxis of overcoming.
correlate the two.

example to

narrative professionals and

also benefit from this research.

for each other

on

therapists

They will be

and attribution

able to

leam how two other distinct

gain

a

deeper

disciplines

can

complement their work.
Practical

Applications

Throughout my literature review, interviews, reflection,
became clear to

practical applications
come

Most them

me.

out of the lives of the Bible characters

represented

form what I call my "One Minute Mini-Model for

applications,

taken

together,

success or

mn

are

your stories-whether

they

are

failure. The tmth is that all fail,

from failure. Leaders should stand.

forward. When

they sin, they confess

retell their story to

keep

past

faithfulness. Like the

in this

study.

including

They

and

face their failures

stories of joy

In

or

sorrow,

in nature and

a sense

These

they

eight

overcomers.

and not

pride

saints and leaders.

or

run

from

humility,

Many people

admit their failures and leam to fail

move on.

Like Peter, leaders

recognize

and

humble and to encourage others.
must

God's grace. Failure does not have to define who
see

highly practical

Overcoming Failure."

must

Second, overcoming pastors and leaders

ourselves and

writing, eight

will assist pastors and leaders to become

First, overcoming pastors and leaders
them. You

are

and

our

failures. Our

Prodigal Son,

sights

see

we are.

past their failures and see
We need to look

need to be fixed

on

beyond

God's story and

leaders resolve to remember the Father's story.

They

accept his forgiveness and leam to forgive others and themselves.

Third, overcoming pastors and leaders need to choose God's story

over

their

own
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leam that

story. Our failure experiences have much to teach

us.

is insufficient. Leaders understand that God has

better plan for them and

story

to have

precedence

choose to become

in their lives. Like

a

From them

we

they

Jeremiah, they respond and repent

our

story

allow his

as

they

overcomers.

Forth, overcoming pastors and leaders should expect and accept failure. Leaders
are

risk takers.

neither fatal

Anytime

you

risk, failure is possible.

final. Like Moses, leaders retrain and

nor

They understand that they

overcomers.

We need to leam that failure is

can

redesign

as a

Failure is either

seen as a

friend

or

They

see

failure

as an

opportunity

Sixth, overcoming pastors and leaders
overcome

their failures. Failure has

quo and realize that God will

help

a

must

overcome.

opportunity

an

experience

restoration to God's

to grow.

believe that God will

purpose. Like

them

in every failure

foe. We need to leam to view failure

friend. Like Esther, leaders reframe their minds and

way of thinking.

as

by themselves.

not minister

Fifth, overcoming pastors and leaders believe that
to grow arises.

in order to behave

help

them

Nehemiah, leaders resist the

God has

We must choose to retum to his ways and choose to live

as

a

solution to

he has shown

our

status

failures.

us.

Seventh, overcoming pastors and leaders realize failure becomes triumph with
God. God's
over our

plan

is

failed and

one

of reconciliation. We need to leam that he wants

tragic

experience reconciliation

lives.

Like

Joseph,

leaders realize God's

can overcome

provision

God's power to

any and every failure. Like

restory their lives by repairing, replacing, and receiving
God's recreation!

to

triumph

and

as overcomers.

Lastly, overcoming pastors and leaders accept
God's power

us

overcome

failure.

David, leaders allow God to
a new

life story.

They rejoice in
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Conclusion
The

Failures

happen.

are

potential

Our life stories allow

we

our

our

them. This is true whether
a

sense

unhealthy stories,
both

we

are

seek to

broken,

replace
we

we

our

need

a

that failure is

us

Stories have the

perspective.
implications

begin to

see

that

on

we

stories with another

higher, greater,

to God's

story

life.
need

or

help

create

even an

we can

going to

a new

etemal story in

leam to reframe and

an

"overcomer" is

or

her life

and the

"graced"

and

one

who is

(the repairing

receiving

of a

"gracious."

into the

of a broken life, the

image

"graced"

is to be

fully

of Christ;

replacing

story in Christ), and has leamed

new

To be

growing

and

of

to live and

profoundly

of what God has done for you and continues to do for you in Jesus Christ. That is,
have been

"gracious"
Joseph

to heal

of our failures.

has had God restory his

as

stories

is great.

through stories

stories tell

failures in

our

Through responding

A leader who is

lead

to view

assertion that

logical

the process of healing.

make

us

a sense

failures in context and expose their

recognize that

story. We make

failure

dealing with and overcoming
of our hfe stories. In

simply part

power to reveal

When

for

mangerized.
is to

We

respond to

aware

we

identify with Peter's breakfast conversation with Jesus.

others around you

God's intent and purposes. Such

a

as

the

image

person may

estimation, yet in etemity they will be honored

as a

of God. We realize with

seem

tme

insignificant by our

disciple

of Christ.

To be
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APPENDIX A

IDENTIFICATION OF PARTICIPANTS

Alexander,
Southem Methodist

passionate

Rev.

Creighton: Campus

Minister for the

University in Dallas, Texas;

about the next

Wesley Foundation

seminar and conference

Alexander, Rev. Nikki: Pastors the contemporary service
Methodist Church in Dallas, Texas
ICHTHUS festival in

he is

Theological Seminary.

of Asbury

generation church; graduate

speaker;

at

at Loverslane United

(average weekly attendance 6,500);

former director of

Wilmore, Kentucky; speaker on postmodem church; graduate of

Asbury Theological Seminary.
Baucum, Rev. Tory: Faculty

Kentucky;

Asbury Theological Seminary in Wilmore,

Beeson pastor program; Beeson

ministry in Episcopal Church;
Berglund,

Jersey (average
for

at

Rev.

preaching instmctor;

Ph.D. candidate at

Marty:

2,100);

pastoral

Asbury Theological Seminary.

Pastor of Fellowship Alliance

weekend attendance

twelve years

Chapel

former staff member with

in

Medford,

Campus

New

Cmsade

Christ; graduate of Dallas Theological Seminary.
Boda, Dr. Matthew: Interim Pastor of the Salem Alliance Church in Salem,

Oregon (average weekend
program;

speaker and

of Asbury

attendance

3,300);

consultant for next

D.Min.

degree through Beeson pastor

generational

and

postmodem church; graduate

Theological Seminary.

Breaux, Rev. Mike: Pastor of Southland Christian Church in Nicholasville,

Kentucky, (average weekend

attendance

of Lincoln Christian

Seminary.

graduate

Broyles,

9,000); conference

and seminar

speaker;

Dr. J. Michael: Pastor of Adult/Children's Education at Grace

Church in Santa Clarita, Califomia

(average weekend

attendance

Baptist

4,000); thirty years
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pastoral ministry; conference speaker; graduate of Temple Baptist Seminary.
Collier,

Dr.

Bryan:

hometown of Tupelo,

Pastor of The Orchard: A United Methodist Church in his

Mississippi (average weekend

through Beeson pastor program;
graduate

of Asbury

Cross, Dr.
Minnesota

program;

Seminary,

and

Paul: Pastor of Saint

D.Min.

seminar and conference

attendance

Mary Magdalene

147);

of Luther Northwestern

degree

speaker;

D.Min.

Lutheran Church in

Savage,

degree through Beeson pastor

Theological Seminary,

Bethel

Theological

Asbury Theological Seminary.

Cruver, Rev.
New

planter;

850);

Theological Seminary.

(average weekend

graduate

church

attendance

Robert: President of Somerset Christian

College

in

Zarephath,

Jersey; founded Victory Sports Camps; board member of Pillar of Fire

denomination;

D. Min. candidate at

Asbury Theological Seminary.

Davis, Rev. Lindsey: Bishop of the North Georgia Conference of the United
Methodist

graduate

Church;

seventeen years

of Lexington

pastoral ministry;

seminar and conference

speaker;

Theological Seminary.

Dean, Dr. Kenda: Professor of Next Generational Studies and the Dean of the
School of Christian Education at Princeton

Jersey; for over thirteen years she served

youth ministry; author; seminar

Theological Seminary in Princeton,

as a

United Methodist pastor

and conference

speaker; graduate

New

specializing in

of Princeton

Theological Seminary.
Driedger,
the Christian and

Dr. Ken: District

Superintendent

Missionary Alhance;

D.Min.

of the Westem Canadian District of

degree through Beeson pastor program;

twenty years pastoral ministry; graduate of Asbury Theological Seminary..

Dunnam, Dr. Maxie: President of Asbury Theological Seminary in Wilmore,
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former pastor of Christ United Methodist

Kentucky;

(average weekend attendance 2,100);

Church, Memphis, Tennessee

World Editor of the

Upper Room;

author of more

than 30 books.

Elliott, Dr. Steve: Pastor of the First Alliance Church in Lexington, Kentucky

(average weekend
through

attendance

500);

bom in

Canada; church planter; D.Min. degree

Beeson pastor program; twenty year

as

senior pastor;

graduate

of Asbury

Theological Seminary.
Galloway,

Dr. Dale: Dean of the Beeson Intemational Center for Biblical

and Church

Preaching

Leadership

at

Asbury Theological Seminary in Wilmore,

Kentucky; founding Pastor of New Hope Community Church in Portland, Oregon;
of 20

author

books, including 20/20 Vision; conference and seminar speaker; graduate of

Nazarene

Theological Seminary.

Galloway,

Rev.

Margi: Director

Seminary in Wilmore, Kentucky;

of the spouse

co-founder of New

ministry at Asbury Theological

Hope Community Church

in

Portland, Oregon (average weekend attendance 6,000); graduate of Washington State

University.
Gallup,
Institute in

forty years service

Giglio,

graduate

George H.: Chairman

of the

George H. Gallup Intemational

Princeton, New Jersey (size of organization 6,000); fifty

his company;

Tennessee

Mr.

Rev.

lay leader; graduate

of Princeton

Raphael: Co-pastor of New River Fellowship

(average weekend

of Rutgers

as

attendance

years of service to

University.

in

Franklin,

250); recording artist; conference speaker;

University.

Hannold, Rev. Boyd: Associate Pastor

at Princeton Alliance Church in

Princeton, New Jersey (average weekend attendance 1,800); he served

as

the Field
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Director for the Christian and

Missionary Alliance

in

Thailand; doctoral candidate

Temple University in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; graduate

of Princeton

at

Theological

Seminary.
Hazlett, Rev. Paul: Faculty
York; many

years served

Christian and

as

at Alliance

the District

Theological Seminary in Nyack,

Superintendent

Missionary Alliance; forty-three

New

Metropolitan District

of the

years of ministry

of the

experience; graduate

of

Nyack College.
Henderson, Rev. Denny: Pastor of Prime Time and Associate Pastor of
Frontline Ministries at McLean Bible Church in Vienna,
attendance

2,500); postmodem pastor with

a

passion

Virginia (average weekend

for the next

generation; graduate

of

Capital Bible Seminary.
Huckins, Dr. Daniel: Pastor of Portland First Church of the Nazarene in

Portland, Oregon for two

years

(average weekend

through Beeson pastor program;

twelve years

as

attendance

solo

or

497);

D.Min.

senior pastor;

degree

graduate

of Asbury

Theological Seminary.
Jones, Dr. Keith: Christian Psychotherapist and Adjunct Professor

Theological Seminary;

field education

member of AIDS Taskforce and

supervisor

Hunger Ministry

at Princeton

for the

at Princeton

Theological Seminary;

Episcopal

Diocese of New

Jersey; Ph.D. Clinical Psychology.
Koslowsky,

Rev. Michael: Associate Pastor at

Fellowship

Medford, New Jersey (average weekend attendance 2,100);

passionate
retreat

about

reaching the next generation

speaker; graduate
Luley,

of Messiah

for

a

Alliance

Chapel

in

postmodem pastor who

is

Christ; former Young Life staff worker;

College.

Dr. Scott: Director of Campus Cmsade' s Christian

Leadership Ministries
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in

Princeton,

New

Jersey; (oversees

staff of

125); accepted Christ

at

a

Josh McDowell

lecture; conference speaker; Ph.D. graduate of Penn State University,

Mathison,

Dr. John Ed: Pastor of Frazer Memorial United Methodist Church in

Montgomery, Alabama (average weekend

ministry;

author of four books

including,

attendance

7,000); thirty-seven

Tried & True;

graduate

years

pastoral

of Candler School of

Theology.
McKee, Rev. Scott: Pastor of the Mt. Pleasant Community Church in Mt.
Pleasant, Michigan (average weekend attendance 600); Beeson pastor program;
conference and seminar

candidate at

speaker; graduate

of Princeton

Theological Seminary;

D. Min

Asbury Theological Seminary.

McManus, Rev. Erwin Raphael: Lead pastor of a uniquely innovative
intemational

congregation

weekend attendance

Force;

in East Los

1,300);

Angeles, Califomia,

bom in San Salvador, El

graduate

of Southwestem

Minger,

Dr.

called Mosaic

Salvador; author of An Unstoppable

Baptist Theological Seminary.

Stacy: Doctoral Fellow

at

University of Kentucky;

Girard and Ellis Comers United Methodist Church in Coldwater,
weekend attendance

135);

Beeson pastor program

distinguished dissertation award; graduate
Morgenthaler,
Colorado;

Rev.

Sally:

seventeen years served

including Worship Evangelism;

(average

Michigan (average

D.Min., receiving the faculty's

of Asbury

Theological Seminary.

Heads of Worship

as a

former pastor of

Evangehsm Resources

worship pastor; consultant;

conference and seminar

in

Littleton,

author of three books

speaker; graduate

of St. Olaf

College.
Overstreet, Rev. Travis: Pastor of Worship
Kansas

City,

Kansas

(average

weekend attendance

at the Church of the Resurrection in

7,000); fifteen

years pastor of music
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and

worship;

conference

speaker; graduate

of Southwestem

Baptist Theological

Seminary.
Parrott, Dr.
in

Les: Director/Founder of the Center for

Seattle, Washington; Professor of Psychology

Washington;

author of several books

Relationship Development

at Seattle Pacific

including How to

University in Seattle,

Save Your Marriage before It

Starts; seminar and conference speaker; he has been featured

on

many national television

programs.

Price, Mr. Fred: Chief Operating Officer of Sandler & O'Neill in New York

City; twenty- five

years he has been

a

committed Christian

businessperson

and church

leader; he is his firm's spokesperson; seminar and conference speaker; graduate of

University of Califomia

at Bakersfield.

Rambo: Dr. David:

Special

Seminary, Wilmore, Kentucky;

Assistant to the President of Asbury

former President of the Christian and

Alliance; former President Evangelical World Council; forty-one

experience;

former

missionary in Philippines;

Rambo: Dr. Ruth: Part-time

Kentucky; forty-one
D.Min.

graduate

faculty

years of ministry

of Asbury

Ph.D.

at

graduate

Theological

Missionary

years of ministry

of New York

University.

Asbury Theological Seminary, Wilmore,

experience;

former

missionary in Philippines;

Theological Seminary, receiving faculty's distinguished

dissertation award.

Ramirez, Dr. David: President of South American Seminary in Quito, Ecuador;
D.Min.

degree through

two years

Nyack,

pastor program, Asbury Theological Seminary; twenty-

ministry experience; missionary; pastor; conference speaker.

Sanders,
in

Beeson

New

Dr. Martin: Professor of Theology at Alhance

York;

ten years

pastoral ministry; fifteen

years

Theological Seminary

seminary professor;

Head
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of Global

Leadership, Inc.;

Seamands,

Dr.

seminar and conference

Stephen: Professor of Christian Doctrine

Seminary in Wilmore, Kentucky;
graduate

of Drew

Sjogren,
Ohio

retreat

speaker;

seminar leader;

at

Asbury Theological

evangelist; author;

University.

Janie: EXTEND Staff at

(average weekend

conference and seminar

Sjogren,

speaker.

Vineyard Community Church in Cincinnati,

attendance of 7,000); church

planter in Oslo, Norway;

of Sonoma State

speaker; graduate

Rev. Steve: Launch Pastor of Vineyard

University.

Conmiunity Church

in

Cincinnati, Ohio (average weekend attendance of 7,000); church planter in Oslo,

Norway;

author of seven

conference and seminar

Slaughter,
in

books, including the best-selling Conspiracy of Kindness;
of Lutheran Bible Institute.

speaker; graduate

Dr. Michael: Lead Pastor of Ginghamsburg United Methodist Church

Tipp City, Ohio; twenty-eight

years

pastoral ministry;

author of four books

including,

Unlearning Church; D.Min. degree through United Theological Seminary.

Soper,
Christian and

Rev. John F: District

Missionary Alliance;

Superintendent of the Metropolitan District

church

Episcopal

planter; pastor; professor Alliance College
of the

Theology in Canberra, Australia; graduate

of the
of

Theological Seminary of the Reformed

Church.

Tankler, Dr. Ullas: Pastor of AGAPE United Methodist Church in Estonia

(average weekend
eighteen

years

attendance 1

15);

D.Min.

pastoral ministry; graduate

degree through Beeson pastor program;

of Asbury

Theological Seminary.

Walls, Dr. David R.: Senior Pastor of Church of the Open Door in Elyria, Ohio

(average weekend attendance 3,000);
Intemational Center in Wilmore,

Beeson Pastor in Residence at the Beeson

Kentucky; graduate

of Talbot

Theological Seminary.
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Werlein,

Spring,

Texas

Dr. Ken: Pastor of Faithbridge United Methodist Church in

(average weekend

program; church

attendance

1200); D.Min. degree through Beeson pastor

planter; seminar and conference speaker; graduate

of Asbury

Theological Seminary.
Zander, Rev. Dieter: hiterim teaching pastor
m

San

at

BayMarin Community Church

Rafael, Califomia (average weekend attendance 400); former teaching pastor

Willow Creek

Community Church in

Soul of a New

Generation; graduate

Bemardino, Cahfomia.

South

Barrington, Illinois;

at

co-authored hiside the

of Intemational School of
Theology in San
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APPENDIX B
PARTICIPANT BACKGROUND

QUESTIONNAIRE

Name:

Address:
Phone Nmnber:
Church

or

Organization Name:

Address:
Phone Number:
E-Mail Address:
Web Site:
FAX Number:

Age:
Educational

Background:

Ministry Experience:
How

long have you been

What is the size of your

at your

present ministry?

organization? (If you

are a

pastor, what is your average weekly

attendance?)
If you

oversee a

staff, how many people does this include?

What

are

your

spiritual gifts?

What

are

your

ministry passions?

If available, what is your

What

are

the

What is your

What

Myers-Briggs or DiSC profile?

major responsibilities

of your job

description?

theological persuasion: Reformed, Wesleyan, Charismatic, Other?

generation do

you feel most effective with:

Builders, Boomers, Busters?
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APPENDIX C
LIST OF INTERVIEW

IQl :

What

IQ2:

Tell

metaphor would you use to

me a

little bit about your

you to the

place where you

IQ3: Think about

responded

IQ5:

What

IQ6:

Describe another

IQ7:

spiritual joumey

are

and

story?
unpack how

it

brought

right now.

at the time?

Tell

me more

images

a

describe your life

of your most memorable failures and describe how you

one

IQ4:

being

QUESTIONS

about the process of coming to terms with your failure.
do you

see

when you think of failure?

ministry

incident that tumed out

differently

as

result of your

leader?

Describe for

me

the

people

or

things

that

give you hope when dealing

failure.
Bible story that

IQ8:

Describe for

IQ9:

Tell

IQIO:

What advice would you

me a

me a

helps you make

story about how failure helped you

give to

a

sense

of failure.

to be more successful.

young pastor to live

by?

with
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APPENDIX D
SAMPLE LETTER

June 11, 1998
Rev. Steve

Sjogren
Vineyard Community Church
1391 E. Crescentville Road

Cincinnati, Ohio

45246

enjoyed our phone conversation last night and wanted to get you the details of the
project we talked about. I am working on my dissertation for my Doctorate of Ministry
degree from Asbury Theological Seminary in the Beeson Pastor Program. The title of
my dissertation is, "Christian Leader as Overcomer through Principled Story."
I

My goal for the dissertation is to explore how pastors and leaders deal with and overcome
failure through stories. I am specifically interested in experiences of failure and the
process,

principles,

and

practices taken in order to

overcome.

As part of my research, I plan to interview thirty leaders whose lives and ministry are
marked by successful overcoming. Rev. Sjogren, would it be possible to interview you?
If so,

please

let

me

know

as soon as

possible.

questions as well as a background questionnaire.
If you agree to an interview, please spend some time reflecting on the questions and
complete the questionnaire. Once my dissertation is finished, I will send you a copy of
my findings.
I have enclosed

a

copy of the interview

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely

John

in

Christ,

Edgar Caterson
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APPENDIX E
NARRATIVE AND STORY INTEGRATION SUPPLEMENT
In many respects,

Taylor defines

discussion of the power stories have

the terms and sets the parameters for the

to make

psychological narrative therapy revealed this

disciplines.
and

These

disciplines

are

people whole. Only recently has
truth.

Story integration utilizes

sounding, knowing, shaping, finding, seeing, healing,

testifying.
Sounding. Taylor begins by unpacking what he

a

six

deliberate

move

towards

storytelling

reside the best

universally

ask: Who

What will

happen to

the

questions:

the

interrelationship

question
I find

am

us

defining story.
answers we

when

we

die?

Who you are? What

'What

am

are we

actions of characters

a

from?

time"

(15).

The first element in the definition is

a

Why am

even more

the

prior question

essential to

interplay

This definition

can

dots,

story" (15).

The second element has to do with

you?

answers

only

answer

to

on

the

or

stories do

telling

a

of the

significant

unpacked into four elements.
are

teller

"only events,

gives

them

shape,

the random threads of experience into the discernible
pattem of

significance
as

the

'Of what story

story must be told. Stories

connects the

defines character

are

are

of relationships.

be

disconnected accidents of circumstance, until

criterion of the

can

"A story is the

experiences,

weaves

I here? Who

important

He states, "I

question.

good definition of story.

over

perennial questions" (5) People

together? Alasdair Maclntyre sheds light

can answer

myself a part?'" (216). Story is
Taylor offers

come

Perhaps

between story and

I to do?' if I

"Within the movement of story and the act of

have to life's

I? Where did I

calls the "Sound of Story," with

of actions is

significant

actions. An

important

change. Character is the third element. Taylor

"a bundle of values in action"

(18).

We

are

interested in characters
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because of their choices; here characters reveal who
with time. "Over time
time it takes

can

Knowing. Taylor
(23).

The

answer

how to live.

is

story of experience

story and reason
and

are

as

interwoven

Stories engage

(Taylor 31).
valuing.

us

story" (19).

asks the

question,

"What do

simple. Story provides us with

Stephen
.

Crites states that stories

.

.

and

help

our

In

together.

Stories also

know when

in the most

a

stories

lengthy list of the things we

simple companionship

teller and told; the narrator's

are

protection in a perilous world;
worldly or unworldly;
most

new

importantly,

will surface

message from

a

on

form of

a

know

or

be

revealed,

some

The

be told

pain

shaping aspect of story goes

as a

far

story.

telling

and its

powers of deduction;

affirming our importance

and

tale.

and

knowledge,

boredom; and perhaps

sudden floater from the dark

or

a

(39).

transaction, the union of

the chance that in the very attempt at narrative transaction

god which can only arrive

Shaping.

ethical behavior

the transmission to younger listeners of vital

the narcotic effect of narrative

each other

by providing numerous

imagination,

from stories

inner

over reason.

we

for exercise of personal skill in

spiritual support which both parties receive

know

see

societies"

healthy

know when

of the narrative

the audience's exercise of attention,

ensuing rewards;
the

opportunity

our

of remembering-which is

good

story?"

us

people

they complement

He suggests that story supports the literal survival of humanity

forms of nurture. The

helps

instances, stories have the advantage

provide us with a way

Price offers

Some

emotions included. This is essential to

our

a

profound way the

subsequent experience" (304).

some

know

we

way of knowing and

a

"shape

"Societies that remember well and tell

Reynolds

we

enemies. This should not be the case, for

wholly,

The final element has to do

are.

refer to both the duration of the action in the story and the

to be told the

us

they

something

unconscious,

some

(26)

beyond personality.

In

fact, the
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central

preoccupation

referred to

as

of a story is the process of character formation. Character

values lived.

is too messy. Instead,

but story and character

are

participate.
character

A

...

lives is

to

plots,
total

and

we can

despair,

characters

As

someone

a

tell

stories,

good,

or

the characters in stories

story and character. "The
stories in which

find that

we

life

steeped in

at least better"

any

become
as

point,

they

we

(55).
us

The

in this

have the power to

finding

well

as

handling

plot

It enables

success

we are

and end.

in

of stories.

and

us

our

our

Beginnings

are

climax

or a

lives. What

as

we

meaningfiil

to face

tragedy

telos"

unintelligible
(217).

and

Part of

search for is

stories with

significant

suffering without

failure. At the heart of plot

(Taylor 57-64).

established and characters
fiill of promises. The

true of our lives

of the great charms of books that

they mean?

are

responsible. By acting on these

world different

are

a

dealing with

both free and

Settings

part of story is the middle. This is
one

a

what do

of "their life has become

any movement towards

overcomers.

choosing. Thus,

beginnings

meaningless,

happy ending. By seeing our lives

beginning, middle,

that "it is

we

says that life is

perceptions, we make our story and

the

our

quality of the

the

they mean is the story

task and the task of story is

meaning

shape

of personality,

"Who do I want to be like?" Stories enable

being.

states that what

them, that it lacks

our

avenue

lives.

Finding. When
Maclntyre

exposed to

into stories and

that makes you

one

question is ultimately,

our

us

result of being

directly related to

good story is

process of becoming and

change

as a

Characters draw

quality of our own

the value-neutral

on

not value-neutral. Characters make choices

values. Our character is molded

(Taylor 41-53).

focuses

be

steer clear of discussing character for it

Psychology tends to

psychotherapy

can

as

are

longest

Stories have

first introduced in
and most

well. Frank Kermode

they have to

end"

a

telling

points

out

(23). Taylor notes,

"In
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a

curious way, the

they

end"

(69).

beginnings

Our stories must also have

Ultimately our faith
larger

and

McAdams

Seeing.

or

is, allow

purposeful

satisfying
happens

to

see our

ability to shape

when

a

are

the

extemal and intemal

story

An excellent

eventually became

a

in which

ones

moves

from

example

our

They must explain

and interrelated. Stories must be

stories

stories

we

live

fliUy meaningful unless
with

one

by.

meaning.

We must find

Ideally that something

we

being

a

and enable

meaningful

participate.
story

helped

us

to

and

my story

reflecting

not at first

attentively when he preached to

worldview. His act of embracing the

belief, self-perception, relationship

shaping

youth

a

a

personality may have remained largely the
This is the

for

a

the

better story.

on

as a

this

teacher of the

as a man

who

people" (107).

story that would change his

stories of the Christian faith

to God and the

literally changed who he was, becoming

through story.

This

(Taylor 79-86).

Christianity was

him make this decision. While

later traded the stories of his

(Taylor 87).

as

of these tmths is found in the life of Augustine. He

kindness. I listened

forever different"

and fliture

significant.

tmth, which I had quite despaired of finding in your Church, but simply

Augustine

must

The most

satisfying.

Stories must be

being

so

to make connections.

experiences-past, present,

experience, Augustine wrote, "My heart warmed to him,

me

is God

worldview. Stories that do

Christian because he decided that

The story of Ambrose

showed

something

174).

Stories have the

us

end, preferably

self in which to believe.

meet certain minimum criteria.

That

an

fidelity enhance the

and nobler than life

(Price 14;

and middles of stories cannot be

changed his

world, and his life calling. "He

different character in
same, but his

more

profound effect

a

different story. His

essential character

of seeing

our

was

lives and world
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Our stories and lives

Healing.
story? The

answer

is

pain

they

be broken. What is the best

are

familiar-the

only

of the known than to risk the unknown. We

bring. Taylor states, "Many times

actions to
stories.

need

we

new

a

new,

stories"

Healthy

Such stories possess certain

healing story.

us

a

broken

cling to

we

know. We would rather accept

afraid of the

"New stories lead to

We chose

qualities. Healthy

good example

a

are

pain that change may
ones

that

come

are

new

actions and

from

new

healthy stories, specifically healthy

to others and encourage

hopefiil. Although these qualities
Taylor gives

for

(125).

(Taylor 127).

stories link

ones we

the stories you choose will be the

the communities in which you live"

Yet,

cure

We need another story. However, many times

simple.

broken stories because

can

stories

in tension,

of this truth. When

they

us

are

to be characters

engaged

life

in life.

truthful, freeing, gracious, and

do not contradict each other.

things

are

"bleakest in the

Bible, for

instance, they tell stories of God's faithfulness in the past, providing the reasonable hope
of God's action

wishing,

but in

on

their behalf in the present and fixture. The

history" (135).

We

can

replace

story. The healing power of stories becomes
the stories of our

From my

created

equal.

are

a

your stories"

well-being

clear

picture

by embracing

create ourselves

be

can

of stories and of our

God's

through

cry out for the

telling

significant

are

challenging

relationship

(1). Story integration understands

Individuals and communities

from stories that realize

provide

reality when we

experience, entering this process

rewarding. Taylor has painted

and collective

broken stories

lives, the stories of others, and the stories of God.

Testifying.

He states, "You

a

our

resides not in

hope

that

of each other's stories.

our

stories that enable individuals to possess

a

over

strong

time.

sense

to them.

individual

Not all stories

responsible to participate

actions of characters

and

are

in and leam

Healthy communities

of self and their

own
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story. Wayne Booth believes that
with which

exception,
call

us

we

spend our

insist that

to act

on

a

lives

our

values and

our

character

(177). Taylor understands that

are

reflected in the stories

"all stories, without

certain view of the world is true, and that all the

that truth"

(147).

An etemal story

seems

to

logically

ones

worth

fit into this

living

picture.
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APPENDIX F
BIBLICAL NARRATIVE THEOLOGY SUPPLEMENT

Theologians
The life stories and

and

theologies

discussion of overcoming failure. For
stories

(in the

that

same sense

theological perspectives

shed

they intersect with history

Theological Perspectives

of theologians add

everyone's does)

community.

stories with the stories of the Bible. I will

systematic, confessional,
their

and

and

hght on the interplay

and

The

are

and

regarded

valuable. Their

as

validity of the bibhcal

study of God (theology)

briefly examine

and

stories

confirms

the lives of some

modem/specialized theologians

theologies (as they relate specifically to

to the

their stories interface with the biblical

thing,

one

important insights

our

prominent

glean insights

the biblical accounts studied

as

from

above).

Systematic Theologians
T. F. Torrance

On First Principles,

five great

names

Aquinas'

systematic theologies.

These include

Origen's

Summa Theologica, Calvin's Institutes, Schleiermacher's

The Christian Faith, and Earth's Church Dogmatics. We

can

especially glean insights

from Calvin and Barth.
John Calvin. John Calvin is considered the father of Reformed doctrine and

theology.

He

was a

prominent

preaching. However,
commentaries

on

sixteenth century thinker. He spent much of his time

his greatest influence

came

from his

writings.

the Old and New Testaments. His magnum opus

the Christian Religion. This

systematic theology still

He wrote

was

influences and

the Institutes of

impacts Christianity

today.
Calvin addresses failure in the Institutes

Listings of "failure"

or

"failing"

are

through interaction with Scripture.

not found in the

index, for such mental

constructs
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were

not

part of the sixteenth century thought process. Instead,

failure in terms of the "fall." Calvin believes
He believes this is

a

resuh of the fall (Institutes 1 :

According to Calvin,
Christ.

and

deserving

overcome

no

to

and

hope
help

overcoming.

of rebuke, it

out that "this

The Jews

might stoutly

known the tme

Calvin

rehgion,

gleaned

about Jacob's

as

to the

some

incredible

family,

best

example

night,

Peter

of Calvin's

340).

The resuh of faith is

was

sent

of such

a

failing

a

necessary that she

something that offered

by the

Father

specifically

messiah. Calvin

insights

into the

depth that relational failure
1

:

points

not

son

failure

our

He states that

deprived

understanding

father in Luke 15. He states the

495).

of failure. While

could have

precision

on a

family's

439).

insightful.

was

dynamics

he unfolds the story of Tamar and Judah with

history (Institutes

Peter's reinstatement is also

one

:

of

Samaritans, though they never had

Calvin's assessment of God's response to

"thrice" in

1

it appears from the words of the woman" (Institutes 1 :

and candor. Calvin understood the

life story and life

even

God.

through the redemption

strive after

578). Christ was

expected the coming

expectation penetrated

framing

worship

by stating, "Although

not devoid of faith. For it

of earthly benefit" (Institutes 1 :

to know and

are overcome

He addresses Sarah's act

was

find Calvin

63).

redemption (Institutes

many little obstacles that she

us overcome.

speaking

failure and the fall

seek this

Humanity ought to

forgiveness

humanity fails

we

in his

treatment of

though Peter denied Christ

of pardon (Institutes 2:

comes

"had

even

depicted in his

1039). Probably the

description of the compassionate

grievously offended against him in every way,

but the father embraces him with open arms, and does not wait for him to ask for
pardon
but

anticipates

returning

him"

afar off,

(Institutes 2: 900). Calvin

willingly mns to meet him,

states the father

comforts

"recognizes him

him, receives him into favor"
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(Institutes

2:

900).

Calvin

appreciates overcoming adversity

key texts (Gen.
He

speaks

50:20 and Rom.

of Joseph's

ability

that

to overcome

thoughts to
gentleness and kindness,
(Institutes 1: 220)

can

conclude that Calvin

He states that he

experienced

submission (Institutes 1 :
but most
Church
that he

likely it was

(papacy)
was a

far

making

sense

of failure.

by keeping perspective:

the

even

was

also

to the

point

of comforting his brothers.

acquainted with

We could suppose that this
He

so

was a

speaks

significant

failure

personal

level.

brought his mind to

purely

was

on a

an

intellectual

shift,

of people and institutions that failed him. The

did the govemment

(French court). Calvin

"lover of shade and leisure" and

T. Kerr and John M.

studying Psalms he

Lord, forgetting the injustice, he inclined to

sudden conversion where God

more.

failure for he

cowardly" (ix). Hugh

was

ix).

a

failed him and

write about the three

or

stopped to

he tumed his

We

speak to reframing

dwell upon his brothers' treachery, he would
have been able to show a brotherly attitude towards them. But since

If Joseph had
never

8:28)

and failure. He interacts with the two

also felt

"timid, mild, and

Mulder, in their book Famous Conversions,

features of Calvin's conversion account. Since Calvin

identified and likened himself to David

(especially in Psalm 51).

Second, Calvin attributes his conversion to God's direct intervention. Third, his

description

fits Calvin's

theological emphasis

and fi-amework

Karl Barth. Karl Barth is without doubt

of the twentieth century. His

one

systematic theology.

of the greatest

was

guided by the creeds

he also

subjected them

to

theologian.

We

can

in 13 parts

say that Barth

and confessions of the Church. He

critique.

Barth's

theological thinkers

Church Dogmatics, is the most

comprehensive written in five-hundred years (4 volumes
called himself a Reformed

(24).

theology was

was

plus Index).

Barth

confessional in that he

accepted the confessions, but

ecclessial and

political.
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concemed first to last with Church action in the world.
Barth

direct

help

approaches

a

fashion very similar to Calvin. We do not find any

in the index of the Dogmatics,
demonstrate his

underpinnings

thoroughly Trinitarian,
theological

failure in

and

appreciation

Christology

movement of God to

understood in

theological

a

however, Barth's overall theological
of the fallen human condition. Barth is

lies at the heart of his
In tum,

humanity.

overcoming

fallen creatures bent towards failure. Fallen

this

we

a

rejects

even

step fiirther, when he

desire to be

our own

guilty before

Him both

possibility

states that

we

humanity

of the

helper,

God

us

are

the idea that

comprehend

Barth takes

(God 63).

to be God and Lord. He believes

and withstand the

have to make ourselves

lordship

of the grace of

"irreparably, radically
4. 1 :

and

totally

358).

in the person of Jesus Christ is cmcial to Barth's

of overcoming. Failure is addressed in the cmcifixion and resurrection of

Jesus Christ. Barth discloses who is
It is the

overcome

in Christ's death. He states.

who would not make

man

use

with the low level of a self-enclosed
to his

and

totally subject
radically
and anxiety, and delivered up
Elsewhere he

speaks

justification, sanctification,
gathering, rebuilding,
Christians in faith,

and

and

calling.

sending.

hope,

of his

but

fi-eedom,

was

content

thus

being,
being irremediably and
stupidity, inhumanity, dissipation
own death. (Reconciliation 4.2:
378)

own

in his

of the sin of humanity

falsehood. He contrasts this with Christ's

are

fails to

knowing

humanity wills

our own

and fall of humanity. We

pride

individually and totally" (Reconciliation

God's movement to

understanding

the

judge,

God. Barth declares that

failure must be

context.

Barth believes that failure is embedded in the

God is God and

He affirms the

theology.

wrapped up

in

pride, sloth,

and

reconcihation, which is made in his

This leads to the work of the

This is done in

community with

and love (Reconciliation 4.1 :

79).

Holy Spirit in

an

emphasis

that

we
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Clearly the

initiation of overcoming

that God seeks and creates

people.

God is

a

from God. Barth wants all to know

fellowship between himself and others; thus, God

God without

loving

comes

people.

God is Father, Son, and

loves all

Holy Spirit

"in the

freedom of the Lord, who has His life in Himself (God 257). Barth would agree that
God's story

precedes humanity's,

God seeks to love

humanity

and

and does not

depend

on

human's stories.

Therefore,

help humanity be part of a bigger and better story-for

humanity to participate in the story of God. Furthermore, people's story becomes part of
God's story and God's

Christian life finds
Barth's

meaning in this truth.

own

disappointed in the

history becomes part of their history in community. Living the

story is filled with struggle and the quest for overcoming. Barth was

failure of Liberal

Theology (Theologian 1 1).

A few years after his

pastorate in Safenwil, he spoke of the failure of society (14). Barth
failure

brought

on

by the

WWII

(40).

It

was a

popular theology (16).

felt he had failed his friend, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, for he
back to

Europe

and be part of the

How did Barth

sum

of his

overcome

theology and

life. He

well

Barth

encouraged Bonhoeffer to

overcame

the failure of liberal

theology by writing

overcame

his disillusionment

by making preaching his

leamed to compensate and balance life's

was a

sorrows

chief task in

and joys

a

of the Word of God.

problems in real life" propelled him get intimately involved in socialism.

music

come

these failures? He believed that God is God. This is the

The "real

brought him

even

struggle (Bethge 132).

systematic theology that began with and reflected the importance

He believed that this

of the

aware

difficult time of unrest for him. He found

difficult and became disillusioned with the

preaching

was

ministry.

He

Then he

through hstening to Mozart.

closer to the Creator. Barth feh that "whereas Bach's

message and Beethoven's

a

personal confession, Mozart 'just sings and
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sounds'" (Theologian

Confessional

Theologians

Confessional

Such

theologians

theologians

are

arises from their life,

Simpson

are

43-44).

two fine

connected with movements of renewal.

systematic

not necessary

ministry,

typically

are

or

specialized, however,

and movement. John

examples

of confessional

Wesley

their

and Albert

theologians. They both

theology

Benjamin
started

movements that led to denominations.

John

he

can

Wesley. John Wesley

be called confessional. He

Oxford

epoch-making
in

and

graduate,

history.

date

an

was

(Kerr

and Mulder

the founder of the Methodist movement,

54). Wesley

a

and

day

is

profound influence

on a

Wesley's

sermon

better-known

sermons

above

referenced in

are

some

of the

Thus,

on

failure and

not

we are

as an

us

that

sermons

and

Great

Britain,

of evangelicalism.

Cutler's edited

Outler includes 151 of the

one

of the nine biblical stories

of sermons. However, these texts

body

sermons.

His

represented in Albert C.

Wesley. Ironically,

an

prolific preachers

impacted

signaled the rise

(Wesley, Works).

included in this

Wesley's perspectives

relationship

of John

(12).

denomination that

corpus is defined and

editions of The Works of John Wesley

sermons

but

widely recognized

of the most

was one

forty-thousand

the United States, and the world. This movement

able to get

an

are

adequate picture of

overcoming. Wesley understands

failure with

to the freedom to choose.

The nature of our failure is

speaking

systematic theologian,

Albert C. Outler, in his book Theology in the Wesleyan Spirit, tells

have had

surveyed

as a

ordained deacon. His conversion

Wesley preached between 26,000

writings

cannot be classified

about the

prodigal

son,

expanded

in many of Wesley's

Wesley points

out that

our

sermons.

failings

are so

While

great that

we
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have

nothing to

offer.

Wesley is
to

"we have wasted all

Wesley states,

clear

on

people's part in accepting

and

our

overcoming.

(Works 587).

He

uses

Luke 15

illustrate his understanding of choosing freedom. He states, "God first loves us, and

manifests himself unto
upon

our

Barth.

choice is salvation

Wesley's

emphasizes his
remarkable

They were

marriage was

emphasis

on

a

This is

us.

on

goes

a

of this

can

major contrast

act

was

experienced

as a

responsibility.

thus

beating the

failure in

over

grieve

was

air"

account of his conversion. He

and

not

His

Wesley lived the
Albert

confessional

more

for John

theologian.

Simpson was recognized

He

as a

was

primary

Christian. He states, "All

primary

failure

Wesley
on

and

the

with his

was

states that "the

pity his wife.

She made

long, uncomfortable
she gave up and

they

grew

about him and his work. She died in 1781 and

last ten years of his life

Benjamin Simpson.

a

The

barely got along. Rupp

joumeys, trailing her daughter with them" (401). Eventually
and

theological

(470).

relationships.

thirty years

Whether the

and choose.

missionary to Georgia.

ministry, going with him

more

fi-om both Calvin and

his conversion story. One of the most

throughout

his failure

disaster. One must

apart. She complained

himself, and shines

responsibly

gives the

be traced to the fact that he

valiant attempts to share his

to

failure. His story is consistent with the

was

married for

us

to say that if we do not love God

human freedom and

on

The Journal of John Wesley

at Savannah I

also

yet afar off he calls

442). Wesley

sinfulness and failures

that he failed

Wesley
wife.

the

life centers

examples

was

we are

overcoming failure, people must

or

perspective he held.

the time I

While

not continue to pursue

Wesley places

reason

us.

hearts" (Explanatory

back, God will

a

substance"

as a

Albert

widower.

Benjamin Simpson

is another fine

the founder of the Christian and

example

of

Missionary Alhance.

leader, missionary statesman, author, editor, and

a

person
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of prayer. He founded the oldest extant Bible

college

which is

preaching

missionary training institute,

and

and the Christian life is evident

His

passion

for

The story of the Samaritan

woman

demonstrates Christ's love to the sinful and

now

Nyack College.

throughout his works.

lost.

Simpson states,

"It is difficult to select any

of His grace and love to sinful

chapter of John,

"When He has awakened her

divine

simplicity.

heart"

(419).

sees

The story also

speaks

this in the

The story of the

possesses

an

"picture

as

and her

her Savior

of Samaria"

Simpson writes,

prodigal

son

of the sinner"

well

as

as

consideration for

a

thought

father's love"

disgrace! Simpson speaks
reason

comes

of the

insane delusion and

to his

sin and failure. The

and tell your husband"

provides insights
This lost

(314).

into

son

We get the

(314).

our

is

failure.

(440).

She

(315).

sense

that this

a

he feels

failure. He

madman and
as one

a

far

as

feelings,

or

writes,

fool."

is unbelievable.

son

as

The son's life is full of misery,

finality of the

senses

Simpson

selfish, self-willed, and

of compunction for the father's

has been dethroned. The sinner is

"And when he

the Searcher of her

facing

"What heartlessness, and ahenation from his father's love! He goes
no

then with

light of conversation with the Messiah (441).

"earthiness of desire"

his home, and suffers

pictures

(419).

guilty conscience,

to the need of consciously

simple question, "Go,

her failure for what it is in

woman

the divine initiative.

interest, her longing

He reveals Himself to her

experiences

describes the

points to

woman

out of the many

One of the most beautiful of these is the fourth

men.

and the story of His interview with the

Christ's encounter with the

woman

single passage

he

can

firom

shame, and

"It looks

as

if even

Simpson continues,

that is awakened fi-om

a

dream of

desperate folly" (316).

Simpson speaks

of the

new

life story that

people

can

have in Christ. He beheves
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that

a

life,

etemal

life, and the overflowing life, life

life,

and the

glorified life.

person's story

the Samaritan

can

woman.

be

replaced with

He illustrates the

about the

speaks

new

life is

indwelling

abundant, resurrection life, abiding

more

indwelling life by again using the story of

complete

even

our

when faith

lives

(403).

begins

to fail. In

overcoming is possible (446).
Many instances

failure.

When he

enough money to

was

in

Simpson's

send his older brother to

The result

Work,

leam the extent of this

book for

a

was a

in his

physical

nervous

"A

(73).

own

way. In tum,

In the book A. B.

physician told me

missionary,

and failure in

lost and downtrodden in the New York
the greatest American

and sinners." His
was seen as a

city." Simpson

City.

was

in great

beginning

a

danger"

was

of his

sufferer from many

He dreamed of going
In tum, he settled in his

given him

At the time he

the

a

heartbeat for the

"leading pastor in

started to reach out to the multitudes of
"pubhcans

congregation did not support him.

failure

Simpson: His Life and

was a

calling.

mind to reach the world from the United States. God had

Simpson worked

hang in the balance" (16).

ministry.

but his wife did not support his

forego

that I must not look at

At the

than twenty years I

experienced hardship

family only had

in tum he would have to

also wrote that his "life seemed to

infirmities and disabilities"
also

personal acquaintance with

system had collapsed, and I

more

as a

his

life, he experienced more physical trauma.

Simpson
to China

collapse.

of healing he wrote, "For

testimony

pay his

physical breakdown.

whole year for my

(Thompson 15). Simpson
on

point to

college,

permission to

franticly.
we

life story

fourteen years old, his father told him that the

His father gave him

college.

Later

He

This life is the fiillness of Christ himself in

Peter's restoration demonstrates
Christ

a new one.

by his denomination.

As

a

result

He then founded

an

Simpson resigned and

independent gospel
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tabernacle in New York. This would become the mission center for his

own

denomination that would reach millions for Christ (Thompson 82-87; Towns 145).

Modern/Specialized
A
could be

modem/specialized theologian is

surveyed

for this

study.

Wolfhart

Thomas Oden, Millard Erickson,

a

unique category. Many modem theologians

Pannenberg, JUrge Moltmann,

Gustavo Gutierrez

or

important modem theologians, yet they do not

fit the

are

all

However, theology is intertwined throughout their hfe and

Lewis is

a

fine

importantly, lay persons

example

of the

but

was

Oxford

later

as a

a

was

was one

intermpted by military
From 1924 until

completed with honors.

fellow, tutor, and lecturer

American poet and novelist, who died
Kerr and Mulder note, "It is
more

people

at

and

theological

area

thinker per

of specialty.

service

1954, he

Magdalen College.

They

"theologians."

only three

In

during
was

se.

exert

C. S.

the World War I,

associated with

1954, he became

Cambridge.

He held this

our

in the reasonableness of Christian faith than all the

theological works

offer

a

an

(Hooper 10-18).

C. S. Lewis has in

accomplished this

position

Joy Davidman Goesham,

years later

probably tme that

faculties in the world" (199). Lewis
written word. His

A

of the greatest thinkers of the last century.

short time before his death. In 1957 he married

instmcted

a

consider them to be to be

Professor of Medieval and Renaissance Literature at

until

of

modem/specialized theologian.

C. S. Lewis. C. S. Lewis

Lewis's education at Oxford

good examples

Kung,

modem/specialized designation.

modem/specialized theologian is not necessarily considered

influence. Most

Hans

almost

time

theological

entirely through the

number of insights into the

subject of failure

overcoming.
In Screwtape Letters, Lewis describes letters from

a

fictitious

elderly devil named
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Screwtape to

a

younger devil named Wormwood.

art of temptation. Wormwood has been

soul
on

hangs

the

to think

on our

Patient,

a

man

young

they have

a

right to;
a sense

the

by stating,

fi"om there the battle is won"

Lewis also

sense

of injury"

disappointment to bring

with Wormwood

Towards the end of the book,

us

the

on

whose

hard, then,

Screwtape

"Whatever men expect,

deception of disappointment.

part, be tumed into

process of using

Strategy"

over

in the balance. The senior devil instructs the junior devil to "work

reminds Wormwood of the

skill

given charge

disappointment" of the patient (13).

soon come

Screwtape schools Wormwood

they

of disappointment can, with very little

(141). Lewis understands

to failure.

enemy's

shares "Satan's

Screwtape

"Get Christians

the

preoccupied with their failures,

(26).

appreciates

the

interplay between

failure and God's

forgiveness.

In

Mere

Christianity he advises asking for forgiveness after each failure. Lewis states, "We

leam,

on

the

one

the other, that

hand, that

we

need not

cannot tmst ourselves

we

despair even in our worst,

even

for

in

our

best moments,

our

failures

Elsewhere in The Weight of Glory, Lewis says that God will "be
our

repeated

failures"

an

God

uses

results

understanding

from

pain. First,

conscience, but shouts in

our

"God

pain:

one

enough

choosing,

for us"

who

it is His
we

(95-96). Finally, pain

free will necessitates

pain.

and

pain

whispers

second "shatters the illusion that what
and

expands

of pain. Failure and

pain to point people to the

come

on

forgiven" (94).

infinitely merciful to

(130).

In The Problem of Pain, Lewis

with

are

and,

are

can

complements

the notion of failure

in the world because of fi-eedom.

help

them

to us in our

overcome.

Three

pleasure, speaks

megaphone to rouse

have, whether good

a

in

good

our

deaf world"

(93).

bad in

itself, is

is inherent in freedom. That

is, in the

God wants

people

or

to leam from

The

our own

act of

pain, mistakes,

and
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failures. In Letters to Children, Lewis corrects
says, "I

you don't mind

hope

mistakes"

(80). Lewis's

In

bestowed

me

telling you

all this? One

children's novels contain

some

can

a

child's story and then

leam

of his best

only by seeing

Lewis for the best children's book

on

land of Namia. Professor Lewis

published

was

in the British

Empire,

was

his

seventh and last of a unified series

began the

one's

theology.

1956, the Camegie Medal, awarded annually by the Library Association,

volume entitled The Last Battle. This book

mythical

weakness in

a

on

the

series in 1950 with The Lion, the

Witch and the Wardrobe.
Lewis wanted the Namia books to read

story

to be

and who

one

as

"pure story."

which reminds readers of the One who

guides believers, expects great things

now

receive them into his

was

nailed to

of them

everlasting kingdom when his work on

a

overcoming through the

Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe. Edmund
He is

a

selfish

boy

and is

mean

and

kingship

lion named Asian

over

(Christ)

no

their behalf

and waits to

Christlike because

living story
same

affected

by

for Namia, that

character of Edmund in The

be characterized

as

the

story's prodigal

sister, Lucy. Edmund betrays his

(Devil) promised him Turkish Delight (a

his older brother, Peter. His fate would have been
intervenes

on

the White Witch, Asian talks to Edmund
"There is

can

to his younger

brother and sisters because the White Witch

candy)

on

good

simply enjoy and be transformed.

Lewis portrays failure and

son.

a

are

story that transforms and delights. Lewis hoped the

readers would

tree

a

earth is done. Lewis wanted

Christ makes them Christhke. Christ enables Christians to be

"story,"

a

through faith,

readers to realize that the Christian life is not static. Christians

his

He understood

need to tell you

(and no

his behalf Just before the

during

one ever

an

big

sealed, but

a

showdown with

early morning walk. Lewis writes,

heard)

what Asian

was

saying, but it was

a
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conversation that Edmund

never

forgot" (139).

In

some

respects, this might remind

the conversation between Jesus and Peter in John 21. Edmund then

hurdle of overcoming,

facing those he wronged,

for he

experiences
his

apologizes to

a

siblings

us

of

first

and is

warmly received.
Edmund then faces another hurdle,
allows

us

facing himself and those who

accuse.

Lewis

to understand Edmund's state of mind:

'You have

a traitor there, Asian,' said the Witch. Of course everyone
knew
that she meant Edmund. But Edmund had got past thinking
present
about himself after all he'd been through and after the talk he'd had that

morning.

He just went

the Witch said."
Asian pays Edmund's

thought Asian had

magic

Edmund

was a

"Edmund
He

helps

graver and

worse.

The White Witch

(Lion 171).

victory,

but she

forgot

the

deeper

Asian defeats death and is raised from

quieter man than Peter,

we

find that

by saying,

and great in council and judgment.

King Edmund the Just" (184).

cousin,

was

to matter what

Edmond and the children defeat the White Witch. Later

overcomer

This book chronicles Edmund's and

Eustace

seem

required ransom by dying in his place.

failed and that she had sealed her

We leam of another

which their

at Asian. It didn't

true overcomer. Lewis describes his transformed state

was a

called

was

looking

(Lion 141)

fi-om before the dawn of time

the dead. He

on

Lucy's

Eustace Clarence

not the most likable

in Lewis' book The Voyage of the Dawn Treader.

boy

last adventure in

Namia,

treasure. Because of his

a mess.

greed,

adventure in

Scmbb, accompanied them. Before the joumey,
in the world.

During

the voyage he

He is selfish and nasty. The Dawn Treader anchored at

and Eustace gets himself in

an

one

only gets

of "Lone

Islands,"

He ventured off by himself and discoverers

he decides to

treasure, and in the interim he tums into

a

keep

it all to himself He falls

dragon. Miserable,

a

huge

asleep on the

he must face his failure.
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Asian

Eustace had to take

intervenes, and we leam of the "undragoning" of Eustace.

three steps to

overcome

his failure.

First, he had to

see

himself as

needed to realize that he must be

"undragoned." Finally,

supematural intervention. Lewis

narrates the result:

a

he had to

dragon. Second,

he

experience

nice, and fairly nearly tme, to say that 'from that time forth
different boy.' To be strictly accurate, he began to be a
different boy. He had relapses. There were still many days when he could
be tiresome. But most of those I shall not notice. The cure had begun.
(112)
It would be
Eustace

One of the
from

our

was a

important things that the Namia series

teaches is that

mistakes and failures. This is also tme of our lives. We

stories. At the conclusion of The Voyage of the Dawn Treader,
Namia. Asian tells the children that

some

day they

are

we

shall meet him

we

need to leam

to leam from

our

leam the purpose of

again.

Then Lewis

writes,
'Are-are you there too. Sir?' said Edmund. 'I am,' said Asian. 'But there
I have another name. You must leam to know me by that name. This was

the very reason why you were brought to Namia, that
for a little you may know me better there.' (245)

Lewis teaches much about failure and
his children's fantasies. His life
at the

beginning

conversion

of his

experience,

teaching
a

You must

overcoming

experience has much to

career.

testimony

In his book

alone in that

teach

theological

as

well. He

me

here

works and

was an

atheist

Surprised by Joy, he describes his

of facing failure and

picture me

in his

by knowing

overcoming:

in

Magdalen, night

after

night,
feeling, whenever my mind lifted even for a second from my work, the
steady, unrelenting approach of Him whom I so eamestly desired not to
meet. That which I greatly feared had at last come upon me. In the
Trinity Term of 1929 I gave in, and admitted that God was God, and knelt
and prayed: perhaps, that night, the most dejected and reluctant convert in
all England. (125)
Later in life Lewis

Grief Observed, Lewis

experienced the

speaks

room

failure of hfe in the death of his wife. In A

of his bereavement. "Of course it is different when the
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thing happens

to

oneself,

not to

Lewis reahzes that he must

others, and in reality,

praise

not in

imagination" (42).

God and his wife. He concludes the book

"How wicked it would be if we could call the dead back! She said not to

Chaplain,

'I

am

at peace with God.'

She smiled, but not with me"

me

In the end

by saying,
but the

(122).

Summary
The

integration.

theologians surveyed
In each case, the

reciprocal relationship.
Yet, their lives

were

Their

confirmed the

theologians'

understandings

stories and their

theology was bom

consistent with their

of narrative/story

theology participated

in

a

out of their life stories and life histories.

theologies.
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APPENDIX G
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT THEORY SUPPLEMENT

PLDT Failure

Successful

Quotations

They accept their failures and continue on,
knowing that failure is a natural consequence of trying. They go fi-om failure to failure,
until at last success is theirs. The law of failure is one of the most powerfiil of all success
laws: we fail only when we can't accept failure.
people

are

The greatest failure is

not afraid to fail.

a

person who

never

admits that he

can

be

a

failure.

Gerald N. Weiskott
The wise

man

realistically accepts

failures

as a

part of life and builds

meet them and make the most of them. He lives

nothing gained"

Acceptance

on

the

and is resolved that if he fails he is

of what has

happened

is the first step to

a

philosophy to
attempted,
trying to succeed.

of "nothing

principle
going to fail while
Wilfred A. Peterson
overcoming the

consequences of any

misfortune.
William James

Accept failure as a normal part of living. View it
world; make note of its lessons and move on.

as

part of the process of exploring your
Tom

You win

only

Greening and Dick Hobson

if you aren't afraid to lose.

Rocky Aoki
If you're not

big enough to lose, you're not big enough to

win.

Walter Reuther
True

success

is

overcoming the

fear of being unsuccessful.
Paul

Sweeney

natural consequence of trying. To succeed takes time and prolonged effort in
the face of unfriendly odds. To think it will be any other way, no matter what you do, is
to invite yourself to be hurt and to limit your enthusiasm for trying again.
To fail is

a

David Viscott

but fail in a leaming posture, determined not to repeat the
We must expect to fail
mistakes, and to maximize the benefits from what is leamed in the process.
...

Ted W.
It's not easy, but you have to be
those mistakes, the better.

Engstrom

willing to

and R. Alec MacKenzie

make mistakes. And the earlier you make
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Jane Cahill Pfeiffer

The difference between greatness and
mistake.

mediocrity is

often how

an

individual views

a

Nelson Boswell
The greatest mistake

a man can

make is to be afraid of making

one.

Elbert Hubbard

Accept everything about yourself-I mean everything.
beginning and the end-no apologies, no regrets.

You

are

you and that is the

Clark Moustakas

People who make money often make mistakes, and even have major setbacks, but they
believe they will eventually prosper, and they see every setback as a lesson to be
applied
in their

move

toward

success.

Jerry Gillies
Failure is

success

if we leam from it.
Malcolm S. Forbes

You cannot

What did

measure a man

they

by his

failures. You must know what

to him? What did he

mean

get

use

he makes of them.

out of them?

Orison Swett Harden

The successful

man

will

profit

fi*om his mistakes and try again in a different way.
Dale Carnegie

The fi-eedom to fail is vital if you're

time

again,

some new

and it is

attempt

a measure

at

going to succeed. Most successfiil men fail time
strength that failure merely propels them into

and

of their

success.

Michael Korda
Not many people are willing to give failure a second opportunity. They fail once and it's
all over. The bitter pill of failure
is often more than most people can handle.
If
to
failure
and
leam
from
if
to
consider
failure
it,
as a
you're willing accept
you're willing
...

...

blessing in disquise and bounce back, you've got the potential of hamessing
most powerful success forces.
Joseph Sugarman

one

of the

Don't be afraid to fail. Don't waste energy trying to cover up failure. Leam from your
failures and go on to the next challenge. It's OK to fail. If you're not failing, you're not

growing.
H.
In

some

attempts, it is glorious

even

Stanley Judd

to fail.

Longinus
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There

are some

defeats

more

trimnphant

than victories.

Michel
No

Eyquem De Montaigne

is beaten until his

hope is annihilated, his confidence gone. As long as man faces
life hopefiilly, confidently, triumphantly, he is not a failure; he is not beaten until he tums
man

his back

on

hfe.
Orison Swett Marden

There

be

can

respect,

or

failure to a man who has not lost his courage, his character, his selfhis self-confidence. He is still a king.
no

Orison Swett Marden
The person interested in success has to leam to view failure
of the process of getting to the top.

as a

healthy,

inevitable part

Joyce Brothers
I do not fear failure. I

only fear the "slowing up" of the engine inside of me which is
pounding, saying, "Keep going, someone must be on top, why not you?"
George S. Patton
When defeat comes, accept it as a signal that your
plans, and set sail once more toward your coveted

Failure is

only the opportunity to

more

plans are not sound,
goal.
Napoleon Hill

rebuild those

intelligently begin again.
Henry Ford

Remember you will not always win. Some days, the most resourceful individual will taste
defeat. But there is, in this case, always tomorrow-after you have done your best to

achieve

success

today.
Maxwell Maltz

No

one

that

ever

lived has

the basic condition of all

There is

a

wheel

ever

had

life-you

enough power, prestige,

win

some

overcome

which the affairs of men revolve and its mechanism is such that it
from being always fortunate.

Croesus,
man ever

knowledge to

and you lose some.
Ken Keyes, Jr.

on

prevents any man

No

or

achieved worth-while

himself with at least

one

foot

advisor to

Cyrus,

Lion

of the Persians

who did not, at one time
well over the brink of failure.

success

hanging

or

other, find

Napoleon Hill
We

are

all of us failures-at least the best of us

are.

Sir James M. Barrie

Forget about the consequences of failure. Failure is only

a

temporary change in direction
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to set you

straight

for your next

success.

Denis E.

No

man

Waitley

fails who does his best.
Orison Swett Marden

Never

forget that life can only be nobly inspired and rightly lived if you take it bravely
gallantly, as a splendid adventure in which you are setting out into an unknown
country, to face many a danger, to meet many a joy, to fmd many a comrade, to win and
and

lose many

a

battle.
Annie Besant

The credit

actually in the arena; whose face is marred by dust
and sweat and blood; who strives valiantly; who errs and comes short again and again;
who knows the great enthusiasms, the great devotions, and spends himself in a worthy
cause; who at the best knows in the end the triumph of high achievement; and who at the
worst, if he fails, at least fails while daring greatly.

belongs

to the

man

who is

Theodore Roosevelt
I would rather attempt

something great

and

fail, than

to

attempt nothing and succeed.

Robert H. Schuller

My failures

are

my

gifts to

others.

My

gift of others to me.
Erwin Raphael McManus

successes are

the

Additional CLDT

Senn-Delaney. Senn-Delaney Leadership Consulting Group specializes in

organizational effectiveness, leadership effectiveness,

and life effectiveness. In

Leadership Teambuilding and Cultural Change, Senn, Childers, and Senn examine the

relationship between success/failure

and corporate culture. This group builds

work and looks at both individual and team success/failure. "All

subjective,
Senn

speak

or

invisible side that influences

about the difference between
The differences

can

success or

success

failure"

and failure

be attributed to

a

on

Senge's

corporations have

(69). Senn, Childers,

a

and

by stating,

limited set of shared values and

behaviors that combine in

organizational
synergistic ways to create a high
in
which
culture
all
are excited about their work
employees
performance
and tend to give more of themselves. (69)
James M. Kouzes and

Barry

Z. Posner. James M. Kouzes and

Barry Z. Posner
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have written

a

helpful book on how to keep getting extraordinary things

organization. They speak on the process

primary concems
we are

is

helping leaders

to leam from

suggest

some

overcoming

and

of experiment and

organizations

helpful questions that

can

One of their

taking risks.

leam fi-om mistakes. As leaders

mistakes and encourage others to do the

basic but

done in

same.

Kouzes and Posner

be taken in the assessment and

of failure:

�

What did

we

do well?

�

What did

we

do

�

What did

we

leam from this?

�

How

can we

poorly?

do better the next time?

(84)

Next Generational Leaders
Tim Celek and Dieter Zander. Tim Celek and Dieter Zander

leaders who have

a

good understanding

of failure and

overcoming.

are

next

generation

Both their stories

are

included in their book, Inside the Soul of a New Generation.

Typically,
1965. The

been

when

talking

about the next

general generic designation

developed

for

family.

woke up this

In his

moming to

forehead with

a

an

one

.

.

thing

find the word D-I-V-O-R-C-E written in mirror
feh

pen" (3).

This is the

is

clear, this

state of the

complete,

is the

Home"

from broken and blended families and

community-open, safe,

other rather than

writing on her

generation of "Nobody's

aloneness that stifles them. In tum, "the search for

.

designations have

book. Shampoo Planet, Coupland writes, "My mother. Jasmine,

big black

force in their lives

help each

label,

new

generation have been influenced by the

(Celek and Zander Inside 53). They come
experience

Whatever the

those bom after

and knows about failure.

The life stories of the next

American

we mean

is Generation X, however

subsequent generations.

generation has experienced

generation,

inclusive

intimacy is

a

driving

relationships in which people

highest value

of this

generation" (Zander).
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How
must do is

leaders

can

deliberately

relevant, relational,

help

the next

generation become overcomers?

One

thing leaders

reach out to them. Zander states that leaders need to be

and

raw.

Leaders need to

give

them

permission to

real,

fail when leaders

involve them in ministry. Ralph Moore believes that leaders need to "anticipate
That is, realize

breakage" (103).

them to minister "there will be
the most

Probably
overcoming

is

them.

are

They

participate

in

stor5^elling
become"

as a

(Celek

Life after God,

some

failures"

storytellers

stories and that when leaders allow

(103). Overcoming is

important thing that

allowing them to

our

they have broken

leaders

tell their stories.

can

times,

do to aid the next

feel that

They

at

no one

a

process.

generation

in

wants to listen to

and story listeners. Leaders also must allow them to

stories and

point them to

form of Christian

God's story. "The

more we can

get back

communication, the more effective we're going

and Zander Inside 125). If we do so,

Coupland

some

concludes

we

might be surprised.

to

to

In the novel

by stating,

Now-here is my secret: I tell it to you now with an openness of heart that I
doubt I shall ever achieve again, so I pray that you are in a quiet room as
you hear these words. My secret is that I need God-that I am sick and can
longer make it alone. I need God to help me give, because I no longer

no

seem

to be

capable
(359)

capable

of giving; to

of kindness; to

help

me

help

me

love,

as

be

I

kind, as I no longer seem
beyond being able to love.

seem

APPENDIX H
ATTRIBUTION PSYCHOLOGICAL THEORY SUPPLEMENT

Attribution

Psychological Theory Mapping

stability

Dimensio

Unstable Cause

Jtemporary)^
Effort
Mood

Fatigue

Luck

Chance

Opportunity

Source: Weiten 496

Tasic

Difficulty
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Traditional Model of Attribution

Personal

(Internal)
Attribution

Behavior

or

Situational

(External)
Attribution

Source: Weiten 497

Alternative

Two-Step

Model of Attribution

Personal
Behavior

Situational

(Internal)

(External)

Attribution

Attribution

Source: Weiten 497
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CARTOON 1
DEPICTION OF SELF-SERVING BIAS

PEANUTES
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Theoretical

Synthesis

of Theme interaction

Restorying

THEME 2
Biblical

Remembering

Narrative

Realizing

Theology

X

THEME 3

Leadership

Development

Responding

Resisting

Theory

X

THEME 4

Attribution

Psychological

Retraining

Reframing

Theory

FIRGURE 1

THEORETICAL SYNTHESIS OF THEME INTERACTION
EIGHT Rs OF PRINCIPLED STORY
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APPENDIX I
DEMOGRAPHIC GRAPHS
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Country

of Birth
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APPENDIX J
INTERVIEW

QUESTIONS' GRAPHS

Graph IQ2a: Family

Influence
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Graph IQ4:

Process
I Worldview

I World

19%
I World

Map

Graph IQ6: Leadership Story

New

43%

Graph 1Q7: Hope

Graph IQ8:

Bible

Givers

Story

Character

Joseph
19%
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Graph IQ9:

Success

Story
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APPENDIX K

IQl: METAPHOR OF

LIFE STORY SUPPLEMENT

IQl: Metaphors of Life Story
An Adventure

Joumey

A Bat out of Hell

Just around the Next Curve

Being Radically Loved

Late Bloomer in Process

Beloved

Blossoming

Living

Builders

Pilgrimage
Stopped

Rising Moming

Cross-Country
David the

Dolphinic

Sun

on

Colorado Mts.

Roller Coaster

Mountain

Cross-Country Course

for 1st time

Roller

Bike Ride

Coaster-Biggest, Fastest,

Special

Forces

or

King

Sunrise

Leader

Surprising Tums
Tennis Match

Explorer

The Cross

of a Sword

Tree
Tree

Fire-Contagious Passion
Fireweeds-After Yellowstone Fire
Grain of Wheat

Falling to

Greatest Detour

a

Growing through
Tree

Seasons

[Oak]

The Tribe Has

the Ground

Spoken

Traveler

Guy

White Water

Hand of God

Hiking up

Funnest

SWAT

Dream Weaver

Fashioning

500

Indy

Phoenix

Car at Full RPMs Even When
a

Edge

Periodic Reinvention

Camping

Climbing

the

Model T entered into

Almond Staff

Bridge
Bridge

on

Mountain

Canoeing

White Water

Rafting

process and

prefers the strong link

Joumey

Process

Creighton Alexander is
betw^een

Scripture

Foundation

a

leader that reflects

and life story. He

at Southem Methodist

serves as

University

Numbers 17 and feels the story of Aaron's

on

the campus minister for the

in

Wesley

Dallas, Texas. Alexander looks to

blossoming

almond staff speaks of God's
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power to

bring life through

priesthood,
God's

and his

a

chosen

ministry have

people. "My Hfe

New River

fellowship. Giglio
could be

only
and

in

a

late

and

staff,"

serve

states Alexander "It is in

tree."

summer are

co-pastoring this

are

of process. He states,

"My

He beheves that fruit is the

"I find that my

early

non-denominational church

and Michael W. Smith

example
a

a

seasons are

the harvest

usually

life story

objective,

several years

but

long

times, usually most fiiiitful

harsh winter."

generation

Koslowsky is

spiritual

a

for Christ. He

Jersey. Koslowsky
in

offers another fine

spring

almond

Nashville, Tennessee is

Raphael Giglio

Giglio continues,

season.

Michael
next

in

metaphorically compared to

only the

after

blossoming

fi'om God's selection of him to

through God's power."

Fellowship

that is just two years old.

of dead wood. He believes his life, his

completely

come

is like that

the process of transformation

piece

postmodem pastor who

serves

states that his life

at

Fellowship

story is like

darkness. He knew there must be
I

was

a

is

passionate

Alliance

Chapel

about
in

reaching the

Medford, New

sunrise. He feels his life started out

something deeper. Koslowsky

states:

kind of like the character Neo in the movie The Matrix in that I had

deep longing for something more because I knew that something was not
quite right. In a sense, the color was "off." Then I found and experienced
a

the

Tmth, and my veil of darkness was lifted. Just

darkness to

I went from

sunrise goes from
light of the tmth

as a

darkness to the

spiritual
Light, Jesus Christ. My vision changed from blurred to
clear. My spiritual climate moved from cool to warm due to the warmth
of the Son, the One who loves me. My world was transformed from one
that was bleak and in black and white, to a world of hope, in vivid color.
Just as the sun invades the darkness every moming, God invaded my life
and gradually shed Light on it all.
light,

when I found The

One

District

more

illustration of a process

Superintendent

Alliance. He

was

of the

Metropolitan District of the

bom with Cerebral

from John F.

metaphor comes

Chrisfian and

Palsy and has always

seen

his fife

Soper,

the

Missionary
as an

uphill
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climb-a

struggle very much

ten years old before I

my
to

childhood,"

states

become "normal"

shares,

was

able to

so

a man

who decides to climb

finally discard the braces,

His childhood and

Soper.

"The first time I

overcome

like

mountain. "I

a

was

almost

crutches and other devices of

youth were spent

in

a

constant

struggle

that other children would accept him and not make fan of him. He
saw

the movie Forest

Gump

I could not watch it because I

was

with too many emotions."

Adventure

Boyd Hannold is
Before

coming

one

who has also

to Princeton Alliance Church in

Field Director for the Christian and
his life

fit to

as

running

move

a

cross-country

ahead but he is not

course

always

constantly in touch with

Hannold has

never

as

the

in Thailand. Hannold describes

for the first time. He

generally

feels

ready

and

certain which direction to head. Hannold states,

as

God

for excitement and adventure.

Princeton, New Jersey, he served

Missionary Alliance

"I don't shoot out too fast but look to be

need to be

always opted

steady

and consistent for the

I

hear when He tells

so

can

felt stressfiil that his life is not

clearly laid out

long

me

run.

But I

to tum."

for the years ahead but

finds himself at peace in God's hands and adventure.

Ginghamsburg United Methodist
the kind of radical

community known

Slaughter is the Chief Dreamer and

of pointing

be known and remembered

Another

example

Tipp City,

Ohio has

an

appropriate metaphor,

people to what

as someone

of adventure

come

to model

real followers of Jesus Christ. Michael

Lead Pastor of Ginghamsburg. He

adventure. His describes his life with

Slaughter dreams

as

Church in

God wants to do

whose hfe

comes

Residence at the Beeson Intemational Center

was

well

as

life

as an

"Dream Weaver."

through them.

He wants to

lived in Jesus' hand.

from David R.
as

sees

Walls, the Beeson Pastor in

the Senior Pastor of Church of
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the

Open Door in Elyria,

need to

metaphor is white water rafting.

Ohio. Walls'

always keep paddling and always keep

the various levels of rapids in life. His

will just

spin

and if you don't

your eye

your eye

of perspective

(as well

on

the

the

goal." Walls believes

"If you don't

philosophy is,

keep

on

He states, "You

goal you will

in

keep paddling you

end up somewhere

else."

Perspective
The

dynamic

as

irony)

can

be found in Daniel Huckins'

response. Huckins has been the pastor of Portland First Church of the Nazarene in

Portland, Oregon for two

years. He

story. First, he suggested "a

clinging
these

to

a

God who is

car

trying

at Full RPMs

to

metaphors have helped him

"interplay between his story
Travis Overstreet has

Resurrection in Kansas

City,

actually offered
even

two

when

during his

find

perspective

and God's

stopped!" Second,

and

helps

him make

"a child

sense

of the

story."

recently joined Adam Hamilton at the
Kansas. Overstreet feels that

Church of the

through the hardships,

to rise above. His

parents

were

teen years. Over the last sixteen years, he has had three difficult

fruitful ministries. The way he makes

sense

He describes himself as "The

metaphor.

to describe his life

get His kid's foot off the gas pedal." He believes that

setbacks, and failures in his life God is teaching him
divorced

metaphors

of his joumey is

encapsulated

Phoenix-always rising

yet

in his

from the ashes!"

Relational

David Ramirez has for fifteen years been the President of South American

Seminary in Quito, Ecuador.

metaphors
as

He believes that most Latin Americans would

to describe their lives. He sees

the connection between two

himself as

points, past to

the

a

"Bridge."

use

He states, "I

relational

see

myself

future; transition agent and relational
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agent; direction and success."

Spiritual

Margi Galloway partnered with her husband Dale

Community Church.

She

now serves as

the Director of the

Theological Seminary. Margi's metaphor is
saying,

"I believe that the Hand of God has

in different

periods

in my Hfe." Even

Hfe. She still feels his hand

Stephen
He is

presently

spiritual
the

a

Spouse Ministry

always

Httle

been

on

by

child, Margi could feel God's hand

on

her

her Hfe.

comes

from several

generations

of pastors and missionaries.

professor at Asbury Theological Seminary.

and

Asbury

my Hfe. God has made that

as a

One of his

"grain

Seamands cherishes Jesus' words in John 12: "Unless

ground

at

"Hand of God." She fleshes this out

formation and wholeness. He describes his life

ground."

into the

Seamands

on

as a

founding New Hope

in

dies, it remains

a

single grain,

but if it

passions

of wheat

a

grain

is

falling

to

of wheat falls

dies, it bears much fruit."
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APPENDIX L

IQ2:

SPIRITUAL JOURNEY SUPPLEMENT

Conversion before eleven years old
Ruth Rambo
one

v^as

year after her birth. She states,

conceived before

marriage (in

thing)." They were repentant
was an

a

"They were very motivated to accept Christ. They

little town in

and

intensely spiritual child.

were

PA-way back then

Ruth Rambo states, "I

never

surgeries.

good

open. She

of God's existence.

Canada

She had to have heart surgery at the time and leamed to

has had three heart

were

a

veered from my faith."

Regina,

since then has led her to the realization that God

not

was

asking questions

She cried out to God. A Canadian revival broke out in

pilgrimage

that

at church whenever the doors

At the age of thirty- five, Ruth Rambo started

living).

accepted Jesus Christ

the eldest of five children. Her parents

can

(where

totally rely on

she

was

God. Her

be known. Dr. Rambo

She believes that her life has centered

on

these events.

Conversion before twenty-one years old

Steve

Norway

Sjogren was

as an

all about

student.

exchange

first time in his life. He had

getting

During that time that he began to

never

been

Christianity explained that you were to
new

out of high school and

exposed to Scripture
a come

to Christ

or

going to

school in

read the Bible for the

any kind of organized

personally.

That

was a

whole

concept to him. Christ had been working in Sjogren's life before that through

tragedies

in his life

(his

dad's death,

through

a near

drowning experience

he had

personally).
Sjogren began to
knew he

was

telling

read Romans and then he read the

God that he wanted to know God

Gospels.

personally.

The next

He

thing he

prayed his

home-spun, sinner's prayer that essentially amounted to, "Well God, here

I am."

own,

Sjogren
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explains,
my

own

"I

never

had anyone

explain to

sinner's prayer up. That is what got

well for me." That
told him all that

was

was

almost

thirty years

happening

so

a

"I just

packed up

subset of Calvary

finally

Chapel).

ended up
He

vocational

(taught elementary school)

Norway.

church

in 1982 and went out to
After that he

Sjogren states,

planted

"The rest is

I made

into the

move

a

came

He

in Costa Mesa. He
at the time

Vineyard

and

Angeles. Sjogren was

during his intemship.

churches. He

chuckle

Beverly Hills."

involved with the

in Baltimore. Then he

book that

Califomia when he

Vineyard (which

with them in Los

for two years

a

(in Norwegian the book was

Beetle and moved to

mnning

begin planting

so

reading

going to Calvary Chapel

planting intemship

like,

been to Califomia. With

gradually got

started

Angeles

never

Volkswagen

eventually

a

That led him to

excited that he decided to

Lutheran Bible school and started

went there two years. He

was a

my

was

started, 'Well God here I am.' It worked

now.

ago

retumed home to the United States. He had

Sjogren said,

me

sinner's prayer

a

in the Jesus movement

called Jesus People). It got him

attended

what

me

planted

a

bi-

He left Los

church in Oslo,

to Cincinnati in 1985.

history."

Conversion after twenty-two years old

Scott
was

in

a

ministry
a

Luley

is another leader that

accepted

Ph.D. program when he started to date
in his life.

They

he

was a

grad

Campus

student and

being "involved"

Cmsade for Christ

new

as

was

Christian whose

demonstrated Christ to him in

result, six months later, Luley tmsted Christ

lecture. He joined

a

Christ after he

as

family had

everything they

his Savior

(CCC)

twenty-two. He

during

associate

a

so

much

so

that

our

him to the full-time staff of CCC. One of his close fiiends

great

did and said. As

Josh McDowell

(part-time)

faculty member at Miami University in

in the lives of others

a

Ohio.

staff while
He

enjoyed

Lord used this desire to call

challenged him

to go with
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CCC full-time. His fhend also went into full-time

"sought" difficult
Impact

of

situations in which to minister.

Spiritual Journey

David Ramirez 's parents
of God in Chile. He started
was

ministry. Since then, they both have

five and received the

of thirteen. He received

were

loving the

missionaries, pastors, and bishops for the Church
Lord very young age. He

baptism of water and the baptism

a

very strong call for his

accepted Christ when he

of the

Holy Spirit

ministry. During his teen years,

involved himself in Christian youth work, and at the age of seventeen he
as

at the age

was

he

appointed

the Church of God National Youth Director for Chile.
Ramirez then had the

planting churches, leading

opportunity to study

small groups, and

last fifteen years, he has been involved in
Buenos

facilitate the

a new

passion to reach the

development

ministry while serving

sharing the gospel

leading the

Aires, Argentina, and Quito, Ecuador.

Today he has

for the

God

of Jesus Christ. For the

South American

He has also been

Seminary in

serving

God

as a

lost with the power of Jesus Christ and to

of twenty-first century Christian leaders.

pastor.
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APPENDIX M
MEMORABLE FAILURE SUPPLEMENT

IQ3:

Ministry
Kenda Dean is Professor of Next Generational Studies and the Dean of the School
of Christian Education at Princeton
over

thirteen years she served

as a

Theological Seminary in Princeton,

United Methodist pastor

specializing

New

in

Jersey.

For

youth

ministry.
During her time

as a

seminary intern at a church

youth program experienced revival.

One parent volunteered her

youth retreat.

At the retreat, in the farmhouse

family's

that backfired. It involved tempera

priceless carpets

and

wallpaper.

historic country farmhouse for

living room.

Dean led

paint that wound

The farmhouse

owner saw

replace the carpets

or

wallpaper), was

word, simply went and got buckets and
who

horrified

was

stayed up

all

home. She

badly
the

real

^nonetheless

�

night cleaning.

paid

a

huge

sum

stains

damage

are

that

still

on

simply

hands of my accuser."

humility.

a

forgave Dean,

could not be

the

splattering

and

The

was so

repaired

Dean

�

and to

all

over

Dean's overall

a

woman

a

�

too. The group

cleaner when she got

to pay, but she felt so

humbly states,

humbling to be

worship

youth, without saying

helped clean up

cleaning).

a

seminarian, she could

get it cleaned (the church offered

the walls. It

dramatic

happen.

Dean rolled up the mg and took it to
to

a

sponges and started to clean up. The

she felt that she needed to pay for the

paint

utter

up

it all

reaction, besides horror, humiliation, and financial panic (as
never

Washington, DC,

In tum she had the total support of parents and the

congregation.

experience

in suburban

so

"I suppose

abjectly responsible

experience forgiveness

at the

for
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Personal

Marty Berglund, pastor of Fellowship

succinctly speaks

of a similar

physically burned out
disease you
to such

an

eam

He states, "I

member of the
was

a

many

vims takes

was

a

things

over.

professor

once.

Berglund

sense

for

a

continue in the program would have been

graduate program

at

a

did not work at all for nine months.

Theological Seminary in Nyack,

Sanders

Through

Ph.D. A

a

series of events, I

angry and felt like

The

only way

lawsuit. He

university

and pursue

New

a

was

three-year

different

a

You break down your immune system

long time.
a

I

That is

Epstein-Barr vims."

out of the program.

program."

Jersey,

"My most memorable failure is when

at Alliance

department wanted me

said the incident did not make

a

at

in Medford, New

in the midst of completing coursework for

dismissed from my doctoral

but to seek

Chapel

and got very sick in 1992 with the

Martin Sanders is
York.

failure.

personal

by doing too

extent that

Alliance

a

faculty

failure. He

for Sanders to

opted not to

pursue it

teaching ministry

at

a

seminary.
Les Parrott heads up the Center for

Washington.

He

spoke

Relationship Development in Seattle,

of a memorable failure that took

place

his first year of marriage. Parrott and his wife flew from Los

spend time with family
lag.

His wife and her

time at breakfast. She

for the

family
was

holiday.

on

He remembers

the other hand

were

expecting him to get up

up

at

Christmas-time

Angeles to Chicago

sleeping

in to try and get

to

over

jet

early already spending family

and join the

family

for every

possible

minute of family time. His wife woke him up. He later realized that he failed to

appropriately to his wife's unspoken family mles. They both
frustrated. Since then, they have decided to discuss silent
mles.

during

respond

felt misunderstood and

expectations

and

unspoken
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APPENDIX N

IQ4: PROCESS SUPPLEMENT
New World

Steve and Janie

Sjogren both

agree that

Norway. They were missionaries working
undersupported,
and felt

as

and without

team.

for failure and I'm not

doomed from the get

go."

the mission field and do

thing we

a new

as a

intemally,

so

failures took

a

in

plant. They went underfunded,

frustrated, felt very unsupported,

out had deceived them. Steve

We felt

place

was

situations that

obvious and

change

said, "I'm

we

not

are

decided to leave

of environment would be the

could do."

for I could not control
from that

realized that I had to be
take

felt very

biggest

designed to get myself into

ministry.

result of the failure. He

professionally

of their

church

Janie said, "Our failure

Steve looked at the extemal

Spirit"

on a

They

though the people sending them

really designed

healthiest

a

one

I also would be

point

causes

of the failure and

developed

said, "That is all I could develop.

things extemally.

This

listening

and

"Indomitable

I had to

change

spirit has helped me

on." Janie looked at the intemal

responsible to

an

causes

of the failure. "I

seek God in the next steps that Steve and I

hearing

God's call.

Going to Norway,

were

to

I didn't."

New Worldview

Lindsey Davis
North

describes his life joumey. He

Georgia Conference of the United Methodist

his first time around. At first

blamed others for the
should. It

was a

Lindsey looked

experience.

In

presently

the

bishop

of the

Church. He failed out of seminary

at the extemal causes of his

hindsight he states,

matter of maturity. A little distance and

balanced and changed my

serves as

failure and

"I had not done the

things that

I

growing up helped me get more

worldview-especially my view of myself." Lindsey went to

a
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counselor who
is not the

helped him

discover that he

was an

typical Myers Briggs type or "makeup"

(which according to Lindsey

"ESTJ"

of a

seminary student).

This revelation

allowed him to choose to accept the person that God had made him. Lindsey retumed to

seminary to

fulfill God's call

on

Rob Cmver leamed that
he viewed
New

ministry.

Jersey.

his life just before he tumed

coming to

thirty years

terms with his failure meant

Cmver is the President of Somerset Christian

He views his hfe

as an

ride." Sixteen years ago he founded

adventure; his metaphor is

Victory Sports Camps

on

As he

"I had to

points out,

change the

way I did

changing the way

College

in

Zarephath,

"cross-country bike

the

His failure to empower the person he chose and hired to be his

ministry.

a

old.

Zarephath

successor

almost killed the

I had to

ministry.

campus.

view. I had to leam to let go and empower. When I leamed to do this the

change

my

ministry

experienced explosive growth."
New World

Mapping

Raphael Giglio
as a

he could

when

restoration
I

dealing with

only came

was

not

developed

result of his failed

experienced
use

also

a

New World

marriage,

failure.

he realized what

expectations

McLean Bible Church in

memorable failure
feed the

"sheep."

was

a

process

operating under a false
are no

New

blessings promised

in

concemed with the attitude of

of the work of my hands. God heals.

postmodem pastor overseeing Frontline Ministries

Vienna, Virginia.

not

was

financial

examples of vocational, marital,
for "supposed righteousness." God is more

Testament

Denny Henderson is

was a

to terms and

of Him. I realized that there
or

success

needed

things:"

solely responsible for my marriage failing. I

my heart than the

was

Giglio states, "My coming

after I realized several

view of God and my
reward

Mapping. Through the pain he

He

sees

his hfe

as a

at

"Traveler." His most

keeping his spiritual walk while he attempted to spiritually

Henderson

said, "My heart shrank

as

the

ministry

grew. It

was a

long
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joumey for me to recover."
come to

He

terms with his failure:

prayed for help. (4) God broke

developed

"(1)
me

I

saw

a

process

the need to

(that he

still

change. (2)

follows)
I relied

that

on

and I felt the contrast of having and not

present in my life." He realized that without God and God's
power his

helped him

God.

having

(3)

God

ministry life

would not work. He started to
put his devotional life at the front of his life.

I
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APPENDIX O

IQ5: IMAGES OF

TABLE

FAILURE SUPPLEMENT

IQ5: Images of Failure
Opportunity for miracle
Opportunity to do something different
Opportunity: Rebirth, Redesign,

Becoming vulnerable
Being rejected, alone
Broken

Reconstruction

relationships
requires repair

Broken toy that

Painful stumble and fall forward
Parent

Choosing
Creativity to
Curtain that

wrong road

do

something new
separates small/large room
Dark

ones

Dead ends, cold spots

Despair & hopelessness

Photos of US

being broken

Fumbled football

thing in my life
Hand reaching, unable to grasp hold
Helplessness, lonely, isolated people
Greatest

The Cross

^how God takes & redeems

�

Train wreck

Wasting time

&

relationship as result
being killed
Window for Leaming
Wright brothers' airplanes

William Wallace's wife

High mountain
Images of grace
Lack of success

Angelo's Despair

Images

Steve Elliott's
where it

Iran

Sitting on track with wheels off
Stepping stones up a mountain
Steps, ways, paths, stones on the way
Stumbling, tripping on sideway crack

Faces of peers fallen out of race

Positive

Army bodies in

Sad, disconnected person

Doing things incorrect
Explosion with debris on water

Michael

through

Pushing giant bowl of jello up hill
Report card with failing grades

in world/life

Divorce

forward but

children grow
failure

People I respect thinking, "What's wrong
with you?"
People-managing image
People not been ministered to
Person who quits trying

Desert, dryness, lack of life

Falling

watching

can

image

fall down. He

tough to get that

of failure is

explains,

"The

sucker up the hill. But,

down the hill." Elliott feels failure

pushing

gives

more

once

a

a

giant bowl

you

of jello up

a

hill to the top

push the deeper your hands

you get it up the hill it will go

person the

opportunity to

do

on

go. It is

its

something

own
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extraordinary;

but he does not let failure define him.

David Ramirez visualizes steps,
also

some

failures.

paths,

stones

detours and end roads. But, all of these

They

are

on

are

the v^ay. He states, "There

ways that God

are

I love

guides us.

part of the joumey."

Negative Images
Ruth Rambo

Michaelangelo
deal with

person with his

called Despair). She

things

John

sees a

or

her head in their hand

explains pensively,

"The

significance

is the head. I

in my head."

Soper states,

"The most vivid

images

I

see

when I think of failure

faces of my peers and mentors who have fallen out of the
have fallen in the

area

of moral failure." He is

times in his life he has been
himself.

(a painting by

only

Soper believes God's

an

grace and

^particularly

�

the

the

ones

who

aware

of the fact that at certain

making

disastrous moral choices

painfully

instant away from

race

are

providence has kept him

from

falling

as

well.
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APPENDIX P

IQ6: LEADERSHIP STORY SUPPLEMENT

Strengthened Leadership
Mike Breaux

hardest

things

member about

I've

spoke honestly

ever

immorality in his

seek God's wisdom like

marriage

were

had to do in

never

about

a

major leadership experience.

ministry was

confront my best friend and staff

life." Breaux had to make

before. As

a

"One of the

some

result he believes

a

very hard decisions and

very

good

guy and his

saved and truth set him free.

Ken Werlein is the pastor of Faithbridge United Methodist Church in

Texas. This church

Spring,

plant, just

outside of Houston, has grown to twelve-hundred

in its first 2 1/2 years. One of Werlein' s

of staff.

Recently he

the elders told

was

me

strengthened

New

had to let

biggest challenges

staff member go. He

a

to dismiss this person. It

as a

was a

hard

has been the

hiring

and

firing

said, "After many hour of prayer,

thing

to do. But my

leadership

result."

Beginnings
Denny Henderson retells the story of how

personal spiritual
failure, he
to lead

resuh

went

formation. As

on a

by example.

was

accepted

amazing.

Christ! It

forty day
He

a

follow-up

fast and wrote

he

experienced

beginning

in his

to the process of coming to terms with his

a

forty-day

devotional. He felt that he had

encouraged the congregation to join him

Henderson

a new

exclaims, "Students' lives

were

in his joumey. The

changed!

Their parents

changed us!"

Keith Jones has spent the last twenty years

as a

Adjunct Professor at Princeton Theological Seminary.

Christian

psychotherapist

and

A number of years ago, he

co-partner of a company that laid oil pipeline in the Gulf of Mexico. It

was a

very

was a
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lucrative business. It all

day he

lost

seven

million dollars of equity

failure and moved

bringing
and

a new

collapsed when the

on

oil market went under

participation.

to follow God's call into

understanding

ministry.

In

shortly

one

time, Jones processed his

He retold

a

story of how he is

of the joy and power of "sacramental"

congregations throughout the country.

after. In

living to

leaders
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APPENDIX

Q

IQ7: RECEIVING HOPE SUPPLEMENT

Family
Ken

Driedger,

Cliristian and

the district

Missionary Alliance,

hope givers when dealing with
him. His wife is
Ullas
wife

an

superintendent

of the Westem Canadian District of the

of the leaders that referenced their spouse

was one

failure. He states that his wife is God's number

positive, uplifting,

and

keeps pointing him to

one

as

gift to

Christ.

Tankler, pastor of AGAPE United Methodist Church in Estonia, calls his

unmovable rock. He receives

hope

fi"om her because she understands his

motives, knows normally the procedure and the way he handles failure. Besides giving
emotional support, she

encouragement has

a

provides solid, clear,

essential to

objective thinking,

so

the

solid basis.

Thirteen other leaders

family is

and

(total

overcoming

of seventeen) cited

failure and

family

as a

experience ministry

hope giver.

success.

A leader's
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APPENDIX R

IQ8:

BIBLE STORY SUPPLEMENT

Leaders' Bible Stories

f

9

19%

9

19%

4

9%

4

9%

21

44%

47

100%

1

Bible

Story

Characters

Barnabas

Joseph

David

Joshua

Dorcus

King

Elijah

Moses

Estlier

Nehemiah

Jeremiah

Paul

Jesus

Peter

Job

Prodigal

John Mark

Ruth

John

Solomon

Baptist

Uzziah

Son
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APPENDIX S

IQ9: SUCCESS STORY SUPPLEMENT
Personal

Michael

also tells

Koslowsky

a

story about adjusting priorities. Early in his

ministry he was working eighty plus hours per week.
off their engagement. She
were

going to be.

He

for him. He had to do

was

not

sure

His fiance,

that she could marry him if this is how

recognized his priorities were wrong.
real

some

conclusion that God could do

eighty

hours. He decided to

day he

feels he is

more

as

evaluating

and soul

much with

fifty hours

change his

almost broke

Kipper,

That

was a

He

searching.

of his week

big wake up

came

as

things
call

to the

He could with

work habits. A few months later he wed. To this

successful because he leamed that

personal

lesson.

Ministry
Ken

Driedger retells

meeting with his
feedback

on

staff after

a

a

year sabbatical.

experience to

Superintendent.

painful

The staff was

transition into his

bmtally honest,

admonitions."

a

much

more

successful leader

newly appointed

but God used this

humble and direct him in ways that have been very

He says, "I think I've become

a

Driedger asked them to give him honest

things he needed to change in order to

role of District

those

story getting his priorities straight. He said that he had

helpful

for his future.

having stmggled through
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APPENDIX T

IQIO: ADVICE

FOR LIVING SUPPLEMENT

Relational
Paul Cross

bridges

the gap between

leaders should leam to be both

graced

and

spiritual

and relational advice. He believes
"To be

gracious.

'graced'

is to be

fully

aware

of what God has done for you and continues to do for you in Jesus Christ. To be

is to

'gracious'

respond

others around you

as

the

of God."

image

Personal

Dieter Zander shared, "I would
said to

me:

give them the

Know who you are, like who you are, be who you are." Zander

pastors towards Philippians 3:20, "Press
He then states, "God

hold of you."

what you

are

becoming.

advice that Chuck Swindoll

gift to

to

lay hold

measures success

doing-although what you

Our

on

are

doing

God is the person that

we

is

a

once

points young

of that for which Christ Jesus laid

by what

you

are

becoming

manifestation of what you

not

by

are

become."

Productive
Steve
have to build

expounds
done

on

Sjogren
a

shares

a

similar sentiment. "If you want to have

things.

Small

by saying, "Small things

almost

movement of small

this

throughout

the month, done

things

done

incisively

throughout the year,

done

hundreds that become thousands of people-that becomes
of great

things.

The great

thing

comes

out of the small

a

by

great church you

lots of people."

done

by

a

Sjogren

throughout the week,

dozens that become

great thing." That's the irony

thing.
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APPENDIX U

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION SUPPLEMENT

Principled Story
Retelling

to

Model for

Narrative

Restorying

Overcoming

Story Integration
David

A

I

Az
Biblical Narrative

REMEMBERING

Theology
REALIZING

X
Leadership Development Theory
Jeremiah

RESISTING

RESPONDING

Nehemiah

X
Attribution

Moses

Psychological Theory
REFRAMING

RETRAINING
w

^^store

X
�

Esther
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